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THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE

IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
And IDAHO CATTLE ASSOCIATION,
Plaintiff/Appellants,

IDAHO

)
)
)
I
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Supreme Court No. 35980-2008
CLERK'S RECORD O N APPEAL

)

I1

GOODING COUNN,
DefendantlRespondent.

Appeal from the District Court of the 5" Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Gooding

**************
HONORABLE BARRY WOOD, DISTRICT JUDGE

Kenneth McCiure
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, I D 83701-2720

Calvin Campbell
GOODING COUNN PROSECUTOR
P.O. Box 86
Gooding, ID 83330
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX

Document

Date
-

-

Page ( s )/Vol

Affidavit of Anthony Brand in Support
Jul 18, 2008
114-118/1
Affidavit of Debora Kristensen in Support Jul 18, 2008
129-358/2
Affidavit of Gregory Ledbetter in Support Jul 18, 2008
124-128/1
Affidavit of John Horgan in Opposition
Aug. 15, 2008
1021-1121/6
Affidavit of Marv Patten in Support Pt 1 Jul 18, 2008
359-565/3
Affidavit of Marv Patten in Support Pt 2 Jul 18, 2008
566-794/4
Affidavit of Marv Patten in Support Pt 3 Jul 18, 2008
795-1010/5
Affidavit of Mathew Thompson in Support
Jul 18, 2008
119-123/1
Affidavit of Paul Kroeger in Opposition
Aug. 15, 2008
1122-1148/6
Affidavit of Tom Faulkner in Opposition
Aug. 15, 2008
1149-1151/6
Amended Complaint for Dec/Injunctive Relief Nov. 30, 2007
41-56/1
Answer and Statement of Affirmative Defenses
Dec. 17, 2007
57-67/1
Brief in Opposition to Plfs MSJ
Aug. 15, 2008
1011-1020/6
Clerks Certificates
1240-1241/6
Complaint for Declaratory/Injunctive Relief Oct. 9, 2007
1-38/1
Defendant's Responsive Element Sheet
Aug. 15, 2008
1152-1154/6
Exhibit List
1239/6
Idaho Dairymen's Element Sheet in Support Jul 18, 2008
128 (a)-128 (h)/l
Indexes/ROA
(a-f)/all
1228-1233/6
Judgment on Summary Judgment
Nov. 6, 2008
Memorandum of Law in Support of MSJ
Jul 18, 2008
71-113/1
Notice of Appeal
Dec. 10, 2008
1234-1238/6
Orders on Plaintiffs Motion for Summ Jdmt.. Oct. 28, 2008
1173-l227/6
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment
Jul 18, 2008
68-70/1
Plfs Reply to Def's Opposition to MSJ
Aug. 27, 2008
1155-1172/6
Second Affidavit of Deborah Kristensen
Aug. 26, 2008
1154 (a)-1154 (dd)/6
Written Consent to File Amended Complaint
Nov. 30, 2007
39-40/1
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CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX
Date

Document

Page(s)/Vol(s)

VOLUME 1 BEGINS:
Oct. 9, 2007
Nov. 30. 2007
Dec. 17, 2005
Jul 18, 2008

Indexes/ROA
Complaint for Declaratory/Injunctive Relief
Written Consent to File Amended Complaint
Amended Complaint for Dec/Injunctive Relief
Answer and Statement of Affirmative Defenses
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment
Memorandum of Law in Support of MSJ
Affidavit of Anthony Brand in Support
Affidavit of Mathew Thompson in Support
Affidavit of Gregory Ledbetter in Support
Idaho Dairymen's Element Sheet in Support

124-128/1
128 (a)-128 (h)/l

VOLUME 2 BEGINS:
Indexes/ROA
Affidavit of Debora Kristensen in Support

(a-f)
129-358/2

VOLUME 3 BEGINS:
Indexes/ROA
Affidavit of Marv Patten in Support Pt 1
VOLUME 4 BEGINS:
Indexes/ROA
Affidavit of Marv Patten in Support Pt 2
VOLUME 5 BEGINS:
Indexes/ROA
Affidavit of;Marv Patten in Support Pt 3

(a-f)
795-1010/5

VOLUME 6 BEGINS:
Aug. 15, 2008

Aug.
Aug.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

26, 2008
27, 2008
28, 2008
6, 2008
10, 2008

Indexes/ROA
(a-f)
Brief in Opposition to Plfs MSJ
1011-1020/6
Affidavit of John Horgan in Opposition
1021-1121/6
Affidavit of Paul Kroeger in Opposition
1122-1148/6
Affidavit of Tom Faulkner in Opposition
1149-1151/6
(Duplicate attachment CAFO Ordinance #90 Omitted)
Defendant's Responsive Element Sheet
1152-1154/6
Second Affidavit of Deborah Kristensen
1154 (a)-1154(dd)/ 6
Plfs Reply to Def's Opposition to MSJ
1155-1172/6
Orders on Plaintiffs Motion for Summ Jdmt..
1173-1227/6
Judgment on Summary Judgment
1228-1233/6
Notice of Appeal
1234-1238/6
Exhibit List
1239/6
1240-1241/6
Clerks Certificates
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Date: 1/""/2009

Fifth Judicial District Court Gooding County

Time: O ' L . , ~ PM

ROA Report

Page 1 of 4

User: CYNTHlr

Case: CV-2007-0000651 Current Judge: Barry Wood
ldaho Dairy Association, Inc.. etal. vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners

ldaho Dairy Association, Inc., ldaho Cattle Association vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners
Date

Code

User

1/9/2007

NCOC

CYNTHIA

New Case Filed - Other Claims

10/9/2007

APER

CYNTHIA

APER

CYNTHIA
CYNTHIA

Plaintiff: Idaho Dairy Association, Inc., and Idaho Barry Wood
Cattle Association Appearance Kenneth McClure
Defendant: Gooding County Board Of
Barry Wood
Commissioners Appearance Calvin H. Campbell
Fiiing: G3 Ali Other Actions Or Petitions, Not
Barry Wood
Demanding $Amounts Paid by: ldaho Dairy
Association, inc., (plaintiff) Receipt number:
0004379 Dated: 10/9/2007 Amount: $88.00
(Check) For: ldaho Cattle Association, (plaintiff)

SMlS

CYNTHIA

Summons Issued

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Service/Summons Returned

Barry Wood

NOAP

CYNTHIA

Special Appearance (I.R.C.P. 4(i)(2)

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHiA

Motion IRCP 12(b)(2); 12(b)(4); 4(i)(2)

Barry Wood

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss
01/08/2008 11:00 AM)
Notice Of Hearing By Parties

Barry Wood

MlSC

CYNTHlA

Written Consent to file Amended Cornplaint

Barry Wood

AMCO

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

NOAP

CYNTHIA

ACSV

CYNTHIA

Amended Complaint Fof Declaratory and
Injunctive Relief
Notice Of Appearance by Calvin Campbell on
behalf of the County
Acceptance Of Service

Barry Wood

AFSV

CYNTHIA

Affidavit Of Service

Barry Wood

ANSW

CYNTHIA

Answer and Statement of Affirmative Defenses

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion to Dismiss

Barry Wood

HRVC

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

REQD

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss held on
01/08/2008 11:00 AM: Hearing Vacated
Request For Discovery

11/5/2007
11/16/2007

411512008

Barry Wood

-

Barry Wood

Barry Wood

NTSV

CYNTHiA

Misceilaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Barry Wood
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by:
Richard Carison Receipt number: 0000411
Dated: 1/29/2008 Amount: $16.00 (Check)
Notice Of Service
Barry Wood

MlSC

CYNTHIA

Set Trial letter to counsel

Barry Wood

NOR7

CYNTHiA

Note Of lssuelrequest For Trial (by Plaintiff)

Barry Wood

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 11/18/2008
09:OO AM)

Barry Wood

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduied (Pretrial Conference
10/28/2008 10:30 AM)

Barry Wood

PTSO

CYNTHIA

Pre Trial Scheduling Order Issued

Barry Wood

NOR7

CYNTHIA

Note Of Issue/request For Trial (by Defendant)

Barry Wood

CYNTHIA

411412008

Judae

-

Date: 1/""'2009
Time:

User: CYNTHI'

Fifth Judicial District Court Gooding County

o;.~;PM

ROA Report
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Case: CV-2007-0000651 Current Judge: Barry Wood
idaho Dairy Association, Inc., etal. vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners

idaho Dairy Association, lnc., ldaho Cattle Association vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners
Date

Code

User

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion for Disqualification of Alternate Panel
Judge (Butler)

Barry Wood

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order for Disqualification of Alternate Panel
Judge (Butler)

Barry Wood

DlSC

CYNTHIA

Disclosure Of Witnesses Lay Or Expert

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion for Summary Judgment

Barry Wood

MEMO

CYNTHIA

Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion

Barry Wood

MISC

CYNTHIA

ldaho Dairymen's Element Sheet in Support

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Anthony Brand in Support

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

AffidaVit of Mathhew Thompson in Support

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Gregory Ledbetter DVM in Support

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Maw Patten in Support

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Debora Kristensen in Support

Barry Wood

MISC

CYNTHIA

Defendant's ADR Statement

Barry Wood

DlSC

CYNTHIA

Disclosure Of Witnesses Lay Or Expert

Barry Wood

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing By Parties

Barry Wood

HRSC

CYNTHiA

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 08/26/2008 01:30 PM)
Motion to Continue

Barry Wood

STlP

CYNTHIA

Stipulation to Continue

Barry Wood

CONT

CYNTHIA

Continued (Motion for Summary Judgment
09/02/2008 01:30 PM)

Barry Wood

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order to Continue Hearing

Barry Wood

DlSC

CYNTHIA

Disclosure Of Witnesses Lay Or Expert

Barry Wood

MISC

CYNTHIA

Volume 2 begins

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of John Horgan in Opposition to Pifs
Motion for Summary Judgment
Motion to Strike Affidavits

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing By Parties

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Paul Kroeger in Opposition

Barry Wood

MISC

CYNTHiA

Defendant's Responsive Element Sheet

Barry Wood

MISC

CYNTHIA

Brief in Opposition

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Tom Faulkner in Opposition

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Second Affidavit of D Kristensen in Support

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

ldaho Dairymens Response to Motion to Strike
Affidavits

Barry Wood

MISC

CYNTHIA

Plfs Reply to Defendant's Opposition....

Barry Wood

CMlN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes Hearing type: Motion for Summary Barry Wood
Judgment Hearing date: 9/2/2008 Time: 1:30 pm
Court reporter: Linda Ledbetter Audio tape
number: Dc 08-10

Judoe

Barry Wood

-

Date: 1/~cl2009
Time: d
O
,.,

Fifth Judicial District Court Gooding County

PM

User: CYNTHi/

ROA Report
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Case: CV-2007-0000651 Current Judge: Barry Wood
ldaho Dairy Assoc~ation.Inc., etal. vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners

ldaho Dairy Association, Inc., ldaho Cattle Association vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners
Date

Code

User

HRHD

CYNTHiA

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Barry Wood
held on 09/02/2008 01:30 PM: Hearing Held
and Motion to Strike Affidavits

DISC

CYNTHIA

Disclosure Of Witnesses Lay Or Expert

Barry Wood

ADVS

CYNTHIA

Case Taken Under Advisement

Barry Wood

NTSV

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Service

Barry Wood

MISC

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

MISC

CYNTHIA

Defendants Disclosure of Unavailable dates for
Trial
Plaintiffs Unavailable Dates

NTSV

CYNTHIA

Notice.Of Service

Barry Wood

MlSC

CYNTHIA

Answers to Plaintiffs First Set of lnterrogatories.... Barry Wood

HRVC

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on
10/28/2008 10:30 AM: Hearing Vacated

Barry Wood

CONT

CYNTHIA

Continued (Court Trial 04/21/2009 09:OO AM)

Barry Wood

HRSC

CYNTHIA

MISC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
Barry Wood
03/31/2009 10:30 AM)
Supplemental Answers to Plfs lnterrogatories and Barry Wood
Request for Production

ORDR

CYNTHIA

FJDE

CYNTHIA

Order on Plaintiff's Motion for Summary
Barry Wood
Judgment (Denied) and Defendant's Motion to
Strike (Denied); Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment Granted
Final Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered
Barry Wood

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED: Closed

Barry Wood

JDMT

CYNTHIA

Judgment

Barry Wood

APSC

CYNTHIA

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Barry Wood

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED: Inactive

Barry Wood

NOTC

CYNTHIA

Notice of Appeal

Barry Wood

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood
Filing: T - Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court
($86.00 for the Supreme Court to be receipted via
Misc. Payments. The $15.00 County District
Court fee to be inserted here.) Paid by: ldaho
Cattle Association, (plaintiff) Receipt number:
0005069 Dated: 12/10/2008 Amount: $15.00
(Check) For: ldaho Cattle Association, (plaintiff)
Voided Transaction: Receipt or Disbursement
Barry Wood
(Receipt# 5069 dated 12/10/2008)
Filing: T - Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court
Barry Wood
($86.00 for the Supreme Court to be receipted via
Misc. Payments. The $15.00 County District
Court fee to be inserted here.) Paid by: McClure,
Kenneth R. (attorney for ldaho Cattle
Association,) Receipt number: 0005088 Dated:
12/12/2008 Amount: $15.00 (Check) For: Idaho
Cattle Association, (plaintiff)

VOID

JULIE
CYNTHIA

Judoe

Barry Wood

-

Date: ll""'2009

Fifth Judicial District Court Gooding County

Time: O ' L . , ~ PM

ROA Report

Page 4 of 4

User: CYNTHll

Case: CV-2007-0000651 Current Judge: Barry Wood
ldaho Dairy Association, Inc., etal. vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners

ldaho Dairy Association, Inc., ldaho Cattle Association vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners
Date
1211212008

Code

User
CYNTHIA

Judge
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copies Of
Barry Wood
Transcripts For Appeal Per Page Paid by: Givens
Pursley Receipt number: 0005089 Dated:
12/12/2008 Amount: $335.00 (Check)

i

Dls i HICT COURT

c~OODIMGGO,iDAHO

FILED

KENNETH R. McCLURE (ISB #2616)
DEBORA K. KRISTENSEN (ISB #5337)
J. W L VARIN (ISB #6981)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FTFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
IDAHO DAIRY ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho non-profit corporation; THE IDAHO
CATTLE ASSOCJATION, INC., an Idaho
non-profit corporation,

j

:
I
1
t
I

CASE NO&

-a
0 7- 6 K /

COMPLAINT FOR
DECLARATORY AND
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

Plaintiffs,
I

,

VS.

NOTICE: This Case is assigned

I

GOODING COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS,
Defendant.

I

$0?+Q~I. Barry Wood

I

,

DisM~t
Judge

I

I

Plaintiffs allege as follows:

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1.

This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to Idaho Code

5 1-705.

This

Court has personal jurisdiction over the Defendant, pursuant to Idaho Code 5 5-514(a), because
this action arises from the transaction of business by the parties within this state.
2.

Venue lies in this district pursuant to Idaho Code

5 5-403 because it is an action

against a county and Idaho Code 5 5-404 because the claims arose and the Defendant resides in
this district.

-
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THE PARTIES
3.

Plaintiff Idaho Dairy Association, Inc. ("IDA") is an Idaho, non-profit corporation

duly organized and existing under the provisions of Chapter 3, Title 30 of the Idaho Code, with
its principal place of business in Twin Falls, Idaho. In addition to other purposes which are not
relevant to this action, the IDA was formed to promote the dairy interests of and in the state of
Idaho and to take such action as the IDA deems necessary or advisable to stabilize and protect the
dairy industry of Idaho. The regular members of the IDA include every dairy ownerloperator
located in Gooding County, of which there are more than one hundred, and virtually all dairy
ownersloperators in Idaho who sell milk to dairy processors for ultimate human consumption.
4.

Plaintiff The Idaho Cattle Association, Inc. ("ICA") is an Idaho, non-profit

corporation duly organized and existing under the provisions of Chapter 3, Title 30 of the Idaho
Code, with its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho. In addition to other purposes which
are not relevant to this action, the ICA was fonned to promote the beef cattle industry of and in
the state of Idaho and to take such action as the ICA deems necessary or advisable to promote
and protect the beef cattle industry of Idaho. The nearly 1,500 members of the ICA include beef
producers located in Gooding County and throughout Idaho.
5.

Defendant Gooding County Board of Commissioners (the "County") is a

corporate body politic for Gooding County, Idaho.

STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATION OF DAIRY CAFO WASTE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
6.

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, commonly referred to as the

Clean Water Act ("CWA"), 33 U.S.C.

3

1251 et seq., was adopted by Congress "to restore and

maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation's waters." To do so, the

COMPLAINT FOR DECLATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF - 2
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CWA uses a two-tiered system: (1) water quality standards set by states; and (2) effluent
limitations set by the Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA') generally using technology
controls that regulate the point source discharge of pollutants to navigable waters of the United
States through the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ("NPDES").
7.

Because the state of Idaho has not been delegated authority from the EPA to-issue

NPDES permits (referred to as primacy), the EPA is responsible for issuing and enforcing all
NPDES permits in Idaho. Under the CWA, however, states such as Idaho must certify that the
NPDES-permitted projects comply with state water quality standards. See 33 U.S.C.
401 Certification").

5 1341 ("$

In Idaho, NPDES permit holders must comply with Idaho Water Quality

Standards and Wastewater Treatment Standards (see IDAPA 58.01.02) to obtain

5

401

Certification. The Idaho Department of Environmental Quality ("DEQ) is responsible for
issuing 5 401 Certifications in Idaho.
8.

In regulating the discharge of pollutants under the CWA, the EPA requires "point

source" discharges to obtain a NPDES permit. The CWA specifically defines "point source" to
include concentrated animal feeding operations ("CAFOs").

See 33 U.S.C.

3

1362(14).

Accordingly, CAFOs which may discharge into waters of the United States are required to obtain
an NPDES permit. See 33 U.S.C. 5 1342(1).

9.

The CWA defines a CAFO, inter alia, as an animal feeding operation ("AFO")

that stables or confines 200 or more maiwe dairy cows, whether milked or dry and, if the facility
has less than 700 such dairy cows, either discharges pollutants into the waters of the United
States through man-made devices or discharges pollutants directly into such waters which
originate outside of and pass over, across or through the facility or otherwise come into direct
contact. See 40 C.F.R.

3 122.23(b). Moreover, two or more AFOs under common ownership

-
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are considered a single facility if they adjoin each other or use the same system for the disposal of
wastes. See 40 C.F.R. Ej 122.23(b)(2).
10.

NPDES permits regulate a CAFO's ability to discharge "pollutants" into water of

the United States or "navigable waters." Agricultural waste is defined as a "pollutant" under the
CWA. See 33 U.S.C. Ej 1362(6). "Navigable waters" is broadly defmed to include all waters
used in interstate or foreign commerce and all intrastate lakes, rivers, streams, mudflats, wetlands
or natural ponds the degradation of which could affect interstate commerce or recreation. See
40 C.F.R. Ej 122.2.
11.

In addition to the above-mentioned federal requirements, the state of Idaho

comprehensively regulates, through Idaho Code

5 37-401, et seq. (Sanitary Inspection of Dairy

Products Act), "all dairy farms" including "the dairy farm site and other land owned and operated
by the dairy owner . . ." including the dairy waste disposal systems. Idaho law states that "all
dairy farms shall have a nutrient management plan rNMP"] approved" by ISDA. See LC. § 37401(3). NMPs must be "approved by the department [Idaho State Department of Agriculture or
"ISDA"] for managing the amount, source, placement, form and timing of the land application of
nutrients and soil amendments for plant production, and for minimizing the potential for
environmental degradation, particularly impairment of water quality." See IDAPA 02.04.16. In
addition, all dairy waste systems in Idaho must comply with the specific guidelines adopted by
the State and the Nutrient Management Standard adopted in the 1999 Idaho Agricultural
Pollution Abatement Plan - Nutrient Management Standard Component Practice. See IDAPA
02.04.14 ("Rules of the Department of Agriculture Governing Dairy Waste") at 02.04.14.01 1.
12.
Code

No regulatory role or permitting authority is given to county governments. Idaho

3 37-401(3) states, "The

information provided in this subsection shall be available to the

COMPLAINT FOR DECLATORY AND INJUNCTJVE RELIEF - 4
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in which the dairy farm or the land upon which the livestock waste is applied, is located."
(Emphasis added.) ISDA is ". . . invested with authority to make rules and orders as may be
necessary or desirable for carrying out its various functions and the intent and pumose of this
Act." Idaho Code § 37-403 (emphasis added). ISDA has sole authority to enforce the Act (Idaho
Code § 37-408) and need only cooperate, advise or assist other agencies, including coullties.
Idaho Code § 37-406.
13.

Given the complexity and the comprehensive nature of these regulations, together

with the many state and federal entities involved in their enforcement, in 1993 DEQ issued
"Idaho Waste Management Guidelines for Confined Feeding Operations" with the purpose "to
help confined feeding operation managers and regulators understand management practice and
design criteria that prevent water pollution" (hereinafter "Guidelines").

The Guidelines, which

were amended in 1997, were intended to help feeding operation managers and regulators develop
best management practices ("BMP") to protect water quality in the state and are enforced by the
ISDA.
14.

In 1995, EPA, ISDA, DEQ and the IDA entered into a Memorandum of

Understanding ("MOU") to transfer responsibility of dairy supervision from DEQ to ISDA. In
addition, even though the EPA, not the state, has NPDES permit issuing authority in Idaho, the
EPA agreed to delegate CWA compliance inspections to the ISDA. See MOU at 3. As a result,
the ISDA is responsible for ensuring that Idaho dairies' waste disposal systems are in compliance
with the CWA and the NMP requirements of the state of Idaho. Idaho Code § 37-401, et seq.

STATE REGULATION OF BEEP CATTLE ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATIONS
15.

In 2000, Idaho enacted the Beef Cattle Environmental Control Act, Idaho Code 8

22-4901 et. seq. ("Beef Cattle Act") with the following purpose: "The legislature recognizes the

COMPLAINT FOR DECLATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF - 5
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importance of protecting state natural resources including, surface water and ground water. It is
the intent of the legislature to protect the quality of these natural resources while maintaining an
ecologically sound, economically viable, and socially responsible beef cattle industry in the state.
The beef cattle industry produces manure and process wastewater which, when properly used,
supplies valuable nutrients and organic matter to soils and is protective of the environment, but
may, when improperly stored and managed, create adverse impacts on natural resources,
including waters of the state. This chapter is intended to ensure that manure and process
wastewater associated with beef cattle operations are handled in a manner which protects the
natural resources of the state." LC. 5 22-4902(1).

16.

In order to carry out its purpose, the Beef Cattle Act preempts the field of

regulation of beef cattle operations in Idaho. Specifically, Idaho Code 5 22-4902(2) provides:
"the legislature recognizes that the beef cattle industry is potentially subject to various state and
federal laws designed to protect state natural resources and that the Idaho department of
agriculture is in the best position to administer and implement these various laws. It is therefore
the intent of the legislature that the administration of this law by the department of agriculture
fully meets the goals and requirements of the federal clean water act and state laws designed to
further protect state waters and that administration of this chapter by the department of
agriculture shall not be more stringent than or broader in scope than the requirements of the clean
water act and applicable state and federal laws. The department shall have authority to administer
all laws to protect the quality of water within the confines of a beef cattle animal feeding
operation."
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17.

The Beef Cattle Act further defines the state's preemptive role in regulating beef

cattle operations in the state of Idaho in Idaho Code $ 22-4903 by specifically providing that
ISDA has authority to regulate beef cattle animal feeding operations in the state of Idaho.
18.

Under the Beef Cattle Act, all beef cattle animal feeding operations must submit

an NMP to ISDA for approval. LC. § 22-4906. Once approved, the NMP is considered a BMP
and must be followed by the beef cattle animal feeding operation. Id. See also IDAPA 02.04.15
("Rules Governing Beef Cattle Animal Feeding Operations").
19.

Beef cattle animal feedings operations that are in compliance with their approved

NMPs are given a "Safe Harbor" from state enforcement action due to a violation of state water
quality standards or state ground water quality standards. LC. $22-4910.
20.

In 2000, EPA, ISDA, DEQ and the ICA entered into a Memorandum of

Understanding ("MOW) which designates ISDA as the primary agency for regulating beef cattle
animal feeding operations in Idaho. Among ISDA's responsibilities are conducting inspections,
assuring compliance with BMPs designed to protect natural resources, providing technical
assistance to beef cattle operations, conducting enforcement activities, and responding to
complaints from the public.

COUNTY'S ADOPTION OF ORDINANCE
21.

On or about June 12, 2007, the County adopted CAFO Ordinance No. 90 (the

"Ordinance") to regulate the operation of existing and new CAFOs in Gooding County, Idaho. A
true and correct copy of the Ordinance is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
22.

The Ordinance defines a CAFO as: "An operation where the following conditions

exist: a) Animals have been, are, or will be stabled, confined, fed or maintained for six (6)
months of any calendar year, and b) Crops, vegetation, forage growth or post-harvest residues are

-
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not sustained in the normal growing season over at least a 25% portion of any of the corral or
other confinement area, and c) Any combination of animal units, which totaling [sic] 70 animal
units or more1; or d) Any operation with a milk shipping permit; or e) Any operation with a
liquid waste management system." Ordinance at § II.G.l. The Ordinance further provides that
"two or more CAFOs under common ownership are considered to be a single CAFO if they
adjoin each other or if they share a common area or system for the management of waste."
Ordinance at II.G.2.
23.

The Ordinance states that it was enacted to protect "the aquifers, watersheds,

surface water, ground water, springs and water courses located in Gooding County" from
pollution caused "by the locating of CAFOs on or near rivers, flood plains and canyon rims or in
other areas where aquifers are subject to surface use influences." Ordinance at $ I.B.
24.

In order to meet its stated purpose, the Ordinance purports to regulate virtually all

aspects of CAFO management, including waste management, water quality and property rights.
Ordinance at $ VII.B, C & D.
25.

With respect to waste management, the Ordinance requires that a CAFO "follow

and be in compliance with a current nutrient management plan which has been approved by

[ISDA]." Ordinance at § LB.1.
26.

The Ordinance conflicts with state law by going beyond requiring that a CAFO be

in compliance with state laws regarding waste management, however, and further institutes
certain setbacks for locating waste management systems in the County. See e.g., Ordinance at
VIII.B.2. Moreover, the Ordinance provides that "a CAFO shall have the lowest environmental
The Ordinance assigns dairy and beef cattle an "animal equivalency factor" ("AEF") primarily based on the weight
of the animal. For instance, dairy "Bull/Holsteins 1,400 pounds" are assigned a 1.4 AEF, while "Bull/Heifers 100299 pounds" are assigned a 0.2 AEF. See Ordinance 5 ILC. And, beef "SteerlCows (over 1, 000 lbs)" are assigned
a 1.0 AEF. Id. "Animal Units" are then calculated by multiplying the number of specific animals by their
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risk rating by the CAFO Site Advisory ~eam."*Ordinance at 5 VIII.B.4.
27.

With respect to water quality, the Ordinance requires that the CAFO be in

compliance with applicable state and federal laws. See Ordinance at § VII.C.l (CAFOs "be in
compliance with the Clean Water Act and any relevant federal or state regulation implementing
the Clean Water Act in Idaho.") See also Ordinance at § VII.C.2 and 3.
28.

The Ordinance conflicts with state and federal laws regarding water quality by

requiring that a CAFO institute certain setbacks for locating CAFOs in the County. For example,
the Ordinance provides, "A new CAFO footprint shall not be located within one (1) mile of the
rim of either the Snake River Canyon or the Malad River Canyon." Ordinance at

5 VII.D.6.

And, "A new CAFO footprint shall not be located within two thousand six hundred forty feet
(2,640) Zone 'A' flood plain as set out on the Federal Emergency Management Agency's 1985
Flood Insurance Rate Map for Gooding County." Ordinance at 5 VII.D.7.
29.

In addition to the aforementioned setbacks and location restrictions, the Ordinance

also affects the property rights of CAFO owners by prohibiting CAFOs from having more than
"five (5) animal units per tillable, irrigated acre owned by the CAFO applicant. The land base to
support the animal units is re~uiredto be in Gooding County with the exception of contiguous
land in an adjacent county." Ordinance at 8 VII.D.1 (emphasis added).3

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Declaratory Judgment - Ordinance Preempted by State Laws)
30.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1

corresponding AEF. Id
CAFO Site Advisory Team is defned as "A team comprised of representatives fiom the Idaho State Department of
Agriculture (ISDA), Idaho Division of Environmental Quality (IDEQ), Idaho Department of Water Resources
(IDWR) and an ex oEcio designee of Gooding County." Ordinance at 5 11.1.
CAFO owners may seek a variance under the Ordinance "to increase the animal density to a maximum of seven (7)
animal units per irrigated tillable acre." Ordinance at 5 V1II.D.
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to 29 as though fully set forth herein.
31.

Idaho Constitution, Art. 12, fi 2, prohibits county ordinances from being in

conflict with state laws.
32.

As set forth in paragraphs 6-14 herein, state law preempts the Ordinance to the

extent it seeks to regulate the operation and management of CAFO waste disposal systems. -Such
implied preemption is found in one or more of the following ways:
a.

State laws regulating CAFO waste disposal systems intend to fully occupy

or preempt the area to the exclusion of local government entities;
b.

State government has acted in such a pervasive manner to regulate CAFO

waste disposal systems that it must be assumed that they intended to occupy the entire field;
and/or
c.

The nature of the subject matter (e.g., the regulation of CAFO waste

disposal systems to protect the environment and water quality of the waters of the state) calls for
a uniform state regulatory scheme through the requirement that a dairy operator obtain an NMP
under I.C. fi 37-401 and that a beef cattle operator obtain aNMP under LC. fi 22-4906.
33.

As set forth in paragraphs 15-20 herein, state law preempts the Ordinance to the

extent it seeks to regulate the operation and management of beef cattle feeding operations. Such
implied preemption is found in one or more of the following ways:
a.

State laws regulating beef cattle feeding operations intend to fully occupy

or preempt the area to the exclusion of local government entities;
b.

State government has acted in such a pervasive manner to regulate beef

cattle feeding operations that it must be assumed that they intended to occupy the entire field;
and/or

-
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c.

The nature of the subject matter (e.g., the regulation of beef cattle feeding

operations to protect the environment and water quality of the waters of the state) calls for a
uniform state regulatory scheme through the requirement that a beef cattle operator obtain an

NMP under I.C. 8 22-4906.
34.

Defendant disputes Plaintiffs' allegation that the Ordinance is impliedly

preempted by state law.
35.

The foregoing allegations demonstrate that an actual controversy exists between

Plaintiffs and Defendant.
36.

Declaratory judgment will clarify and settle the legal issues raised herein.

37.

Declaratory judgment is necessary because Defendant will enforce the

unconstitutional provisions of the Ordinance against Plaintiffs unless a court rules that such
provisions are unconstitutional and, therefore, unenforceable.
38.

Plaintiffs are entitled to a declaratory judgment that the Ordinance violates Idaho

Constitution, Art. 12, 9 2, because it is impliedly preempted by state law regulating CAFO waste
disposal systems and beef cattle animal feeding operations. Accordingly, the Ordinance is
unconstitutional and unenforceable.

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Declaratory Judgment - Dormant Commerce Clause)
39.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1

through 38 as though fully set forth herein.
40.

IDA and ICA members in Gooding County desire to lawfully utilize their CAFO

animal manure, which is a valuable agricultural product, outside the County of Gooding and the
State of Idaho, but are prohibited from doing so under the terms of the Ordinance. See Ordinance
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at § VII.D.1.
41.

The Ordinance seeks to regulate interstate commerce in an agricultural product in

that it prevents Plaintiffs from lawfully disposing of their CAFO animal manure outside the state
of Idaho. As such, the Ordinance establishes differential treatment of in-state and out-of-state
interests in violation of the Dormant Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution. 42.

Defendant disputes Plaintiffs' allegation that the Ordinance violates the Dormant

Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution. U.S. Const., Art. I, 5 8, cl. 3.
43.

The foregoing allegations demonstrate that an actual controversy exists between

Plaintiffs and Defendant.
44.

Declaratory judgment will clarify and settle the legal issues raised herein.

45.

Declaratory judgment is necessary because Defendant will enforce the

unconstitutional provisions of the Ordinance against Plaintiffs unless a court rules that such
provisions are unconstitutional and, therefore, unenforceable.
46.

Plaintiffs are entitled to a declaratory judgment that Section VII.D.l of the

Ordinance violates the Dormant Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution because it
differentiates the treatment of in-state and out-of-state interests. Specifically, the Ordinance
prohibits Plaintiffs from otherwise lawfully disposing of its CAFO animal manure outside the
state of Idaho. Accordingly, that portion of the Ordinance is unconstitutional and unenforceable.

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Declaratory Judgment - Violation of Due Process Rights Under U.S. and
Idaho Constitutions and 42 U.S.C. rj 1983)
47.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1

through 46 as though fully set forth herein.
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48.

The Ordinance requires that CAFOs owners and operators apply their animal

manure on land that they own (as compared to lease or otherwise have the legal right to use)
within Gooding County. Ordinance at 5 VI1.D. I.
49.

The Ordinance also requires that all CAFO animal manure be placed on land

within Gooding County or land that is contiguous to Gooding County in an adjacent county.
Ordinance at 5 VILD. 1.
50.

The Ordinance prohibits CAFOs from having more than five (5) animal units per

tillable, imgated acre (Ordinance at

5 VII.D.I),

with a maximum of seven (7) animal units per

irrigated tillable acre through its variance procedure (Ordinance at

5

V1II.D) regardless of the

CAFO's design, siting, use of BMPs and/or compliance with state and federal regulations for the
use and/or disposal of animal manure.
51.

The above stated requirements of the Ordinance are arbitrary, without a rational

basis and contrary to best agricultural practices (e.g., BMPs) approved by the State of Idaho.
Accordingly, they violate the due process clauses of the Federal and State Constitutions and 42
U.S.C.

5 1983 and should be declared unconstitutional and unenforceable.
52.

If the Ordinance is not declared unconstitutional, Plaintiffs will suffer irreparable

injury for which there is no adequate remedy at law.
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Injunctive Relief)
53.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1

through 52 as though hlly set forth herein.
54.

Enforcement of the Ordinance will cause Plaintiffs irreparable injury for which

there is no adequate remedy at law.

-
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55.

Plaintiffs are entitled to a preliminary and permanent injunction enjoining

enforcement of the Ordinance or the taking of any action pursuant thereto, by Defendant.

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Attorneys' Fees)
56.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1

to 55 as though fully set forth herein.
57.

Plaintiffs are entitled to an award of their costs and reasonable attorneys' fees

incurred in this action pursuant to Idaho Code

5

10-1210 and the private attorney general

doctrine recognized by the Idaho Supreme Court in Simpson v. Cenarrusa, 130 Idaho 609, 614,
944 P.2d 1372, 1377 (1997), and Hellar v. Cenarrusa, 106 Idaho 571, 577-78, 682 P.2d 524,

58.

Plaintiffs are also entitled to an award of their costs and reasonable attorneys' fees

incurred in this action pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 5 1988, Idaho Code $5 12-117, 12-120, 12, 121, 12123 and other applicable authority.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request that this Court:
(a)

Declare that the Ordinance violates Idaho Constitution, Art. 12, 5 2, because it is
preempted by state law regulating CAFO waste disposal systems and beef cattle
animal feeding operations. Accordingly, the Ordinance is unconstitutional and
unenforceable; and

(b)

Declare that Section VII.D.1 of the Ordinance violates the Dormant Commerce
Clause of the United States Constitution because it differentiates the treatment of
in-state and out-of-state interests. Specifically, the Ordinance prohibits Plaintiff
from otherwise lawfully disposing of its CAFO animal manure outside the State
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of Idaho. Accordingly, that portion of the Ordinance is unconstitutional and
unenforceable; and
(c)

Declare that the Section VII1.D of the Ordinance is arbitrary and without a rational
basis and, therefore, violates Plaintiffs' right to substantive due process under the
Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution and Article I, Section 13
of the Idaho Constitution.

Accordingly, that portion of the Ordinance is

unconstitutional and unenforceable; and
(d)

Preliminarily and permanently enjoin Defendant, its agents, servants, employees,
or anyone acting in concert with it, from enforcing the Ordinance, or taking any
action pursuant thereto; and

(e)

Award Plaintiffs their reasonable costs and attorneys' fees incurred herein
pursuant to Idaho Code $ 10-1210 and the private attorney general doctrine andlor
42 U.S.C. $ 1988, Idaho Code $5 12-117,12-120, 12,121, and 12-123; and

(f)

Order such further relief as it may deem just and proper, including the costs of this
action.

DATED this

gY4L.day of October 2007.
GlVENS PURSLEY LLP

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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become effectiyc: from a"d:a&r the
. .date of it? approval
i h d. ..
. .
. . publication, as provided by law.
.
.

.

.

..
of County Commissione,rs,of Gqodlng County 'specificklly finds that this
ordinance conforms with and is in'eompiiaticd with the poilcles of fha Goodlng
County
.
Comprehensive.Plan.
., .. . .
..
,
...
. .
..

D, The

..

..,

'

..

.
.

.
.

.

.

.. .

A. ADMINISTRATOR: An offidai, having.knowleige in the principles.and practices of.
and.enforceGooding County's 'land
. . zoning, who is appointed by the Board to administer
. ,
use plannirig.Grdinances..
...

..

..

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

. , ..

.., .. .
. . . .

8. AFFECTED. PERSON: A penon.o.rlegal.entit~.owning proparty'orresidin,&.withino n e
.

.

( I )mile &an existing:or.proposed: CAW, or a-resident or real property. ownerof
Gooding County whomay bematerially'affectedin.theirheaItfr,'safetyorproperty rights
.
..
.
.. . . . . . .
by the:CAFO.' .

. . .

'

.

.

.

FOR SPECIES NOT
. (100 pounds)
SPECIF.ICALLY
. ,
.
. . IDEMTJFIR) . . .
. . . .
. .
. . . .
. .
,
.

..
.

.<

b.1
.,

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

,.

.

.
.
. .
D. +PPUCANR A persort or legal entity saeking.approvals:orp.emi&purslantt this
otdimnm hauing;arr ownership interestlrr reat property of~a:mture;sufficientta
.
.
',. d e f e n n i ~ t k u ~ f t 0 : w h l c h . t ~ . r ~ a l p~r~o. p
~ u~.t.~a. Isl-,p ~ a d : i r . t h ~ a P p l i c a. t i o m
forappravalsorparmitsS
4-

j

I

j

i

j
I

. . .
.
. . .. . .
. . E.' 'BEST MANAGEMEN? P&CTICES. :(@MP~): AS per l&ho ~ 6 d'25$803(4)
i
"8est
Management Practices" .means . practices, . techniques .or measures . whlch are ..
.. . . . . de?ennined by the Idaho Department of Agricultuie '(ISDA) to be a'.co.st-effective and
'.. ..
- , practicabie.meansof managing. odors'generated on an agriiculturai tippefailon to a levei
associated with accepted agricultural practices:
,. . .
. , .. ,.. . .
.' F,:
. .BOARD: Gaoding County Board of ~bmmisi70ne~fs.'
,
.
.
. .. . .
1
..
..
.
.
.. .
. . .. . ,.
. . .
: . . . . . .:. . '. .
.
.I;. CAFO (CONFINED ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATION):
..
I.An operation where the foilowing conditions exist:. . . .
. . .
. , : , . :. . a) Animals have been, are; wi Wil be shbletf,, Confined, fed or m&ntaainedfor six (6) . ., . .
.. m o w s of any cdendar year; and,
.
.
'' b) Crops, vegetation, forage growth or pogt:tprve$f residues 'are not sustained in .
..
. . . . .. . . .. . .,: . the normal 'growing season over af least a 25% portion .of any.of.ihe corral or..
.
.
+
.
.
.
.
.
.
:
.
:
other
confinement
area,
and,
:
.
.
.
.
.
c) Any combination of animal units, which totaling:70 ani&i units br:more; or
..
d) .Any operatlon with a milk shipping permit; or
. .
.. , .
. ..
.
.
.
.
.
: . . . 8 ) . Any .operation with a liquid wastemanagement s'ysfem.
.
.
.
.
. .
, . . . . . .. . . . . .
. . . . 2. . For purposes of this definitlon, two or mor; C A ~ under
O ~ cqmmon ownership are
considered to be a single CAFO if the)! adloin eachother or ifthey share a common
. . . . .....
. . . ares or systepfoi-the managemeht of waste. Ut!llzBtionof a community (more than
.
.
ME operator Involved) or cbmmerciai wast6 management system.shall not be
,
considered to be. sharing
a common waste management system.
. . .
.
.
, .
.
8 : CAFO FQOTpRINT: ~he'desi~nated
real prkperty &thin yhlch cbrrals, ,&rns;or other
.,
lmpravements, feed'stciage areas, anirnaffeeaingareas, waste stbrabe areas inciudlng . .
. . .
. . . lagoons.and aqy area that &quires runoff dontahment, (excl~idlngfarm groundrare
located.
.
.
. .
....
. ,., ..
..
.
.
...:..
. .I . : .. : I.. CAFO'SITE ADVISORY TEAM' ("Team?): team'~omprisedof reprisintatives from
the Idaho State Departmentof Agricultur'e (ISDA), ldaho Dlvision of Environmental .
.,
and an ex officio . . ,
Quality (IDEQ), Idaho Depsrtment of Water
. .Resgurces (IDWR),
. :.. .,.. designee of Gooditig Couhty.. . .
., . .
.,
.. ,
. . ,
.
. .
J. 'CANYON RIM@):The Snake Rlver or Malad River canyon rlm(s) where.the slqpe
excsads 30% for a slope distance of 25' or rnore;,ne lpcation of the rim shall be.
..
. . . . . determined before any excavatron or g,radihg
preparatory
ta
development'occu~e.
in'
. .
. . . .
..- ......
there is more itYan'one.$m: ,. ,.
y . :. . some areas;
' .
.,
A
:
;
.
:
./
a&iratia.n
For
+lculating
Slope
.
.
.. .. .
..
.

,.,

:/,

.

,

' '

t

'

. .. . . .

.

:

,

'

'

:

.

:

.

L

..

.

'

:

..

...

,

.

.......

...

.

'

.

7 , 5 ~ 1\

.

<.

.

-Ufl~:..:.'
.. .:.
.,:
.
.
.,!
A-B is theelevation (7:531 .:.. - ' .
.
.
A-C.......
is a slope
25.'
A-C.~S
A-C.is
the slopeof
s i o i e o 30%
f3~% :
. .. . B '
" . .- -.. " "..
..
' 6-6 is horizanfal distancK
.....
. . . -,
....
.... .
30% grade or sl0peis.a 30' differenielnelevation every 100' Thus 30% bf25' sT.5' : .

,

..

..
..

c

...

i n gZoniilg, Joint. .Zoning;
..
or Joint Piinning and
., .
. . . K... COMMISSION: The ~ o n l i ~ , ' ~ l a n nand
.; ......
.':.
.
.
Zooing
Commission
appointed
by
the
Board,
.
.
..
.
.
.
. . .
. . .
.
. . . ..
..
..L; COMPOSTING:,' ~ i ~ i ~ g i ~ a l . d ~ c o ~ pqfo sbrianic
i t i o n matter:lt is accomplished in such.
. . ., '
,
a way to pronicfe aerobic.degradation..
. .
. .
The processinhibits pathogens, viable weed
.
.. ,
. , . , .
: , ..
. .
. seeds and odors. . .
<,
.. .
.- .. ..., .
.
. ,.
. M. CORRAL: An enclosed arei in which animais.arehousedand fed.wiihotit the presence
. ...
. .
of cro'ps, forage growth, and other'vegetation; which
are not sustained
in the. normal
,.
:.
. .
.
. .
:'
growing season.
. .
. . .
.
. . . ..
. . . .
. . . . . .
.
.
.
.
. .. . .N. FLUSHSYSTEM: Any syst'em uflilzing hydraulic ?Lowt o r&move waste from animal
. ..
,
.
'.
. . . ,
h,oUsing and feeding areas, not including milking parlaror wash. pens.
14
.
. . "
..
,.
.. '0: !.S
i TN
lG
CAFO:
A C ~ ~ 0 ' b uand
i i t ln'opera~on'and'p(operlySeipitted under prior ..
. .,
ordinances w built and ino~eratlonas.of Februaw.ZO.
..
'..
. . 1997,
. . theaffective date ..of CAFO
~.
Ordinance No. 62.,. . :. .
.
. . .. . . . . ._ ! . . .
H
.
,. .
. ,
. . . . . ..
...
P. lNCORPO&4TEij: Tilied info soil according t6 accepiabii, agrldlfgfai pr&ic&.as
defined by the current National Resotiroes Consewatfan Service {NRCS) Conservation" .:
. .
,
. Practice Standard-Code 590.
. ,
, . . . . . .,.
. .. .
. . .. . . . . .
, .
, .
.
. Q . UCL:'.Majdmum Cct?amina&.~ev61'inketdaho .Depirtmant ~f Meaith and Wc?iFarels .
:"
Standardsand Wastewater Treatment Requiremenfs:~ :
. . . , . : Water Quality
. .
...
. ,
R. MEM&NDUM
OF
Memorandlim i f ~nde&t&dingbetween
Gcoding Counfj and the CAFO Site.Advisory Team relative i o ,CAFQ,sitlngs is.an .
.. . ..
.
Agreement
wherein Gooding-Countywill provide tRe Team.~th.certain~i~ormation
set . ,
*
..
: "
forth in the Pplication in Article Vl: 0 Siting Advisory Team Information.:
/.
. .
. .. . . . .. . .
. .
"

'

'

.

'

"

'

'

UNDERSTANDING:

.

'

,

S: NUTRIENT. MANAGEMENT PUN: Menagiiient. plan prepared .by a &ate oe@li?ed.
. . nutrient. management,planner in accordance with NRCS Standard 590, as
. required by,
,
Ule Idaho.StatitDepartment of Agriquiture.
: . . . .. . . .. . .
..
,
.,
....
. . .
.T. RESIDENCE: Anystrumre primarily used as a dwelling for human beingsand which ..
meets ail applicable stale and localrequirements
for such use.
.
.
. .
.
.
.
.
'u. .WASTE; ~ h s i is:
e 1: .
1. Uquid Waste: Waste water knd,othe;wa&e r&tedal in iiqhd for& lncl;ding liquid
,
manure, which is generated from the operaiion,of.the CAFO. Forpurposes of ihjs
Ordinance, "liquid" shall mean having moisture content of 90% or greater.
2. Solid.VVaste: Animal waste materiel lnsolid form, including manure, which is
generated fprnthe operatidn of the CAFO:

.,

'

'

,

..
.

.

1:

"

!

V. WASTE MANAGEMENTSYSTEM: The process, area, andlor mechanism emp!oyea
forthe retention, storage; compostlng ort:eatmento?wasre.
W. WASTESTORAG& Areawhereliquid indlor solid njahuiai$stote& exciuding.corrals;
wher%wasts./s
rer&ved.at.leastonce a:,yeac . , ... ,. . . . . . . .
. . .. . , .
..

..

. .A,. Existing CAFOs shall be&llowed tdconff'nueto operate in accoidhke hththe'siting . '. ' ' .
. permit issued under prior ordinances; br.if no p e y i t has been isstied, as registered as . .
deflned by 0rdinance.No; 62;~ori f not reglstered,.as built and in'operation as of
. . . . February 10, '4997, orif not registered and not previously 'Having met the defiqition of a. .: .
.' CAFO under prior ordinances, as built and in operrition as of the effectlve date of this - . . ,
ordinancei and shall be considered grandfatheredto that sxtent only.
. .

.

,

. -.

. .

::

.

.

.

.

. . .

.

.B.

Except as grandfathe&din accordance with Section A i b o ~ eexisting
,
C A F O ? ' nst'
~~~
reiieved of any.obligations or penalties for non-oompiiahce wlth the provisions of. this '
.
Ordinance, or the provisions of prior CAFO ordinances siill in effect. . -. ,.
.
.
.
. .
. . .. ....C.!
The owner,of any:CAFO operating i.iGoddlni c&nty withouta sitlng'pennit having . .
been issued or without registration as provided by Ordinance Nb.'62;,,shall apply to the .
administrator for a siting permit wlthin 90 days cif the adoption of this ordinance. The ,
informatlon submitted on the appli~~lonshali
inciude that whichxisted'on Febfuaiy
.'. 30, 1997, the,effective date bf CAFO Ordlnance No.82, and that which exists at the..
. . .
. .. .
:. .time of the.appiication.' . .
. .
. .
.

. .

.%

.

'

'

:

.Di The bwner.of a . ~ ~ ~ ~ . a p p lfot'
y i an siting
g
permit in acoordance with ~ e & i o nC above, .
.or any existing.CAFO enlarging, reljiacing, remodeling, modifying or adding corrals,
. . , . , , .feed storage areas, .animal feeding 'ar68s;barnsor othecfacilitles or improveeents;
, .
I
-.within the CAFO footprint, but not Increasing animal units or changing the size or . ,
.
. lacation of thewaste managemeflt system, shall be.requiredto file an,Appiioationfor
:.
:. . .Existlng'CAFOSiting Permit or Modlfi~atlcn~fom,
as set forth below, with the
Administrator. A fee'shall be submitted as set by resolutloh by the Eo$rc! qi County . . . . .
.
.
.
.
. Commissioners of Goodlng County. If the facilities or'l~provements
mast the setback . .
,
.
requirements of the ordinance.in effect at the date pf issuance of the pennit holder's
original permit or registration,. the Administrator siiali'issue a permit to. constntj,
replace.
.
. . .
.' .., or remodel the faciliiias.
.
.
. . . .
. .
,'

.

'

...
.'.

. . ,

.

.

APPLICATIONFOR MIST~NG.CA~OSITING PEF~MITOR.MODIFICATION:

1.
2.
. . . : 3.
.: ...
:. ; .4.'

. .

Name, address, telephone number of applicant and CAFO facility iodation.
Legal description of CAFO reai property and legal owner of reai property.
. . .
. .. .
.. . . . .
Total number ofictes on the CAFO.,
. .
,
.
.
Existing use of land.
..
. .
. . .
.. 5 ; Proposed modification:
.
. .
. . .. . . .I
. is the proposed modification
CAFO footprint?. . . . . .
.
.
. . . . .. ,
...
. . . . 8. Zoning. Distria. . . . . . . . . .
. .
, ..:.
..
7. Complete the attached Animal ~nit.~orksheet.
,8. Is this CAFO footprint located within 3,960 feet of a parwl of prdperty irra
. . . trans1tibnal:Zone; residential zoneoran'exisflng plattedsubdiiision? .
.
.
.9: Does the modification maet.ali setback riquirements?
..
. .
$0.A viciqity map &a radius of one.rirliefrom theCAF0, onqinch eq.uals:six hundred.
..
.
sixty (661)) feetor.eight(8) inchesbquals one-,(I) mile' drawn to scaleshowing.the
. .
. .
. . .
. " . . following:
.
.
.
.
.
. . . . .
: - a. Land.us&
. . . . . .. .
. .
. . . .. .. .. .
.: . b: Sutfadewatel.courSt.s:
. .
.. ;i c. . Wells, sinkholes otwastb:weikx of. recorIf~wit~
Idaho ~ e p a $ n ~ t & ~ a t e r
Resourcesand/or~Iomiirrigatlori.dishlcts; oroFwhiotrtheapplicantisnawar&
'

'

','

..

.

'

v~iminthe

:e

'

:'

. . . .

'

d. Designateloutlinethe arsa where the CAFO, as'defined % this'ordinance;ls~,~r .. . .
will be located.
. . . :.
'
. .
: . I < .A site plan of the CAFO,of ;a minimum legible Size drawn to a sdaie;of Iinch .& 100
..
. . ... . feet, or as apprpved by the Administrator in writing; showing thefoliowing:
. . . .. a. Topography .at intervals of twenty (20) Teet.. . . . . . .:
. ... . . ., .: b. Dimensions, seeJ location, use and setbacks of exigtlng and proppsed
. . .
facilities. ..-..*
.
. .
.
.
.
.
.
.
and
,Improvements
on
the
CAFO,
if.any,.lncluding!
:
,
..
,
. ,I. barns . .
. . , .. , .. ..
,
+ .
.
ii., Feed storage areas
.
.
iii. .Animal confinement.and feeding'a'reas (corrais) . '.
. . . . . . . . ., .
.
.
!v.
Waste storage areas -liquid, solid and compost areas ..... : . .
. .
.. .. .. .. .
.
.
. . .
v. Weliq.
..
. . .
.. . .
c. Springs and surface water courses.
.
.
.
. . . , . ' . d. Traffic access: Ingress, egress, and r&d widths to conform to international Fire
. .
. . . a
Code for emergency access.
...
. . . .
.
.
. . . . .
I , .
. , e. .Public thoroughfares.
. . .. ,.. . . f. Lighting,
. , ..,
. . .
. ,\ ,
'
.
. .
,. t i . . ~ t t a c ha.writte" description bf the was'te management system, inciudlng a Site ..
. .
.. ' ,
Limitations Rating.Cfleria (Exh1blt.A) for land whew the waste is stored and/or
.
.
.
applied:
.
"
. .
. .. . :. .13.
. Letter from any affected catiai company.stat[ng whet'her.c~~b.:6r
,
pcoposed . . . . .
. .
modification meetsthe canal oompany requirements.
. . .
.l4.
Letter
Tiom
IDWR
relative
to
water
right
permit
or
li~ense
fmm
the
State
of
Idaho.
. ," .
. . . ,'
..
. . . . .. . ' . CAFO operator shall show evldence'that water permit is adequate'forthe operation.
.:,,Is.
A
letter
of-compliance
f'm.lSDA,
or
the
applicab1e.state
agency,
thatthe
CAFO.has
.,
. .
. ., an approved Nutrient Management Plan, If required, and whether the CAFO is
operating in cornpilance with the approved Nutrient Management Plan.
16. A letter of approval of the new desfgn shall he submitted by the appropriate
state
..
. . .
,
'
., agency witti theapplication.
,
..
. ..
. . .
. .
. .
E.,Existing CAFOS shalhot increase in total animal units above those animal'uhits
authorized by existing permit, registration, or as otherwise established in aocordance ', . .. .
. .
with Section A of this Article, Ill, withoutfirst,co~formhgto the requfrements of this
.
.ordinanca.fori@e
expansion portion and obtaining a .New Siting Permlt:
. .. .
.. ,
.
,
.
. .. !
F. Subinission.of the application shallconstit."fe permisgpn 6ot&he k p p l i c a for
~ .the
.
.. Administrator or designee to insped the site forttie proposed CAE0 or expansion and
.. . . request from t h e applicant verifiable records, relativeto the exist1ng:CAFO for the
purpose of investigating whether the application me,ets the criteria setforth inthis
ordinance for approval..Failure to provide requested information shall result In an.
Incomplete application. . . .
. .
,:

,

'

'

'

'

.

.

.
,

.

.

'

,

'

.

'

.

'

8

.

.

.

G The.owner.pfa C A F O ~ ~notifj!
~ I Ithe County within thlrty.(30) dayei.of'ceasing or
suspending operbtions of the CAFO. Failure to do so will render the CAFO in violation
. . . and.subjectto enforcement actfon. If theCAF0 is vacant for a period of.oneyear, the
County may request.that.theoiYner deciare.his intentions wdh respectto the-continued
.
non-use of the CAFO in writing within tweniy-eight'(=) days of the.request. if-the.owner
elects30 continue the non-use, he shalt be required.to foliowfheprocesaoutllnedin.
Idaho Code 367-6530.A C A W shall loseits sit1ng:permlt. andgrandfatherrights. IWthe
operation is.vacantf~rten(10J.yearvorsaoner ittheownerfailsto comply with the.
. jaavisions
outlined.. in..Idaho:
C0.d&BT-653~.: . . . .
.
. .

'

.

..

.

.

.
.

+......
. '*; .

.

.

.

;

,

.

.

8

..

.

.. . . .

..

H. If a CAFO permitted under aprior ordinance has not commem~ed.i;onstruitlonof the ' .
approved facilities and Improvements wlthin the footprint.Withina period of one (4 j year .
. from the.approvql of.the:siting'pepit, .the.Plannlng and Eonin$ Administfator may
. . .., . ',request that thaowner deciarb his intentions regarding construGtian'of the.facilities and
improvements in writing within 28 daysof the request..lfthB owner elects to- continile
...
.
the non-use, he shall'be required to follow the process outlined iri Idaho Code $67- . ' .6538. A CAFO shall lose its siting perm1t.and.grandfatherrights if construction is not
.. . . commenced withinten u0).years from issuaiice of the p e n i t or. Sooner if Uie owner
. falls to cornpiy.wlth the p~ovisions6utiinpd in Idaho Code 367653.8. . . . ,. . .
. . .
. .. . . . . . . . . . .
I, ExistingCAFQs shall be transferable; provided; the new owner files 'a ,jransfer
:statement forin with the Administratorwithin aiktv (60)days from th'e date of the
purchase of the CAFO; The new owner.must sign a @an&er statement form, Aating that
a Nutrient Management Plan is in place. The transfer statemwnt.form shall include the ..
date ofthe transfer.and the,.riamesand mailing addressewaf 60th the transf6rcr and
.. . .
...,.
. . .
..
. . . . . . . . . .
3ransferee: ' .
. . . ( . . . .
'

'

.

.

. .,

,

. ,

. . . . I

.
.

-

.

\

....b
. . . . . i, , .
iV.
SITING PERMIT REQUjRED: . .
'
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . ,.
. . ..
. .
. . . .
..
.
.
..
Prior to c.ommencimgcon~~dion~~~any~iadlities.or~improveme~s,
..,. .a siting
..,. permit
.
sha~ibe
. . .
. ! . . . .. :: .
obklned pursuant to this ordinance:
. . . . .
.. . ... . . A. .To operate a ~~W'CAFO:. . . . . . . . . . .. .>.. . . . . .
..
'

5 .

.

; .8: To increase the animal units ofan ex&ting CAFO overthosesnimal units authbrized
.
by existing permit, registratiqn, or, as;ottierwiSe establishid i n ~,cwrdance.
with
Section A of Article lll.above;
.
.
.
.
,.," :: .'.
.. . , ,, .
. . . . . ,
. . ... . ... .. : . . . , : . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .
C. .To enlarge or change the location of the:footpint o f ' i i i ~ e x i s f i n g ' or
~ ~. ~ ~ ;
.. ., .
.
-.: ?. To enlarge the aapacity
. . oSchange thelocitiori. orthe'jvdste
. .
managemint system of
.
. :an.existing CAFO.
:
. . . .
. .
. .. . .. .
,

'

.

a

V . , . :,PPPLICATIOM FQR'Si'IING PERMIT:..E&~ abpiicati6n f o i a siting. peni-titdhall be
,submitted on a form obtained from the administrator and.wntain the following:' . , .

'

'

,

.

-

:

:

. 'A: ~ a & , address, and telephone number of appiicant'aiidC~F0lokation; . ; ,
, .
.
..:
. . .
8: -Legal description of CAFO property, and legal owner of real property, ....
: :
. . .
. . .
..
..
,
:.
G. U s t i n g use of all real property.wfiich is paitof ~ ~ ~ ' c A This,information
Fo.
shaii
.include business records substantiatind the tvoe:and.numberof.a~irnalilnits currently
stabled, confined, fed, or maintained.oi the pioperty, if any.
. . . ..: . . . .
.
.
. .
.
. ,..
D. Zbning district
...
. .
.
.. .
'

.,

. . . . . .

i . : .
. . . .. ... .
E C ~ m p l e t @ t k A n i y~ ln i t ~ b r k s l i eT.e ~. . .
.
,
.
,
. .
. . . .
. . .
F: &vicinity mapof~a;radiu~of~on~imil~f~~mtb(rAFO:,
draGrrt0.s~-scdlgo~one.incl~
equalssix hundred:sixiy (660)feet:oreight(8)IRck.~~ai&om(1')
mfieshoMngrtfW

.

,
.
..
foiiowing:
. . .
. . ,.I. Land use. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . ... ., . . . ' .:. , ::;.,. . . . . .. .. ... ... .
..
. . .
,
. .2. Suiface water courses.. . . . " . . . . .
....
. , .: . 3 . Wells, sinkhoies or wabte wells of r&ord.with- idaho .DepaihneAt ofYVatei. .
districts, at.of which the appilcant is aware,
. . . . . , . . . . . Resources qndlor:l~caI:~irrlgation
. a,
4:. Dssignate/o.utline. tfie area where
.
. the,CAFO
. faotprlnt,
.
. .
as defined
...,..
.., .
, o~dinance,_i$
.
,
. . .in~this
.
.
.
..
. . . . . . ,or wii!be located.. : . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
. .
.,
. . . . .
. ., . , .
.' .
. . ...
. " . ..
.
G. A site plan, of a minimum legible sizedrawn to a scale cf.l.inch 100 feet, oras
,
.approved by the Adviinistrator imwritlngi showing the following: , .
.
I . Topography at intervals of twenty (20) feet.
.
' . . . .2.- Dlyclensipns,. size, locatiori.and use:.of all proposed artdexisting facilities and .
. ,
,
improvements
on
the
CAFO,
%.any,
including
setbacks,
of
the-following:
,
. . . . .,. .. . . . . .
a. Barns. . . . . . .
,
..
b, Feed storage.areas, . . . ": .: . ..., .
... .,. .
. . ..
.
,. .
. .. , .
:
. .
.
.
c. Animal confinqmentandfeedfn~:areas~(co~his):
.
.
.
. ... ... .
..
a
d. Liquid and solid was'te storage and cornposting areas.
: .
. +.,
. .
..
e. Wells.
..
. .
. . .....
3. Springs and iurfice water cdurses.
... . .
. . . . .. . ,
,. . . .
4. :Traffio access: Ingress, egress, and,road ~ d t h s t oconfoim to Uniform Fire code: . .
.:
,
,
(
2
0
'
mhimum)
for
emergency
access
to
the
CAPO
andwithin
the
footprint
'
. . .
...
, .
.. .. .. .. . .
. . . .
5. Public thoroughfares.
.>, . .. :.. . , .
.
.
.
.
.
8. Uahtina.:
.,
7, - ~<sig&telautlhethe a i a where the 'C~~pfofcotprint,
i s difin6d in this qrdinance, is
..
or will be looaied.
L
..
!
:
.
.
.
.
. . .
.- . . . . ,. ..
. .. . . . . . . . , .
......
. . . . .
. . . . H. ~ w r i c e n
description of the waste:m.anagement:system.. . . . . .., . . . .. . .. ' . . .
. . ..'. ..,
. .
t
I.. Site Limitations Rating Criteria (see ~ x h i b i ifor
~ )all land; Including b e CAFO footprint,
..
. . .under
direct c o n e l ofthe CAEO. : . .:. :: . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . /.. . _ ....
, , .
. C
. .
J
.
,
Awrtttqn
strategy
to miiigate.odor, or q.odor maflagementplarrdeveloped and
.
.
aocordance
with the Idaho Agriculture Odor Management Ad, ifrequir6d. .,
,
.
,
.
'

'

. .

'

.

,

.

.

I

8'

.G

I

.

'

'

'

"

:

'

8

.

'

I . '

,

.

IS. A wmen strategy or plan tc.rnaigaie dust.and.pests, licluding.tiut~not~limit6d
to files, . . ' ,
rodents, birds, etc. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -..

. . .... . . . ..

.. . .

.

.

,

.

,:,

. . .,

L Letter from any affeded.canal.company statlnp.whether the proposed CAFO
meets the . . . . . .
. . .
canal company requirements. . .
.
.
,

.,

. . .,

,

. .

. . .

M. Letterfrom iDWR relative to water right den&, obtained orapplied for, oiiicense from
: . the State of idaho; CAFO operatorshall show.evidanoethatthawater permit
.
. Is.
adequate for theoperation.
..
. .

'

"

..

N. LetterTrom local fire protection diskct stating whetherihb roads on theS1te.Plarr and:'
..
thevicinity county roads ar&adequateforflre
prote.otio6vehicles.
,
.
0. Letter from iocal highway dlstrictappro~inglngre~S'an&ag~e~s.pointson.tha.~it~~lan-

- and.statingwhethercounty roadaareadequat~Qservic~thepmpnsed:operafIO~

Q. Siting Adv:sory Team Informat~on:information shad be s~bmitted'n accordance with
iDAPA 02.04.18 Rules Governing CAFO
Team. as it now
. . exists or'as it
, .
.
. . Site. .Advisory
. ,. . . .
.
. . ... may
hereafter
be
amended;
.
.
.
.
. . . . . ..... . .
. . .
.. .. .. . . . . .
..
. .
:' :
- :,:
R. ,A description of any proposed phasing of the con$ruction of the f~cilltles
..
o~ ,*
...
Improvements.
(Each
phase
must
b6
capable.of
.
.
.
Standing
$one.)
,
,, ,
..
.
.
..
. .
... :
...
..
....
.
5. A fieshall be submitted with theappllc~tlon.as set by resoiytion of.th8.Bbard
of county
.
Commissioners of Gooding
County.
.
.
.
.
. .. . . . , . . .
. . ,
'
. ,
...VJ; . :.PROCESSOF APPLICATION AND NOTICE OF. . .
,
,
,
. .
..
A. *Applidffori Review: The Admbistrator shall revleu3 the application for'compiefeness
.
,
within 10 business~days.- ,.
. . . .
.
',
.
. I.Upon.detemining that ihe app1lcaii.on.i~tomplete, the Administratorshail
,
,
submit the'
. ,..
appilcation toihe CAFO SiteAdvisar)! Team fotreyiew..
,.
,\
2 . Upon determiningthe applicatlon is not 'complete, the Administrator shall provide
,
. . . . written notice,ofthe deficiencies to.#e applicant. The'AdrhinisVatcr r n q r%qye$ .
. . . .. . .. . . additional information if deemed necessary l o procesg the appllcatiok The
. .
. . . . . . . applioatfon wlll not be considered complete until the deficiencies or additibnai
, . information as identified by the ~dministratdr
q e correct&d; sf the c@ficiencies
are
. , .
.,
.... . , .. . . not co,rrected wittiin 180 days, the application shall be deemed dimled and'no
..
.
.
. further action taken by ffie~dministktor; .
- . :
. ,
. . . . . . .
. . .
El. once.the CAFO application is caiipiete and submitted h e CAFO Site ~ d v i i o i
. . : . .. . . Team,, the Team (or Its deslg'nee(s)) shall condrigt an on-site evaluation. . . .
. 1: Unless speeificaliy.Wa1vedin writing, the applicant andior owners and Adminisirator .
(or designee) shall .always be present during evaluations of the. Team. If the'.
. .
. .
. . . . .. . . : Adminietrafor is unable to participate, then an alterriatecounty'officiaf'shall be
. . .
. : . ,
. .. appointed. . . .'
. .
. . . . . 2. The,Suitability Determination sliall be signed by the Team niemberi.cr tkii
. designees and preparw lfl'accordari~ewlt~
. . . .. .. .
the most cu'n-ent IDAPA
. . rules governing
. CAFO Site Advisoj Teams. ,
.
.
.
..I
..
...
.
.
.
.
.
,'' .
. C:
. . ..,
The~drninlstiator.niayinvite other.a@encies,indiiiding, but not' .
. .:
.
. . . ;. . ., limited i o representatives of Idaho-Universifies; U,S. &ovironrnen@l Prote,ctionAgency, , .
.
, . .
US. Natural Resources C.ansewatlon Serviw, U.S. Geological Survey, etc. to review
thecompleted application andlor theproposed slteand make commentsand
.
. .
.
.recommendations to.the Commission..
.
.
.
. . .
.
.
.. .. . . .
. , D. ,~ubmission
of the application shall constitute penisslon ffom.the applicant forthe.
. : Administrator or designeeto 1nspectthe.site fat ihe'proposed CAFO o r exparrsion and
request from theapplicantver'fiable records, relative to theexisting CAFO for t h e
.
purpose of Investigatingwhether~theappllcatlo~
meetsttie.criteria setforthin this '
., . .
ordinance forapptovai.' Failure to
. provideregueskd
.
inforqatlon-shaii rgsuit inan
:
iriwmpleteapplication.- . . .
.
.
. .
.
.
.
.
. .
:.

-

HEARING

,,

'

i

'

'

'

.

;

.

'

:.

OTHERAGENCIES:

'

'

.

'

E Hearing and Notice: TheAdminlstralcrshaII submt-~he~com~letea~a~~llcation-and.
CilFO Advisory Tsam Qere~nationto.the:Cbmm~ssion~forone-puolic:hearing
At:ieasr
fiierr(15) dayspricrto.rhe:hearing; noriceof:nerlme andplac~and:a!summaryofthe-

. .

..
.: . .
, :
-.
.

'

..
proposed CAFO appiicaiion shall be published in the of8cial.newspaper of the county:
Noticemay also be made availablejo other newspapers, radio and Yelevision stations
serving Gobding County: Fifteen (15) days pbio~notice shali.also be prodded by first
class mail to property owners within one (1) mile ofthe CAFO'and anyother affected
person that has made written request to the Administrator for notice.
. .

'

.'

'.

'

.

.

CRiTEglA FOR APPROVAL: Prior to approval of a siting permit, the omm mission must find
.
that the new CAFO meets all requirements of this ordinance including the following:
..
.
.
. . ..
.
.
.. .
. .. ..: .
. '
A . General requirements:
. .
,
.
1. .New CAFOs or.expansion of animal units over those animal units authorized by ,'
..
.
existing permit, registration,, or as othewlse'established in accordance with Section
A of Article IiI above will onry be allowed in agricultural zoning distrids with the
. .
. . exception of aquaculture CAFOs.which will be allowed in811zones except
.
...
residentialzones.
- .
2... . .The CAFO applicant must comply u\iith and notbe in violation of an? f ~ e r a i state
,
or'
,
,
.!. ..
; :.
.. . .. ... .
county law or regulation orthe requirements of an affected canal company, local fire
. , protection district or local Qghway districiwhich directly applies to th.e.locationor
. .
.
..
. . . .. . .operationof a CAFO. Violations which occurred prior to theapplicatidn may be : .. .
. .. ' considered'reievant by the Commission as evidence of continued non-compliance: ' .
3;- The operatormust not.have.begun construction of new facilities and improvements . .
for, or comrnenc%d'operations as, a CAFO upon the land to b used .as a CAFO, .
, ,
other than, as previously authorized by prior permit. A violation ofthis requirement is
. ,.
.. . subject to enforcement pursuant to Article XIV: Enforcement.
I .

'

'

.

'

. .

B. . Waste management
.. .
. . ..
. : I?
ifrequired by a State of idaho agbncy havlng jurisdiciio~,a CAFO shali foilow and
in compliance
a current nutrient
management
plan
. ... . . be
approved
by,eaidwith
ageiicy.
.
..
. . whlch h'as been .
.
.

.

:

.

.

. . .
,.'2.'The waste managemenf system-shall not be. located .or operated oloser.than one
.
. ,. thousand three hOndred twenty (1,320) feet fr0m.a resldence.owned by someone
. .
.
.
other than the applicant. A new residenoe iocated ln.an ag.rlcultural zone shail not
:.: be built within one thousand ,three hundred twenty (1,320). feet 0 f . a waste
..
.. . - '
. -management'system. She liquid waste managemeht system shall .not be locatad
'andlor operated closer than three hundred (300) feet from propert)i lines and right?
, . of-ways. Solid waste management system shail not be located claser.than.'two.
. . . .... ..- hundred (200) ,feet from the right-of-ways. and one hundred fifty. (150) feet from
property lines. For the purposi, of distribution or appiicatlon of waste, 16e setbacks
. .. . : contained above in .this. paragraph VII B; 2 shall not apply. Storage of waste or
compost shali not be allowed In any zone,other than an agricultural zoning district..
3. The waste management system shali not be iocated andlor operated closer than
- five hundred (500) feet from a domestic well not owned by the CAFO. A domestic
. . .. .'well for a new residence, which doesn't belong to the CAFO, must meet the five
hundred(500) feetsetback from CAFOwaste management system.
.. 4. .That a CAFO shail hava'the lowest environmental risk rating by the CAFO Site.
' Advisory .Teem, If a CAFO receives other than the lowest environmental risk.rating;
. the Commission may consider during the approval process aletter from NRCS or
comparable agency or firm showing whether and. how the risk rating may he
mitigated and applicant's'ab.iiity.to:so mitigate;
,51:.
Site Limitations Rating:Critena, a s s ~ t ' f o r t h~xhfbli.~,.shali'be-provided
i~
for all iand:
.
wit~rtha-CA~U,ThereishaLSb~no:raiin~o~ve~
swer~a'rsevereirr
any
atthe
..
.
. .
. . .
'

,

,

.

:'

,,

'

,

,

'

'

,

'

'

,

. .

.

'

.

factors. if either severe or very severe ratings appear, the applicant ma') provide, for '
.conglderaticn by the Coqrnlssic~during the appioval process; a letter or document
, , . . , ... .,. . from NRCS andor comparable agency or fly explaining whether and how the very
severe oi severe ratings ,may be miflgated.and applicant's ability to so .mitigate.
.
.
.
.. . , , .. . .. 6. . A. new or :expanding. CAFO sitingpermit will require applicant to provide a letter.
confirming.approval of a Nutrient Management Plan"prepared In accocdance. with ..
. . ., . . .., . . the requ'irements of the appropriate state agency, if a Nutrient-Management Plan isrequired by a state or federal. agq.noy..An applicant seeklng expansion of a CAFO'
,. . .
. ,
shall also, pioilide written verification from the appropriate state or federal agency
.
.
.. . . .
.that. applicant. is currently operatkg in compliance with the approved Nutrient
Management Plan, if a Nutrient Management Plan Is required. An appllcaht seekirig
. . . ,
a new CAFO sitlng permit must provide written verification that he can, operate in
.
,
.
.... .
. . , ..
. . . -ccmpliancewitti the approved Nutrient Management Plan, 'if a Nutrient. .Management
. ". Plan is required, ...
7. In accordance with Idaho Code 95.3805
Dcsign and ~ohstrkction;ail new or. .
modified
liquid
waste
systems.shal1
be
designed
by ifcensed professional engineers '
;.. , . . .
.
..
,
-..
.
.
and
constiucted
i
n
accordance
with
standards
and
specifications either approved by
, ...
.
'
.
the
Idaho
Department
of
Agriouiture.
(ISDA)
or
In
accordancewith bny existing
. . . .
. .
. . relevant memwandums of 'understanding with the department: of. environmenfal.
, . .
.. . . . quality. All persons shall submit plans and specifications for newor mgdified liquid
,. ., . , >. '
: waste systems to the director -of..lSDA. for .approval. A person shallnot: begin
.. .
. . .constructionof a liquid waste system prior to approval of plains and specificationsby
. ..
ISDA. (Idaho Code 25-3805)
. .
.
.
.
.
. a. Rush systems not utlIlzing,6iological, chemfwi or bthe;odor
reducing.
. .
technologies are not allowed.
..
..
.
. ... . ,:b. Flush systems utilizing k ~ s water,
h
aerobic basins; sequecoln~b&h reactors,.
. .. . ,: anaeroblcdigesti~~
or otherodor reducing technologies will. be allowed
. .
(aquaculture is.exempt).
:;
.
. . . . ,8. Aquaculture CAFOs are exempt from the Wast~management setbzcks except for
. . .. . . ., .' ..the storage of solid
waste
on land.
.
.
. ~, .. .
. .
. .
. ,
.
.
.
,.
.
I
aklicanta
dbmonstrate tiat: , , .
.
.
.. . Witvr quality: A ~CAFO
..
. .. . q., The GAFO will be in carnplianoe with tNe Clean.WaterAct and any. relevant federal
or state regulatlon Implementing the Clean Water Act in Idaho.
:. ,. . . . ..?, .There will not be discharge of pollutants.Into surface, or ground water except as. .
.permittedby the appropriate state andlor federal agency with lurisdlction,. A copy of.
.'
. . .must
. be filed with
any p e n i t from any agency relative to'dlscjharge of pollutsnts
the.Sltlng Permit file of the applicant. . . , . . . . . .
. -.... . . .. . 3.. The CAFO owns bdequate potible waterrights to operate. ~ h l must
s be evidenced
.. . .. . .. , '. . by a permit or iicense.from the Idaho Department of Waterdesources, or that the
. .
CAFO Is in the process of obtaining the permit pr licensefrom the Slatecf Idaho, in
.
. . '.:which case issuanceof,the sitlng permit.wiil be contingewupon obtaining.the
. .
.. : . , :approprlate permit orlicense. The.Administrator will not issueaC;4FO occupancy
. .permlt.wlthout written proof of an approved water right, orcompleted transferfrom
. .
. . , , the4DWR.
. .
. ,
..
. .
..
D. Property rights: . .
. .,
7. The approved maximu&'densityof animaiq.shaU not:~xct?edfive-(5)animal unitspar
tillable; inlgated:acre.owned.bv.tbCAFO applicant ihe.Iandba=to supportthe
.animal units isrequired.rc. be'irr~.Gooding:(=ountywiththeexcepticn:of.cont~g?lous.
,.
,
. la~trra~adja~enCcounty.A~~~';ii~~lt.u~wshair
r'mirrattemrr(lU)animal.umts:per
.

,

,

:

. .

'

'

'

',

.

'

.

-

',

.,

'

'

,

..

.

.c.

musi

'

'

:

13

.

!

. .. . .
....
acre.
. . .
,
. . . . . . . . . .2. . Corrals shall~be.iocated least one thousand three;hundred twerity.(1,320) f&t
. from the nearest corner of any residence not belonging to the cwner of the CWO. .
. . .
Residences shall be constructed at least one thousand three hundred twenty
. .. . . . . . . .. . . (1,320) feet away from existing corrals naibeionging to th6 owner constructingthe
. . .residence. Corrals shall have a one hundred (100) foot setback from a public right,
.. .. . _ . . '
qf-way and property lines.
,
.-.
. . .
. 3. Ail feed storage.areas $hail have a seventy-five (75) foot setback from a public right.
.
:- -. of-way, and three hundred (300) feet from an existing residence not owned by owner
...
,
. of the CAFO. Provided, however, that silage, haylage, potatoes or any other feed.
. . . .. ..
product.resultfngfrom the ensilage process whiCh is stored in the open air shall be
. . .
iacated at least seven hundred (700) feet from' any -existingSresidencenot belonging
...
to theowner of the CAFO. Residences shall be constructedat least seven hundred
,. .
(700) feet from any existing feed storage areasof this type not belonging to the . . .
I
*'
. .
owner constructing the resldenm. .,
..
. . ..
.
. 4. Lights from CAFOs shall be placed .andshielded to prevent the light source from
.
. ..
.. .. .. . . . : . . . becoming a nuisance or hazard outside the property lines of ~ ~ ~ C A F O ...-+
5;' The CAFOfootprint sftell not be locited within.three thousand nine hundred SUly .
. . . .,..
. . (3,960) feet of a transittonal zone; residential zone or an existing platted.subdivis1on
. . .. .
with improvements constructed as oftheeffective date of this ordlnsnce. Residential
subdivisions proposed after the effective date of this ardlnanm.shall be located no '.
.
.
..
. . ..
closer than three thousand nine hundred sixty (3,980) feet to any existing CAFO
a
footprint.
. .6....A new CAFO footprint shall not he located within one (1) mile of the rim of either the'
. .
Snake River Canyon. 0r.the.Malad Rlver Canyon,
. . . .. .
7. A ngw CAFO fo'otprlnt shall not be located within'two thousand sixhundred forty feet
. . .
. . . ... (2,640) Zone "A" flood plain as set out on theFederal Emergency Management . .
.Agency's 1985 Flood.Insurance Rate Map for Gooding County.
. . . . . . . 8. A CAFO in excess of one thousand~(1,000)animai units shall have,an incremental .
increase to the setbacks-contdinedherein, except there shall not be incr@rnegtai
. .
increase.f.0 the setback from a public right of way or to the setbacks from B e canyon
rims. There shaii be a one percent (1%) increase per one hundred (100) animal
,.
...
units, to.a mawlmum.of. one hundred.percent (too%) Increase to the setback . , ,
. . .
distance.
..
.9:. Dead animals awaiting disposal must.be.shieldedfrom public view and disposed of:.
, . .
..
'within 72 hours per IDAPA 02-04-17-030. .:
,., ..
.....
. . . . . ,: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . ....
.. >
. . ...

....

.\

ai

.

'

:

3

.

:

'

.

E. EXCEPTIONS TO SETBACK REQUIREMENTS.. . . .
1. The setbacks contained inthis Article VII. Criteria for~pproval,~&tlonsB and D do
, .
,. ;.
. . .
. not apply if the affected property owner executes a wrltten waiver w1th.the CAFO
.,
. owner, under terms and conditions that the parties may negotiate. The written
.
...
. waiver must legally describe.boththe CAFO property and the affected propewand
,
be in recordable form when initlaity submitted to the Administrator: and must be
...
recorded if the application is apprcved.The recorded waivei shall preclude
.
enforcement of the setback distances described therein. A change-in ownership of
the affected property or the.CAFO shail not affect~thevalidltyof the waiver.
2 Aquaculhrre.CAFOs aresexempt from the setbacks contained in AriicleVII. Criteria?
...
for Approval, Section D.
. .
,
.
.
. 3: Setbaoks contained in ~ r t i c l & ~ lrl i t e h a ~ f o r ~ ~
Sectfon
~ v e lD.
, s k i 1 not.appiy.to:
.. theconstntction o?any residence and/or residential subdivisionslooatsd inany
, ,
transitional zones:.that a[&,e;estabiished.aaofthae&d.ive-date;-afthisOrdina~m
"

s' t

.

'

L4

..

. .
. . .:
. ./. . .
. . ...:. ,.. .. ,. . . ...,.. .. .. .. ...
....: . . . k..
. POULTRY,OR-SWINECAFCk If r q u i r e 3 . bstatelaw'~orr6gul~tlbn;
~
a poultiy or swine
,;!
'
.: CAFO shall also obiaio site approvai from the Idaho Departrqerit of Ehvi~onmentaj. . ,
'.
.Quality arotherapprdpriate stateagency having
. . .. ' '
. . jurisdiction,
. . .: . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .
. . . .. . . . . .. , .
.
,viii. ..VARIANCE:.
. .
. . A. A Yarian? Is a.modificatlonof the iecjuirement&b$th&btdinance imd ha$be &ought tiifor the
..: . making a written.request for.a.varian.ceat the time 6fthe filing bf the appiicllon
.
,
.
.
siting permit
.
.
..
. .
.
.
0
.
.
A
v$riance.
shali
not
be
considered
a rightorspecial p r i ~ l e g ebut shdl be grc4rited to an
'
. , . ! . . applican't aniy.u.pon-hisstiowing'that the variance is not in conflict with the public
.. , .
. .interest and will not cause an.adverse impact to the.neighborimg
owners,
. .
. . . properfy
. . .
>
. . ,',.
. . . .. . .. . .
.,
.
. . C. A variance may be granted to the setbacks contained in this ordina"ce only upon a
. .
showing of undue hardship because of the characteristics of the site. . .. .. . .
. .
. .,
. '.
.: .
p.."p\variance may be ~ought$o.thece~uiremeiis
Mthe ordlinande td increase the animal
., .
. . density t o e maximum ofseven (7)anlmal'unifsperi'rngatedtillable acre. Consideration .
wlll b e given to such a variance if ~ ~ ~ ' C Aoperator
F O eimpjoys multiple, proven, . .
' . environmental technologies or methods to enhance or improve air,.soil; and water
. .. . . . . .
. . . . . . . quality including but not limited to mefhane ar anaerabic digesters, berms with growing
. , , . ,hedges and trees, elc. If apprpved, such variance ,may be revoked if the CAFQoperator .
,
, .
discontinues the employment ofthe
metIiod,up~n.whi6ti
th8
. . t ~ h n, o. i o g, yor
.
. . grapt ofthe
variance.nras bas&, . . . . . . . .. .. ,. . .. . . .
. . .
. .. . . . . ..
. .. . . .
. .
.
'
.
. , . . . ..
..
D, Prior to irmting variance.notke an opportunity to be heard shail be provided to
. .
, .
. property ownerwwlthln one mile. af the parcel under consideration andto those affected .
. . . . persons who have previously requestad a notioe, l%eprocedu~econsidering .a variance
.
, 'shail follow the provisions as set out in the Gooding County Zoning Ordinance for
. .
. . . . . ., . , .. . .
variances.
..
.
.
,,. .. .. . . , ,
.
.
.;,
.
.
.
:
.
.
.
.
.
,
~.
. . . . .
, :
.,, . .. .
. . , 1X.
GKANT'OR'~MNIAL OF SITING. PERMIT! The dammic;sionihaiispe6ify: . :
. .
. .
. .
the appiigdtio* ,:,
.. . . ,
. A. The standards used in kvai~latlng
.
.
, . , .
. .
:.
:. . .
. ..:.... . .
. . . . . .. .
. . . . .B,...~hereascinsfor approval or denial; and . . . .. . . . .
.
.
. . .. , . .
,
.
. . . .
.
.. . . .
i:
The:actions, If any, &&.the iippiicant~couidtaketoibtbin a$mrqi&. ., ..:.
. . . . .
. . . .
,
.
D . if constriiction is not commenced within one (1) year-of issuanceof the ~ e or
w
,
':. 'Expanding CAFO Siting Permif, h e Applicant stiail appear before the:Commission to
. 'show documentatlon~ofmeasurabie
progress.toward.a~carnpietedproject: ?he Applicant
shall reappear on' a. yearly basis thereafter to show cause why the New o r Expanding
. C A M iias.not.beencompleted. Ifthe-CAFO is.notaworkingCAF0 within five yeam.of
..
the-CAFOpemiit belflg:issued, theComniission shali revoke-the permitif itfihds that -;.
.
.
. -the..construotiorrof'thefac,iSlies anktiinprovements has not:progresse.dto:anextent that
...
. . . reflectsrtiworigimi~intent.aFthepermit. . . . . . .
. .
. ,
. .. . . . .
..
.,
..
..
. . .
E.
D U R I ~ O ~ N ~ U ~ O N :
. .
Any changes.to. thti CgFCI.f o o ~ r i n t : p r o p a s & d u r i n ~ c ~ c t iwhich
a ~ , &nut
,

,

'

.I

:.

,

'

'

.I

'

'

.

.

'

a

.

i

\

::,'

:\

',

GHANGES.

$ubstantiaily change the approved fbotprint;must besubmitted to the Planning and
Zoning Administrator for approval. The requesj inust clearly specify the chan$e(s) and
. . ' , : provide anexpianation orjustMcationfor the change@); IfthePhange causes
' . , .
substantial relocation of improvements or wasf&'management: system; rtotice of the
change shall be glven to affected parsons and.a hearing wiil be scheduled.
.. ..
. >..
X,
. . ,, OCCUPANCY CERT~F~CATEREQUI~D:; to use of the expanded faciiitiis of an "..
. ... . existing CAFO or oocupation ofa new CAFO by animals; anoccupancy Certificate Is > .
required.
..
. .
.. /
. .
. . .. . :,A, After approval of the siting permit, but priorfo cornmincing c6nstrut:tion of '.' .
...
.
improvements, i h e permit owner shall n o t i i the Administrator of the commencement of
. .
. the co.nstruction. Additionally, tf construdlon of.a liquid waste. storage lagaon
" commences after the initial commencement of construction notice. the wermit owner
shall provide the Administrator with .separate notice of the lagaon constmction
commen(;ement.
.
. .
,
.. . , B.- Inspection-ofthe cbnstruction progr4iq bf the facilities authorized by the p e r m ~ s h a l :
occur at regular.intewals or at the request of the permit owner. The Buitding inspector
.
;,
or the Administrator, as appropriate under the Circumstances, skall perform the
. , , . Inspections.
,
...
. ., .
. . ., . bf The ~uiidingInspector dr i h ~ ~ d m I n i s t ~ t o r 'have
~ h a the
1 authdr& ti'issue and post on
the preniises of the C A W a "STOPWORK" order If an inspection reveals a material
'
. . ' . Joiatlon of the terms of the permit. All work must STOP after pasung the order. The
permit owher may appeal such an order to thecommission and the Board, as
necessary, in accordance with the provisions of the Qoodlng.County Zoning Ordlnence.
,
. .
..
.
'D, ~ e f o r eissuance ofa cett~cateof occupency, the CAFO must provlde a copy of a water.
,..
,
..
permit or l i c y s e approved by the.State of Idaho Depamenf of WaterResources. .,
..
.. ,,
. ,
(.
..E. Bafore Issuance of a cettfficate of occupancy;a dairy CAFO shall have a compliance.
:
certificate issued from the ldaho Dewartrnent of Aariwlture. all otherCAF0 sites shali.. ,. ,
..
have a compllancecertl~cationfrom the appropri~e'ldaho'State agency. .. .

.

.

.

.

.,

'

no;

:

.

'I

'I

'

.

'

'

',

.

'

(I

F. After completion of the construction of the faciliti& authorized by the eni it: or.anv
approved change requests or no~compllancecorrections the ~dmlnistratorshall issue
an occupancy certificate to rhe permlt owner. The certificate shali certify thar ail facilities
have been inspected and.confo'rmto the terms of the permit, with approved changes,
and the permit owner is fully authorized to occupy and operate the CAFO.facillties, in
accordance with the terms o f the approved CAFO siting pewit..

.

.

'

.

,

'

provisions of the Gooding County Zoning.Ordinance.
.

,
'

.

.

G.: If the Administrator 3enies issuance of an occupancy certificate, such denial may be
appealed to the Commission and the Board,'as necessary, in accordance with the

.
.

1 .

.

.

..'

. .

..

'

.

OPERATNG CRITmiAr A CAFO &ust.oper;?tswithin'theparameters contained.ln-tha
apProved siting permit and in acoordancewith.the criteria for approval set-forthin Artfcle
VIE. Criterlsfor.Approval of: this ordinance, exce~~~here.thosacriteria:for
avnrovai rrrav
f?ave.beenvaried~pur~uant.tu
thepmced~re~e~forth
in.Arttcis'Vll1.~arianck;~r.~.ertain.ta
setbacks which conflictwith the ssiba&s:in effW.atthe.timea;CAFO sitlng.pennitwa~ah
~.
approved:
. ..
. . .
.. .

.I6

I,'.

.

.

PROGRAMS

..

. . : , ..

., . .

...

A. NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT
A CAFO shaii contlnue.ti tie in complianci
with .nutrient management program .requirements established -by state and federal
., . .
.
.
.
. .
agencies.
,
,
.
. ~ . .
::
. .
., ,

.

. . . . . . .

. .

..

8,:.WASTE STORAGE, A P P ~ C A T ~ OCOM+OSTING::
N : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:site,for
~
&iposting solid - ,
:
waste
from
CAFO
musf.provl'de
the
required
area
an'
d
condltlonsfor
ali.w+ttier
. :
.
.
.
.
.
'
,. . . .
compcstlng.as well as limit the environmental risk associated with odor, noise,,dust,

leaching and surface water runoff. Site planning involves flnding an acceptable location,

. . . : . . within required setbacks, adapting the composflng method to the site, providing
., . . suffdent land area (allow for future expansion) andimplementing surface water runoff.
. . . . . . -and poilutian.cpntrol measures as needed; The materials being composted and system
, . , . .

..m&nagementwill also impact these.&vironmentat conoems..Solid waste shall be
removed from storage areas at least annuaily.
. : . . . . . . '
1. Waste storage andlor camposting must be in compliance with state and la@
' I . .
. ! . . . 'regulations pertaining to-surfacewater, ground water and odors.. . "
. ., . ,
2: . ~ommetclai~compost~hg
pr: siorage of ,solidwaste f o i longer than~hei('f)'~a'ar',
.. .. . . requires a Special Use Permit pursuant to the proVislo@ of the Gaoding County . ,
Zoning Ordinance.
.
.
. .
3. Distribution or application of waste from a. CAFO:
.
..
..
a. Liquid waste shail not be applied onsilow; ice or frbzen soil.
. , . . .This is for lands.
.
.
that
are
under.dire@
contiai~on
the
CAFO
facility.
.
:.. , , . ,
b. Liquid cr solid waste. applied to tillable ground mustbe incopoiated kihin.95
hours with the exception of application on irrigated growing or established crops
. . .
.or on frozen ground.. . .
, .
.
. , . . . . . c.. , Runoff from application of wasti or-unincoporated,waste'resuitingin pooling of
. . . :..,.
wastein a field shali.be removed withln two weeks. The time period may be
.
.
,. . extend upon approval of the administrator and the-appropriate .state'agency,
..:
,
::.; d. During time period from May 15 through September 15, lliquid land application ..
shall contain rio more than .25% solids.
. .
. . . .
.
e.' There will not be any appilcatlon on p~bil~.rtght&~fLway.
. . . . . ' . ' .
Xii.
DISCONT~NUEDCAFOs: In addition to fulfl!llng the requirements "f Aitii iii. ~ j t i s t i i i .
:. GAFOs, Section E above, the owner sf 'a CAFO ceasing of suspending Operations shail,,
. remove all solid arid 1iquid.waste from the CAF0,property within 180 aays of caasing or
.
.
.
operations. . . .
>
. . .suspending
...
.
.
,
.
;
.

.

'

:

:

'

#.,

'

'

'

:

.

.,.

A. Land appiic8tidri and hcomoratldn ofthe wistri Into the irrigated. tillable i c k a b i of the
': . .CAFO property In compliance with 'the CAFOfs approved ~ L t r i e n~anagerneni
i
Plan
,:and other requirements of law or rule shall be cpnsidered to be removal of the..waste.'
.,
. .
. .
1.
6: Waste not re&ved within said amount of 180 days shail be considkred~db e a
, . nuisance and may be abated hy Gooding County.in accordance with provisions of Idaho '
Code 52-201, et seq., and the cost thereof assessed.against'th@p'roperty and added to
thetaxes and certified by thecounty clerk and the tax.assessor. .-.
. . .....
..
. , ..
XIII: . , ~ 6 P ~ 4Any
k applkant.or affected- peisdn aggrieved: by a.de~lsioqof:thheCbmrnissiotrwh
appeared in person or irrwriting.before th%Commissignmay appedl.fhe'deoislcn of-the.
~~mmission.to.thet.8oard
Appeals shall.begovemed.and:proc~~s&iriaccordance;with
. .
the:pmvislan%ofthe Gooding County Zoningardinanoe:. ,' . . : ' ,
. .
. . , ,,.
. . .
'..'. . ,
.
. ,
: . . . . .
. . . .
:. . .
.
'

'

:

- . ..
XiV.
.
., VIOLAT~ONSAND ENFORCEMENT.
,
.
. ...
.
.
.
.
.
..........
..
. ,
. , . ... . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .
. ,..
. .. .
.
.,. . . . . . .
. ,
: . .' :
- ' A. The following'ads are uniawfui: -.
. . .
,
,. I.Failure to comply with the requirements of this. ordinance.
,
..
2.
Knowingly
making
a
false
statement,,representation,
or
certiicatlon
in. any
. .
..
. . .. . application, report, document, or record developed, maintained, or sdbmilted
.
pursuant to this ordinance gr rule of any State ofldaho agencyhaving'jurisdlcffan
3
. . .
.
.. .
.. ~ C A F O : .. . .
...
.
.
~.
. .
.:
, .
.
. .
. . .:
.
. .
. . . . .
: 8. A violation oftheprovisions ofthe requirements of this ordinance, ~ i ufe any State of
.
Idaho agency having jurlsdlction of a CAFO, or valldsitlng permit issued by Gooding
. .. .
. .
County shall.constiiute a mlsdemeanorand be punishable by up to six. (6) months in jail
. . .
..
.
. . . ,.. and up to a One ThousandDqllar ($1000.00) flne, or both. Each day a vioia{ion
. .
.
"continues shall be considered a separate offense. . . . :
. ,
. .
. .
. . .. .
. .
. .
. .
'

'

(.

;-

I

i

'

3

' C.
.

.. ,'
The Bbard, following notice'andhearing k accordance with the provisians of-Chapter
?
. . . . . :52, 'iitle 67,. Idaho Code, may revoke a siting permit:
. .Z For a'materiai vloiation
. . of anycriteria for approval or.continuedoperation of the ' '
. .:..
..
. .
CAFO:
. .
. 2. , If an approval was'obtained by m 1 s r 6 ~ r e s e n k orfailure
~n
to.dischse alb relevant
,.
. .
..:. . fads; or
..
,
,
,
.3.
if
approval
for
adequate
w,ater
right$.
cannot
be
obtqh@d
from
ihe
Departnient ..,
.. .. '. of Water Resources. .
. . . ldaho
.. ,.
. .
.
..
.
.
.
. .
.
..
'
D. ln orderto carry out the'intent and purpose of fhi$ ordinance, any authorized.
. . . representativeof Goodlng County, selected by the Board of County Commissioners of
.: . ....Gooding County, or agency authorized toreview alleged violations in order to allow the
..
....
;county to enforce this. ordinance is hereby authorized to do any ,ofthefolloying~withln .
..
. . . . . . . . thelrjurisdiotlonr . . .
. .
.
. .
1. Carry .out any achvitles necessary to Insure compliance of this ordinance to protect. . .
the health; safety find welfare of the residents of Gadding County.. :'
. ., .
. , :.' ....2. If an inspection report including a violation has been issued, a copy shall.be.
'.
., , ,
.
.
. delivered to the Planning.arrd Zoning Administrator of Gooding County;lSDA and
,
.
.' . . the CAFO operator and filed itfthe.siting permit fll'e.
3.. Anlmal unit numbers will be randomly assessed annually utllizing~ukentIdaho . .
: .
: Department of Agrioulture production reoprd,~
with.owner/pparator
verifli;ation.~of.
.
'.
'
. .
: .animal. unifnumbers 6n'the'cA~o(aquaculture.Is exempt from this requirement).' if , ' ,,. ''i
',
,
. ' , the ownerloperator fails to provide verifiable numbers, the Administrator will
. . .
..estimate using average industry replacement numbers. Any CAFO found to be In
. ' ..
.;'
violation of permitted animal units wlii be given fourteen (14) working days from the
date of receipt of notlce by the Administrator to remove the excess animals. Failure .
, . : to remove may result in clvii enforcement.actlon by the county which mejl include a
..
. . : .
fine up to $100.00 per day peranimal unlt.over~the.penittednumber.
4. The Administrator or his designee is authorized to enter and lnsped any CAFO and
have access to or copy any CAFO animal or production records deemed.neoessary
to ensure compliance.with the provisions ofthis ordinance. All records.copled.or
. obtained by the.Administratbr or his designee 'as a:result oPan inspection.pursuant
. . ::
to this paragraphshsll b~oonsidered~exemprfromdisclosumunder
Idaho C.*
,
Sedion 9-301,et:seq, uniess.athewise~deem~dt~~bep.ubiicrecordrno~exempt
,
.
from disolosur~pursuanttoIdaho CodeSectians 9-337through'93'45; orother
pro.visions oridaho. law. Any inspeoffomreport; determination. oi.cornpliancearrrorr(

.

.

"

.

I

1
i

.

L

.

'

I

.

'

'

I

1
1

1

!

1

iI

'

:
!
i

!

I

1

I

'

'

1

!

'

:

,

,

1

.

.

- .

.

.

.

.

., . .

..

ccmpiiance or other record created by i'he.'~dmlnistratoror hls designees a's a result
of an inspection:c$nductedpursuantto this section shall not be exempt from
. .
dlsciosure unless otherwise exempt from disclosure under idaho Ccde Sections 9301 ttirough 9-346, or other provision ,of ldaho igw.

.

validates's

.

'

E. 'whenever the Administrator
CAPO orhinance violation,.a'~ecoidthereof will ,.
be placed in the ownerLoperator's file with
. ... . . ,..
. the
. county Administrator.

I

.

,
. ..
. F. In the event any'affected person alleges that the CAFO no longer meetsthe
. .
' ,
requirement6set forth herein.and in the occupancy certificate, the affecied pqrson mey
initiate a contestedcase before the Board'as governed by Chapter 52, Tltle 67, Idaho .
,
. '
. . Code, the Administrative Procedure Act. .The h a r d shall conduct a hearing in
. ..
. . .
accordance wiih the provisions of Chapter 52, Tile 67, IdahoCode. Following the
. . .
' bearing, the Board may:
Y.
I.Find in favor of the CAFQ; or,
.
. ,
.
.
.
.
,...I.
. . .
1
2. Find ip favor of the compiainant, .and
. .
*
3. Revoke the occupancy certfficate; .
.. ., .\
;.
4. Sospend the occupancy certificate for a defiiiite pqriod: . .
. ..
5. Modify the occupancy certificate; or, .
.
..
. . .
<
6. Provide conditions upon the occupancy qiittiflcate. ,
.. ,
..
)
.
. . J.
.L
G: FGtther, the Board. may &any time take immediate aotioo i o protect the public in . . :i
accordance, with the process set forth in 'Idaho's
Administrative
Procedure
Act,
;
, . .
.
.
.
.
.
speoificaily Idaho Code 6 87-5247.
..
. . :..,
, .
.
. .
,
. . .
. . .
. .
his ordlnance shail bein full force and effect upon pubilcatlorrfollo~ngpassage and approval..
,.
Regularly passed and approved by the Board of County'Commissioners of Goading County, Idaho,
:
, .
on ihis /Z f 4 day of ,Tw&,E
.2007.
A
,
.
.
',
.
.
.
,
. .
APPROVED
. .
. .
. .. .. .
. .
* .
,
.
. . . ..
..
. .- .
. , .
Tom Faulkner,
. .
.
.
... , ..

.

.

.

.

.
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~
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.

.
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.

ha irk an

.

.
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k . ~
'(jl ~
F,A,, .&

Helen Edwards, Commissioner
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Calvin H.Campbell
I.S.B. No. 4579
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney
Lnveme E. Shull, ChiefDeputy
I.S.B. No. 5477
John L. Horgan, Civil Deputy
1.s.a. NO. 5068
P.O. Box 86
Gooding, ID 83330
(208) 934-4493

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL, DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAI-IO, l
N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF G00131NCr
IDAHO DAIRY ASSOCIATION. NC..
AN DAHO NON-PROFTTCORPORATION;
THE IDAHO CATTLE ASSOCIATION, lNC.,
AN IDAHO NON-PROFIT CODORATION,

GOODHG COUNTY BOARD Of;
COMMISSIONEIZS,

CASE NO. CV-2007-0000651
WRITTEN CONSENT TO FEE
AMENDED COMPLAINT

I.R.C.P. lS(a)

Defendant.
The parties in the above-entitled matter, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a),
by and through the undersigned counsel, consent to Plaintiffs filing an Amended Complaint.
The Amendment will consist of the following only:

1.
2.

A change to the case caption to properly designate the defendant.
A change to Paragraph 2 to properly allege jurisdiction.

3.

A change by the addition of: Service on Attorney General Pursuant to Idaho Code

8 10-211 - 59. Pursuant to Idaho Code (j 10-1211, PlaintBs will serve a copy of
WRI'ITEN CONSENT TO
FILE AhGNDED COMPtAINT

-1-

NOV-28-2007 WED 04:47 PM G o d i n g

Co, Prosecutar

FAX NO. 20P O34 4494

this Amended Complaint upon the Attorney General for the State of Idaho.
This consent allows the above amendments only.

Service on the Attorney Gcneral will be made by Plaintiffs on or before December 10,
2007.

GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

WITTEN CONSENT TO
HUWMEND1;1DCOMPLAINT

I

1

a:
==r

-

5

0

KENNETH R. McCLURE (ISB #2616)
DEBORA K. KRISTENSEN (ISB #5337)
J. WILL VARIN (ISB #6981)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
IDAHO DAIRY ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho non-profit corporation; THE IDAHO
CATTLE ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho
non-profit corporation,

I

:
I

r

CASE NO. CV-2007-0000651

AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR
DECLARATORY AND
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

Plaintiffs,
VS.

GOODING COUNTY, a body politic and
corporate of the State of Idaho,

I
b

I

Defendant.

II

Plaintiffs allege as follows:

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1.

This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to Idaho Code 5 1-705. This

Court has personal jurisdiction over the Defendant as a body politic and corporate of the State of
Idaho.
2.

Venue lies in this district pursuant to Idaho Code

5 5-403 because it is an action

against a county in the same county.

-

AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 1

THE PARTIES
3.

Plaintiff Idaho Dairy Association, Inc. ("IDA") is an Idaho, non-profit corporation

duly organized and existing under the provisions of Chapter 3, Title 30 of the Idaho Code, with
its principal place of business in Twin Falls, Idaho. In addition to other purposes which are not
relevant to this action, the IDA was formed to promote the dairy interests of and in the state of
Idaho and to take such action as the IDA deems necessary or advisable to stabilize and protect the
dairy industry of Idaho. The regular members of the IDA include every dairy ownerloperator
located in Gooding County, of which there are more than one hundred, and virtually all dairy
owners/operators in Idaho who sell milk to dairy processors for ultimate human consumption.

4.

Plaintiff The Idaho Cattle Association, Inc. ("ICA") is an Idaho, non-profit

corporation duly organized and existing under the provisions of Chapter 3, Title 30 of the Idaho
Code, with its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho. In addition to other purposes which
are not relevant to this action, the ICA was formed to promote the beef cattle industry of and in
the state of Idaho and to take such action as the ICA deems necessary or advisable to promote
and protect the beef cattle industry of Idaho. The neaxly 1,500 members of the ICA include beef
producers located in Gooding County and throughout Idaho.

5.

Defendant Gooding County (the "County") is a body politic and corporate of the

State of Idaho pursuant to Idaho law, including, but not limited to, LC.

$9 31-126, 31-601 and

31-603.

STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATION OF DAIRY CAFO WASTE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
6.

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, commonly referred to as the

Clean Water Act ("CWA'), 33 U.S.C. $ 1251 et seq., was adopted by Congress "to restore and

-

AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 2

maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation's waters." To do so, the
CWA uses a two-tiered system: (1) water quality standards set by states; and (2) effluent
limitations set by the Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") generally using technology
controls that regulate the point source discharge of pollutants to navigable waters of the United
States through the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ("NPDES").

7.

Because the state of Idaho has not been delegated authority from the EPA to issue

NPDES permits (referred to as primacy), the EPA is responsible for issuing and enforcing all
NPDES permits in Idaho. Under the CWA, however, states such as Idaho must certify that the
NPDES-permitted projects comply with state water quality standards. See 33 U.S.C.
401 Certification").

5 1341 ("5

In Idaho, NPDES permit holders must comply with Idaho Water Quality

Standards and Wastewater Treatment Standards (see IDAPA 58.01.02) to obtain

5

401

Certification. The Idaho Department of Environmental Quality ("DEQ) is responsible for
issuing § 401 Certifications in Idaho.
8.

In regulating the discharge of pollutants under the CWA, the EPA requires "point

source" discharges to obtain a NPDES permit. The CWA specifically defines "point source" to
include concentrated animal feeding operations ("CAFOs").

See 33 U.S.C.

5 1362(14).

Accordingly, CAFOs which may discharge into waters of the United States are required to obtain
an NPDES permit. See 33 U.S.C.

9.

5 1342(1).

The CWA defines a CAFO, inter alia, as an animal feeding operation ("AFO")

that stables or confines 200 or more mature dairy cows, whether milked or dry and, if the facility
has less than 700 such dairy cows, either discharges pollutants into the waters of the United
States through man-made devices or discharges pollutants directly into such waters which
originate outside of and pass over, across or through the facility or otherwise come into direct

-

AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 3

contact. See 40 C.F.R.

5

122.23(b). Moreover, two or more AFOs under common ownership

are considered a single facility if they adjoin each other or use the same system for the disposal of
wastes. See 40 C.F.R. $ 122.23(b)(2).
10.

NPDES permits regulate a CAFO's ability to discharge "pollutants" into water of

the United States or "navigable waters." Agricultural waste is defined as a "pollutant" under the
CWA. See 33 U.S.C.

5

1362(6). "Navigable waters" is broadly defined to include all waters

used in interstate or foreign commerce and all intrastate lakes, rivers, streams, mudflats, wetlands
or natural ponds the degradation of which could affect interstate commerce or recreation. See
40 C.F.R.

5 122.2.

11.

In addition to the above-mentioned federal requirements, the state of Idaho

comprehensively regulates, through Idaho Code § 37-401, et seq. (Sanitary Inspection of Dairy
Products Act), "all dairy f m s " including "the dairy farm site and other land owned and operated
by the dairy owner . . ." including the dairy waste disposal systems. Idaho law states that "all
dairy f m s shall have a nutrient management plan ["NMP"] approved" by ISDA. See LC.

5 37-

401(3). NMPs must be "approved by the department [Idaho State Department of Agriculture or
"ISDA"] for managing the amount, source, placement, form and timing of the land application of
nutrients and soil amendments for plant production, and for minimizing the potential for
environmental degradation, particularly impairment of water quality." See IDAPA 02.04.16. In
addition, all dairy waste systems in Idaho must comply with the specific guidelines adopted by
the State and the Nutrient Management Standard adopted in the 1999 Idaho Agricultural
Pollution Abatement Plan - Nutrient Management Standard Component Practice. See IDAPA
02.04.14 ("Rules of the Department of Agriculture Governing Dairy Waste") at 02.04.14.01 1.
12.

No regulatory role or permitting authority is given to county governments. Idaho

-
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Code 3 37-401(3) states, "The information provided in this subsection shall be available to the
in which the dairy farm or the land upon which the livestock waste is applied, is located."
(Emphasis added.) ISDA is ". . . invested with authority to make rules and orders as may be
necessary or desirable for carrying out its various functions and the intent and Duruose of this
Act." Idaho Code § 37-403 (emphasis added). ISDA has sole authority to enforce the Act (Idaho
Code § 37-408) and need only cooperate, advise or assist other agencies, including counties.
Idaho Code 3 37-406.
13.

Given the complexity and the comprehensive nature of these regulations, together

with the many state and federal entities involved in their enforcement, in 1993 DEQ issued

/ .

"Idaho Waste Managfment Guidelines for Confined Feeding Operations" with the purpose "to
I

help confined feedidg operation managers and regulators understand management practice and
i

)

design criteria that prevent water pollution" (hereinafter "Guidelines").

The Guidelines, which

were amended in 1997, were intended to help feeding operation managers and regulators develop
best management practices ("BMP") to protect water quality in the state and are enforced by the
ISDA.
14.

In 1995, EPA, ISDA, DEQ and the IDA entered into a Memorandum of

Understanding ("MOW) to transfer responsibility of daily supervision from DEQ to ISDA. In
addition, even though the EPA, not the state, has NF'DES permit issuing authority in Idaho, the
EPA agreed to delegate CWA compliance inspections to the ISDA. See MOU at 3 . As a result,
the ISDA is responsible for ensuring that Idaho dairies' waste disposal systems are in compliance
with the CWA and the NMP requirements of the state of Idaho. Idaho Code 5 37-401, et seq.
STATE REGULATION OF BEEF CATTLE ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATIONS
15.

In 2000, Idaho enacted the Beef Cattle Environmental Control Act, Idaho Code 3

-
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22-4901 et. seq. ("Beef Cattle Act") with the following purpose: "The legislature recognizes the
importance of protecting state natural resources including, surface water and ground water. It is
the intent of the legislature to protect the quality of these natural resources while maintaining an
ecologically sound, economically viable, and socially responsible beef cattle industry in the state.
The beef cattle industry produces manure and process wastewater which, when properly used,
supplies valuable nutrients and organic matter to soils and is protective of the environment, but
may, when improperly stored and managed, create adverse impacts on natural resources,
including waters of the state. This chapter is intended to ensure that manure and process
wastewater associated with beef cattle operations are handled in a manner which protects the
natural resources of the state." LC. 8 22-4902(1).
16.

In order to cany out its purpose, the Beef Cattle Act preempts the field of

regulation of beef cattle operations in Idaho. Specifically, Idaho Code § 22-4902(2) provides:
"the legislature recognizes that the beef cattle industry is potentially subject to various state and
federal laws designed to protect state natural resources and that the Idaho department of
agriculture is in the best position to administer and implement these various laws. It is therefore
the intent of the legislature that the administration of this law by the department of agriculture
fully meets the goals and requirements of the federal clean water act and state laws designed to
further protect state waters and that administration of this chapter by the department of
agriculture shall not be more stringent than or broader in scope than the requirements of the clean
water act and applicable state and federal laws. The department shall have authority to administer
all laws to protect the quality of water within the confines

of a beef cattle animal feeding

operation."
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17.

The Beef Cattle Act W h e r defines the state's preemptive role in regulating beef

cattle operations in the state of Idaho in Idaho Code $22-4903 by specifically providing that
ISDA has authority to regulate beef cattle animal feeding operations in the state of Idaho.
18.

Under the Beef Cattle Act, all beef cattle animal feeding operations must submit

an NMP to ISDA for approval. LC. § 22-4906. Once approved, the NMP is considered a BMP
and must be followed by the beef cattle animal feeding operation. Id See also IDAPA 02.04.15
("Rules Governing Beef Cattle Animal Feeding Operations").
19.

Beef cattle animal feedings operations that are in compliance with their approved

NMPs are given a "Safe Harbor" from state enforcement action due to a violation of state water
quality standards or state ground water quality standards. I.C. 5 22-4910.
20.

In 2000, EPA, ISDA, DEQ and the ICA entered into a Memorandum of

Understanding ("MOW') which designates ISDA as the primary agency for regulating beef cattle
animal feeding operations in Idaho. Among ISDA's responsibilities are conducting inspections,
assuring compliance with BMPs designed to protect natural resources, providing technical
assistance to beef cattle operations, conducting enforcement activities, and responding to
complaints from the public.

COUNTY'S ADOPTION OF ORDINANCE
21.

On or about June 12, 2007, the County, through its Board of County

Commissioners, adopted CAFO Ordinance No. 90 (the "Ordinance") to regulate the operation of
existing and new CAFOs in Gooding County, Idaho. A true and correct copy of the Ordinance is
attached hereto as Exhibit A.
22.

The Ordinance defines a CAFO as: "An operation where the following conditions

exist: a) Animals have been, are, or will be stabled, confined, fed or maintained for six (6)
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months of any calendar year, and b) Crops, vegetation, forage growth or post-harvest residues are
not sustained in the normal growing season over at least a 25% portion of any of the corral or
other confinement area, and c) Any combination of animal units, which totaling [sic] 70 animal
units or more1; or d) Any operation with a milk shipping permit; or e) Any operation with a
liquid waste management system." Ordinance at

3 II.G.l.

The Ordinance further provides that

"two or more CAFOs under common ownership are considered to be a single CAFO if they
adjoin each other or if they share a common area or system for the management of waste."
Ordinance at 5 II.G.2.

23.

The Ordinance states that it was enacted to protect "the aquifers, watersheds,

surface water, ground water, springs and water courses located in Gooding County" from
pollution caused "by the locating of CAFOs on or near rivers, flood plains and canyon rims or in
other areas where aquifers are subject to surface use influences." Ordinance at 5 I.B.
24.

In order to meet its stated purpose, the Ordinance purports to regulate virtually all

aspects of CAFO management, including waste management, water quality and property rights.
Ordinance at 5 VII.B, C & D.

25.

With respect to waste management, the Ordinance requires that a CAFO "follow

and he in compliance with a current nutrient management plan which has been approved by

[ISDA]." Ordinance at 5 LB.1.
26.

The Ordinance conflicts with state law by going beyond requiring that a CAFO be

in compliance with state laws regarding waste management, however, and further institutes
certain setbacks for locating waste management systems in the County. See e.g., Ordinance at

3

The Ordinance assigns dairy and beef cattle an "animal equivalency factor" ("AEF") primarily based on the weight
of the animal. For instance, dairy "BulliHolsteins 1,400 pounds" are assigned a 1.4 AEF, while "Bull/Heifers 100299 pounds" are assigned a 0.2 AEF. See O r d i i c e sI1.C. And, beef "SteerICows (over 1,000 lbs)" are assigned
a 1.0 AEF. Id. "Animal Units" are then calculated by multiplying the number of specific animals by their

-
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VIII.B.2. Moreover, the Ordinance provides that "a CAFO shall have the lowest environmental
risk rating by the CAFO Site Advisory Team."' Ordinance at § VIII.B.4.
27.

With respect to water quality, the Ordinance requires that the CAFO be in

compliance with applicable state and federal laws. See Ordinance at § VII.C.l (CAFOs "be in
compliance with the Clean Water Act and any relevant federal or state regulation implementing
the Clean Water Act in Idaho.") See also Ordinance at 3 VII.C.2 and 3.
28.

The Ordinance conflicts with state and federal laws regarding water quality by

requiring that a CAFO institute certain setbacks for locating CAFOs in the County. For example,
the Ordinance provides, "A new CAFO footprint shall not be located within one (1) mile of the
rim of either the Snake River Canyon or the Malad River Canyon." Ordinance at

3 VII.D.6.

And, "A new CAFO footprint shall not be located within two thousand six hundred forty feet
(2,640) Zone 'A' flood plain as set out on the Federal Emergency Management Agency's 1985
Flood Insurance Rate Map for Gooding County." Ordinance at 3 VII.D.7.
29.

In addition to the aforementioned setbacks and location restrictions, the Ordinance

also affects the property rights of CAFO owners by prohibiting CAFOs from having more than
"five (5) animal units per tillable, irrigated acre owned bv the CAFO applicant. The land base to
support the animal units is rewired to be in Gooding County with the exception of contiguous
land in an adjacent county." Ordinance at 3 VlI.D.1 (emphasis added).3

corresponding AEF. Id.
CAFO Site Advisory Team is defined as "A team comprised of representatives from the Idaho State Department of
Agriculture (ISDA), Idaho Division of Environmental Quality (IDEQ), Idaho Department of Water Resources
(IDWR) and an ex ofEcio designee of Gooding County." Ordimance at 9 11.1.
CAFO owners may seek a variance under the Ordimance "to increase the animal density to a maximum of seven (7)
animal units per imgated tillable acre." Ordinance at 9 VII1.D.

-
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FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Declaratory Judgment - Ordinance Preempted by State Laws)
30.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1

to 29 as though fully set forth herein.
31.

Idaho Constitution, Art. 12,

5

2, prohibits county ordinances from being in

conflict with state laws.
32.

As set forth in paragraphs 6-14 herein, state law preempts the Ordinance to the

extent it seeks to regulate the operation and management of CAFO waste disposal systems. Such
implied preemption is found in one or more of the following ways:
a.

State laws regulating CAFO waste disposal systems intend to fully occupy

or preempt the area to the exclusion of local government entities;
b.

State government has acted in such a pervasive manner to regulate CAFO

waste disposal systems that it must be assumed that they intended to occupy the entire field;
andlor
c.

The nature of the subject matter (e.g., the regulation of CAFO waste

disposal systems to protect the environment and water quality of the waters of the state) calls for
a uniform state regulatory scheme through the requirement that a dairy operator obtain an NMP
under I.C. 5 37-401 and that a beef cattle operator obtain a NMP under LC. 5 22-4906.
33.

As set forth in paragraphs 15-20 herein, state law preempts the Ordinance to the

extent it seeks to regulate the operation and management of beef cattle feeding operations. Such
implied preemption is found in one or more of the following ways:
a.

State laws regulating beef cattle feeding operations intend to fully occupy

or preempt the area to the exclusion of local government entities;

-
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b.

State government has acted in such a pervasive manner to regulate beef

cattle feeding operations that it must be assumed that they intended to occupy the entire field;
andfor
c.

The nature of the subject matter (e.g., the regulation of beef cattle feeding

operations to protect the environment and water quality of the waters of the state) calls-for a
uniform state regulatory scheme through the requirement that a beef cattle operator obtain an
NMP under I.C. Ej 22-4906.
34.

Defendant disputes Plaintiffs' allegation that the Ordinance is impliedly

preempted by state law.
35.

The foregoing allegations demonstrate that an actual controversy exists between

Plaintiffs and Defendant.
36.

Declaratory judgment will clarify and settle the legal issues raised herein.

37.

Declaratory judgment is necessary because Defendant will enforce the

unconstitutional provisions of the Ordinance against Plaintiffs unless a court rules that such
provisions are unconstitutional and, therefore, unenforceable.
38.

Plaintiffs are entitled to a declaratory judgment that the Ordinance violates Idaho

Constitution, Art. 12, 5 2, because it is impliedly preempted by state law regulating CAFO waste
disposal systems and beef cattle animal feeding operations. Accordingly, the Ordinance is
unconstitutional and unenforceable.

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Declaratory Judgment - Dormant Commerce Clause)
39.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1

through 38 as though fully set forth herein.
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40.

IDA and ICA members in Gooding County desire to lawfully utilize their CAFO

animal manure, which is a valuable agricultural product, outside the County of Gooding and the
State of Idaho, but are prohibited from doing so under the terms of the Ordinance. See Ordinance
at 9 VI1.D. 1.
41.

The Ordinance seeks to regulate interstate commerce in an agricultural product in

that it prevents Plaintiffs from lawfully disposing of their CAFO animal manure outside the state
of Idaho. As such, the Ordinance establishes differential treatment of in-state and out-of-state
interests in violation of the Dormant Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution.
42.

Defendant disputes Plaintiffs' allegation that the Ordinance violates the Dormant

Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution. U.S. Const., Art. I, 3 8, cl. 3.
43.

The foregoing allegations demonstrate that an actual controversy exists between

Plaintiffs and Defendant.
44.

Declaratory judgment will clarify and settle the legal issues raised herein.

45.

Declaratory judgment is necessary because Defendant will enforce the

unconstitutionaf provisions of the Ordinance against Plaintiffs unless a court rules that such
provisions are unconstitutional and, therefore, unenforceable.
46.

Plaintiffs are entitled to a declaratory judgment that Section VII.D.1 of the

Ordinance violates the Dormant Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution because it
differentiates the treatment of in-state and out-of-state interests. Specifically, the Ordinance
prohibits Plaintiffs from otherwise lawfully disposing of its CAFO animal manure outside the
state of Idaho. Accordingly, that portion of the Ordinance is unconstitutional and unenforceable.

-
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THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Declaratory Judgment - Violation of Due Process Rights Under U.S. and
Idaho Constitutions and 42 U.S.C.
47.

3 1983)

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1

through 46 as though fully set forth herein.
48.

The Ordinance requires that CMOS owners and operators apply their animal

manure on land that they own (as compared to lease or otherwise have the legal right to use)
within Gooding County. Ordinance at 5 VI1.D. 1.
49.

The Ordinance also requires that all CAFO animal manure be placed on land

within Gooding County or land that is contiguous to Gooding County in an adjacent county.
Ordinance at 5 VI1.D. 1.
50.

The Ordinance prohibits CAFOs from having more than five (5) animal units per

tillable, irrigated acre (Ordinance at

5 VII.D.l),

with a maximum of seven (7) animal units per

irrigated tillable acre through its variance procedure (Ordinance at

5

VIILD) regardless of the

CAFO's design, siting, use of BMPs and/or compliance with state and federal regulations for the
use and/or disposal of animal manure.
51.

The above stated requirements of the Ordinance are arbitrary, without a rational

basis and contrary to best agricultural practices (e.g., BMPs) approved by the State of Idaho.
Accordingly, they violate the due process clauses of the Federal and State Constitutions and 42
U.S.C.

5 1983 and should be declared unconstitutional and unenforceable.
52.

If the Ordinance is not declared unconstitutional, Plaintiffs will suffer irreparable

injury for which there is nu adequate remedy at law.

-
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FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Injunctive Relief)
Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1

53.

through 52 as though fully set forth herein.
54.

Enforcement of the Ordinance will cause Plaintiffs irreparable injury for which

there is no adequate remedy at law.
55.

Plaintiffs are entitled to a preliminary and permanent injunction enjoining

enforcement of the Ordinance or the taking of any action pursuant thereto, by Defendant.
FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Attorneys' Fees)
Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1

56.

to 55 as though fully set forth herein.
57.

Plaintiffs are entitled to an award of their costs and reasonable attorneys' fees

incurred in this action pursuant to Idaho Code

5

10-1210 and the private attorney general

doctrine recognized by the Idaho Supreme Court in Simpson v. Cenarrusa, 130 Idaho 609, 614,
944 P.2d 1372, 1377 (1997), and Hellar v. Cenarrusa, 106 Idaho 571, 577-78, 682 P.2d 524,
530-31 (1984).
58.

Plaintiffs are also entitled to an award of their costs and reasonable attorneys' fees

incurred in this action pursuant to 42 U.S.C.

3 1988, Idaho Code 3s 12-117, 12-120, 12,121, 12-

123 and other applicable authority.
SERVICE ON ATTORNEY GENERAL PURSUANT TO I.C.
59.

Pursuant to Idaho Code

5

8 10-1211

10-121 1, Plaintiffs will serve a copy of this Amended

Complaint upon the Attorney General for the State of Idaho.
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request that this Court:
(a)

Declare that the Ordinance violates Idaho Constitution, Art. 12, 5 2, because it is
preempted by state law regulating CAFO waste disposal systems and beef cattle
animal feeding operations. Accordingly, the Ordinance is unconstitutional and
unenforceable; and

(b)

Declare that Section VII.D.1 of the Ordinance violates the Dormant Commerce
Clause of the United States Constitution because it differentiates the treatment of
in-state and out-of-state interests. Specifically, the Ordinance prohibits Plaintiffs
from otherwise lawfully disposing of their CAFO animal manure outside the State
of Idaho. Accordingly, that portion of the Ordinance is unconstitutional and
unenforceable; and

(c)

Declare that the Section V1II.D of the Ordinance is arbitrary and without a rational
basis and, therefore, violates Plaintiffs' right to substantive due process under the
Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution and Article I, Section 13
of the Idaho Constitution.

Accordingly, that portion of the Ordinance is

unconstitutional and unenforceable; and
(d)

Preliminarily and permanently enjoin Defendant, its agents, servants, employees,
or anyone acting in concert with it, from enforcing the Ordinance, or taking any
action pursuant thereto; and

(e)

Award Plaintiffs their reasonable costs and attorneys' fees incurred herein
pursuant to Idaho Code 5 10-1210 and the private attorney general doctrine andlor
42 U.S.C. 3 1988, Idaho Code $3 12-117,12-120, 12, 121, and 12-123; and

-
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(f)

Order such further relief as it may deem just and proper, including the costs of this
action.

DATED t h i s a y of November 2007.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

-
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
IDAHO DAIRY ASSOCIATION, INC.,
AN IDAHO NON-PROFIT CORPORATION;
THE IDAHO CATTLE ASSOCIATION, INC.,
AN IDAHO NON-PROFIT CORPORATION,

CASE NO. CV-2007-0000651
ANSWER AND STATEMENT OF
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

Plaintiffs,

GOODING COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS, a body politic
and corporate of the State of Idaho

Fee Category: Exempt, IC 31-3212

1

Defendant.

Comes now Defendant and Answers Plaintiffs Complaint as follows:
A.
All allegations of Plaintiffs complaint not specifically admitted are hereby denied.

B.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

1. Defendant admits the Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Code $ 1-705.
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2. Defendant admits Venue lies in the above-captioned Court pursuant to Idaho Code 5
5-403.
C.
THE PARTIES
3. Defendant is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the
truth of allegation 3., and therefore enters a denial.
4. Defendant is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the
truth of allegation 4., and therefore enters a denial.
5. Defendant admits that Gooding County is a body corporate and politic pursuant to

Idaho Code section 3 1-601.

D.
STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATION OF DAIRY CAFO WASTE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
6. Defendant admits that the United States Congress passed the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act in 1972. 33 U.S.C., Chapter 26, Subchapters I. VI. Defendant admits that among
other things, that law sets forth in words or substance the requirements summarized in this
allegation. Defendant denies the balance of Allegation 6 as an overly simplistic summary of the
Federal Act.
7. Defendant admits that State and Federal govement agencies work together to carry

out the requirements of the Clean Water Act. Defendant denies ihe balance of Allegation 7.

8. Defendant admits that 33 U.S.C., Chapter 26, Subchapter IV, 1342 addresses
permitting. Defendant admits that 33 U.S.C., Chapter 26, Subchapter V, 1362(14) defines "point
source", and does include "concentrated animal feeding operation" in that definition. Defendant
admits that 33 U.S.C. 1342(1) addresses permits for the discharge of pollutants. Defendant
denies the balance of Allegation 8.
9. Defendant admits that 40 C.F.R. 122.23(b) defines "AFO" for purposes of 33 U.S.C.,
Chapter 26, and that 40 C.F.R. 122,23(b)(2)addresses two or more "AFO's" under common
ownership. Defendant denies the balance of Allegation 9.

10. Defendant admits that animal waste is defined as a pollutant by Federal Law, and that
the definition of "navigable waters" is in words or substance that contained in the C.F.R.
ANSWER AND STATEMENT
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Defendant denies the balance of Allegation 10.
11. Defendant admits that the State of Idaho does regulate "dairy f m s " (Idaho Code 37401 et seq.). Defendant denies that this regulation is comprehensive. Defendant denies the
balance of Allegation 11.
12. Defendant denies that Idaho Code gives Counties no authority pertaining to CAFOs.
Defendant admits that Idaho Code 37-401 et seq. grants the Idaho State Department of
Agriculture some authority in regard to sanitafy regulation of dairy farms. Defendant admits that
the Idaho State Department of Agriculture has authority to enforce the Act and must cooperate
with other agencies, including but not limited to, making certain information available to
Counties. Defendant denies the balance of Allegation 12.
13. Defendant is witl~outknowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the
truth of allegation 13., and therefore enters a denial.
14. Defendant is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the
truth of allegation 14., and therefore enters a denial.
STATE REGULATION OF BEEF CATTLE ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATIONS
15. Defendant admits that the Idaho Legislature enacted Idaho Code 5 22-4901 et. seq.,
Including a statement of purpose. Defendant denies the balance of Allegation 15.
16. Defendant admits that the quoted portion of Idaho Code 5 22-4902(2) is accurate in
words or substance. Defendant denies the balance of allegation 16, specifically that "the Beef
Cattle Act preempts the field of regulation of beef cattle operations in Idaho.". Defendant denies
the balance of Allegation 16.
17. Defendant denies allegation 17 to the extent that it refers to State preemption.
Defendant admits to the specific language of Idaho Code section 22-4903. Defendant denies the
balance of Allegation 17.
IS. Defendant admits the stated requirements of Idaho Law. Defendant denies the
balance of Allegation 18.
19. Defendant admits that Idaho Code 5 22-4910 grants "safe harbor" in some instances
from State enforcement action. Defendant denies the balance of Allegation 19.
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20. Defendant is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the
truth of allegation 20., and therefore enters a denial,

COUNTY'S ADOPTION OF ORDINANCE
21. Defendant admits that Gooding County did adopt a "CAFO Ordinance", numbered
90, pursuant to Idaho's Local Land Use Planning Act, Idaho Code 3 67-6501 et. seq. A copy of
what purports to be this ordinance is attached to Plaintiff's complaint.
22. Defendant admits that Ordinance 90 defines a CAFO.
23. Defendant admits that Ordinance 90 contains statements of purpose.
24. Defendant denies Allegation 24.
25. Defendant denies Allegation 25 as referenced.
26. Defendant admits that Ordinance 90 institutes certain setbacks and requires certain
environmental risk ratings. Defendant denies that the Ordinance conflicts with State law, and
denies the balance of Allegation 26.
27. Defendant admits that Ordinance 90 requires CAFOs to be in compliance with
applicable State and Federal regulations and laws.
28. Defendant admits that Ordinance 90 implements certain set backs from canyon rims
and flood plains. Defendant denies that h e Ordinance conflicts with State and Federal laws, and
denies the balance of allegation 28.
29. Defendant admits that Ordinance 90 does set animal unit allowances. Defendant
denies the balance of allegation 29.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Declaratory Judgement - Ordinance Preempted by State Laws)
30. Defendant incorporates its responses to allegations 1-29 as though fully addressed in
this response number 30.
31. Defendant admits that County law may not be in conflict with the County's "charter
or with the general laws". Constitution of the State of Idaho, Article XI, section 2.
32. Defendant denies that Idaho State Law preempts Ordinance 90 in any way, and
particularly as set forth in allegation 32 a., b., andlor c.
ANSWER AND STATEMENT
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33. Defendant denies that Idaho State Law preempts Ordinance 90 in any way, and
paaicularly as set forth in allegation 33 a., b., andlor c..
34. Defendant disputes Plaintiffs allegations, including but not limited to Plaintiffs
allegations that Ordinance 90 is in any way preempted by Idaho State Law.
35. Defendant denies that any legal controversy exists. The law relative to CAFO
regulation by counties is well-established pursuant to Idaho Code 5 67-6501 et. seq.. Further, no
application is pending or has been denied pursuant to Ordinance 90.
36. Defendant denies that declaratory judgement is appropriate in this matter, as any
declaratory judgement is premature and entirely speculative.
37. Defendant denies that any portion of Ordinance 90 is unconstitutional, and also
denies that declaratory judgment is necessary. There is no application pending or has been
denied pursuant to Gooding County Ordinance 90.
38. Defendant denies allegation 38.
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Declaratory Judgement - Dormant Commerce Clause)
39. Defendant incorporates its responses to allegations 1-38 as though fully addressed in
this response number 39
40. Defendant is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to what
Plaintiffs members wish to do with their CAFO Animal manure, and therefore denies that
portion of the allegation. Defendant denies that Ordinance 90 prohibits Plaintiffs members from
lawfully utilizing their CAFO Animal Manure.
41. Defendant denies allegation 41.
42. Defendant disputes Plaintiffs allegations, including but not limited to, Plaintiffs
allegations that Ordinance 90 violates any provision of the Constitution of the United States.
43. Defendant denies that any legal controversy exists between the parties, as Plaintiff
has seriously misread andor misinterpreted Ordinance 90, and because there is no application
pending pursuant to Gooding County ordinance 90 .
44. Defendant denies that Declaratory Judgement is appropriate in this matter, as any
declaratory judgement is premature and entirely speculative.
ANSWER AND STATEmNT
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45. Defendant denies that declaratoryjudgement is necessary, and denies the balance of
allegation 45.
46. Defendant denies allegation 46.
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Declaratory Judgement - Violation of Due Process Rights under U.S. and Idaho Constitutions
and 42 U.S.C. § 1983)
47. Defendant incorporates its responses to allegations 1-46 as though fully addressed in
this response number 47.
48. Defendant denies allegation 48.
49. Defendant denies allegation 49.
50. Defendant admits that Ordinance 90 contains animal unit allowances. Defendant
denies the balance of allegation 50.
5 1. Defendant denies allegation 5 1.
52. Defendant denies allegation 52.
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Injunctive Relie0
53. Defendant incorporates its responses to allegations 1-52 as though fully addressed in
this response number 53.
54. Defendant denies allegation 54.
55. Defendant denies allegation 55.
ATTORNEY'S FEES
56. Defendant incorporates its responses to allegations 1-55 as though fully addressed in
this response number 56.
57. Defendant denies allegation 57.
58. Defendant denies allegation 58.

ANSWER AND STATEMENT
OF AFFIRMATYE DEFENSES

SERVICE ON ATTORNEY GENERAL PURSUANT TO IC SECTION 10-1211
Defendant is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of this allegation, and therefore enters a denial.

STATEMENT OF AFFIRnATZVE DEFENSES
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE ONE
I.R.C.P. 12(b)(7)
Failure to Join an Indispensable Party
10-1211. PARTIES TO ACTION -- MUNICIPAL ORDER OR FRANCHISE. When declaratory
relief is sought, all persons shall be made parties who have or claim any interest which would be
affected by the declaration, and no declaration shall prejudice the rights of persons not parties to
the proceeding. In any proceeding which involves the validity of a municipal ordinance or
franchise, such municipality shall be made a party, and shall be entitled to be heard, and if the
statute, ordinance or franchise is alleged to be unconstitutional, the attorney general of the state
shall also be served, and be entitled to be heard and may intervene.
1. All persons who have any interest or claim which would be affected by a Declaratory

Judgment, or whose rights may be prejudiced by a Declaratory Judgment, have not been made
parties to this action pursuant to Idaho Code section 10-1211.
2. Plaintiffs have plead on behalf of every member of their organizations, particularly
each and every member situated in Gooding County, Idaho.

3. Gooding County Ordinance 90 does afford protections concerning the health, safety,
and welfare of all Gooding County Citizens.

4. The breadth with which Plaintiffs have plead this matter requires service on every
person who resides in-proximityto a Gooding County CAFO.

ANSWER AND STATEMENT
OF AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

5. Each of these persons who would be affected by reduction/elimination of setbacks,

increased/unlimited animal units per acre, andor any other Declaration reducing or eliminating
the protections afforded by Gooding County Ordinance 90 are indispensable parties to this
lawsuit.

6. Defendant is without the ability to specifically identify the names of these citizens, as
Defendant is not privy to Plaintiffs Gooding County membership roles.

7. Plaintiffs have their membership information, and must serve all persons as
required by Idaho Code.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE TWO
I.R.C.P. lZ(bM6)
Failure to State a claim upon which Relief may be granted

1. I.R.C.P. 9(b) requires that any violation of civil or constitutional rights be plead with
particularity.
2. Plaintiffs have alleged violations of civil and constitutional rights.

3. Plaintiffs have failed to allege these supposed violations with particularity.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE THREE
I.R.C.P. lZ(bM6)
Failure to State a claim upon which Relief may be granted
1. Plaintiffs allegations fail to identify any CAFO application that has been filed, that is

pending, or that has been processed pursuant to Gooding County Ordinance 90.

2. No identifiable member of Plaintiffs organizations has been prejudiced by the
provisions of Ordinance 90.

3. Any decision by this Court as requested by plaintiffs, would be grossly and
prejudicially speculative, requiring a decision based on conjecture and not fact.
4. The matters brought forward by plaintiffs are not ripe for judicial determination, and

do not present a currentlyjusticiable issue.
ANSWER AND STATEMENT
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5. Any judgment as prayed for by Plaintiffs would not terminate any uncertainty or
controversy as alleged by Plaintiffs.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE FOUR
I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6)
Failure to State a claim upon which Relief may be granted
1. Plaintiffs fail to adequately address the authority granted Counties by the Local Land

Use Planning Act, Idaho Code sections 67-6501 et seq..
2. Idaho Code does grant Counties the authority to regulate the siting of certain animal
operations and facilities (I.C. 67-6529 et seq.).

3. Plaintiffs have failed to allege with particularity the violations of civil and
constitutional rights, which must flow from the State's grant of authority to Counties, in order for
Plaintiffs to prevail.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE FIVE
I.R.C.P. 8 (c)
Rcs Judicata - State Preemption and County Authority
1. District Judge John K. Butler, in a decision dated May 10, 2007, decided the issue of

State preemption in regard to Dairymanagement and the disposition of Dairy waste. In Re:
Edward Rosa dba R&R Holsteins vs. Gooding Count/ et al., Gooding County Case Number CV2006-749. Judge Butler's decision resolved one of the precise issues before this Court. The case
did involve Edward Rosa, who to Defendant's knowledge is a member of at least one of the
Plaintiff organizations. The parties had a full and fair opportunity to litigate the issue prior to
Judge Butler's decision. Judge Butler's decision is res judicata as to that issue in this case, and
resolved the issue in favor of Gooding County.
2. In addition, Judge Butler's decision addressed the authority of Idaho Counties to
regulate the siting of certain animal operations, the central issue in this matter. Again Judge
Butler's decision is res judicata in this case, and the issue was resolved in favor of Gooding
County.
ANSWER AND STATEMENT
OF AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
Wherefore, Defendants pray this honorable Court for relief as follows:

1. That Plaintiff's first claim for relief be, in all respects, denied and dismissed, and that
Plaintiff's take nothing thereby.

2. That Plaintiffs second claim for relief be, in all respects, denied and dismissed, and
that Plaintiff's take nothing thereby.
3. That Plaintiffs third claim for relief be, in all respects, denied and dismissed, and that

Plaintiffs take nothing thereby.

4. That Plaintiffs fourth claim for relief be, in all respects, denied and dismissed, and
that PlaintifPs take nothing thereby.
5. That Plaintiffs fifth claim for relief be, in all respects, denied and dismissed, and that

Plaintiffs take nothing thereby.

6. That each and every claim made by Plaintiff be, in all respects, denied and dismissed,
and that Plaintiff's take nothing thereby.

7. That Defendant be awarded reasonable costs and attorney's fees in this matter
pursuant to applicable law and in an amount to be determined by the Court.
8. That the Court order such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper in

the circumstances, to include but not be limited to Defendant's costs and attorneys fees herein.
Dated this

&

day of December, 2007.

Deputy Prosecutor

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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day of December, 2007, I served the within and
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
foregoing Answer and Statement of Affirmative Defenses by causing a true and correct copy
thereof to be served upon the following in the manner indicated:
Kenneth R. McClure
Debora K. Kristensen
J. Will Varin
Givens Pursley, LLP
PO Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
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telephone facsimile
fax # 208-388-1300

KENNETH R. McCLURE (ISB #2616)
DEBORA K. KRISTENSEN (ISB #5337)
J. WILL VARIN (ISB #6981)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICLAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TBE COUNTY OF GOODING
IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
INC., an Idaho non-profit corporation; THE
IDAHO CATTLE ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho non-profit corporation,
Plaintiffs,

I

:
I

CASE NO. CV-2007-651
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

I

VS.

GOODING COUNTY, a body politic and
corporate of the State of Idaho,
Defendant.

I

I

I

Plaintiffs Idaho Dairymen's Association, Inc., and Idaho Cattle Association, Inc., by and
through their undersigned counsel, hereby move this Court for an order under Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 56 that grants them summary judgment against Defendant Gooding County on their
claims for declaratory and injunctive relief. The grounds for this Motion are that no genuine issues
of material fact exist, and based upon the undisputed facts, Plaintiffs are entitled to a judgment as a
matter of law.
This Motion is based on the record herein and the Memorandum of Law in Support of
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, the Affidavit of Marv Patten in Support of Plaintiffs'
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Motion for Summary Judgment, the Affidavit of Anthony Brand in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for
Summary Judgment, the Affidavit of Gregory A:Ledbetter,

D.V.M., M.P.V.M. in Support of

Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment, the Affidavit of Matthew W. Thompson in Support of
Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment and the Affidavit of Debora K. Kristensen in Support of
Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment submitted concurrently herewith.

ORAL ARGUMENT IS REQUESTED.
/ x y of July 2008.
DATED this GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the

of July.2008, a true and correct copy of the foregoing

was served upon the following individual(s) by the means indicated:
Calvin H. Campbell
John L. Horgan
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney's Office
624 Main Street
P.O. Box 86
Gooding, ID 83330
Facsimile (208) 934-4494
Clive Strong
State of Idaho
Office of Attorney General
700 West State Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Facsimile (208) 854-8072
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
INC., an Idaho non-profit corporation; THE
IDAHO CATTLE ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho non-profit corporation,

I
t

:
:
I
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Plaintiffs,

I

VS.

I
I

GOODING COUNTY, a body politic and
corporate of the State of Idaho,

I

CASE NO. CV-2007-65 1

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

I
I

Defendant.

I

Plaintiffs Idaho Dairymen's Association, Inc. ("IDA"), and Idaho Cattle Association, Inc.
("ICA") (collectively "Plaintiffs"), by and through their attorneys of record, submit this
Memorandum of Law in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment.

I. INTRODUCTION
The federal and state governments have instituted a number of environmental statutes and
regulations to promote the development of the dairy and beef cattle industries while protecting
the natural resources of the state of Idaho from the potentially harmful effects of confined animal
feeding operations ("CAFOs"). These laws recognize the benefit of the dairy and beef cattle
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industries and that potentially harmful environmental impacts do not stop at county borders and,
therefore, a coordinated statewide approach to the regulation of animal waste management
systems is appropriate.
At the heart of this case is the ability of a single county in the state of Idaho to impose its

,' ,$ .::,

"

.

7

own environmental standards and regulations over CAFOs that are inconsistent with,
substantially different from, or more restrictive than the regulations imposed by the federal and
state governments.
Idaho law is clear: a county ordinance is void if a state law has specifically or impliedly
preempted the same area of law. Here, a thorough review of applicable federal and state laws
demonstrate that Defendant Gooding County's (the "County") attempts to regulate CAFO animal
waste management systems are impliedly preempted by state law. In addition, the County's
attempt to restrict CAFO operators' ability to dispose of their animal waste outside the county
and state violates the Interstate Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution. Finally, the
?

County's attempt to limit the number of animals that a CAFO operator may keep on their
"tillable, irrigated" land, to require that animal waste may only be applied to land

by a

CAFO operator and that all animal waste from a CAFO must be disposed of in Gooding County
(or contiguous to Gooding County) regardless of the specific operation of the CAFO at issue and
in complete disregard for the terms of the Nutrient Management Plan approved bv the state for
that CAFO, is arbitrary and capricious and violates the due process clauses of the Idaho and
United States Constitutions.
Accordingly, Plaintiffs move this Court for an Order finding that those portions of the
County's CAFO ordinance are null and void.

-
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11. REGULATORY BACKGROUND

Dairy and beef cattle operators in Idaho are required to comply with a comprehensive set
of federal and state environmental laws in their daily operations, regardless of the county in
which they are situated. Many of these regulations seek to protect water quality.
"I

A.

-

Federal Regulation: Clean Water Act.

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, commonly referred to as the Clean
Water Act ("CWA"), 33 U.S.C.

5 1251 et seq., was adopted by Congress "to restore and

maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation's waters." 33 U.S.C. 5
1251(a)(l). To do so, the CWA usesatwo-tiered system: (1) water quality standards set by
states (see 33 U.S.C.

3 1313); and (2) effluent limitations set by the Environmental Protection

Agency ("EPA") generally using technology controls that regulate the point source discharge of
pollutants to navigable waters of the United States through the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System ("NPDES"). See 33 U.S.C. 5 1311.

In Idaho, the NPDES permit program is administered by the EPA.' Under the CWA,
however, states such as Idaho must certify that their NPDES-permitted projects comply with state
water quality standards. See 33 U.S.C.

5 1341 ("5

401 Certification"). In Idaho, NPDES permit

holders must comply with Idaho Water Quality Standards and Wastewater Treatment Standards
to obtain 5 401 Certification. See IDAPA 58.01.02. The Idaho Department of Environmental
Quality ("DEQ) is responsible for issuing 5 401 Certifications to the EPA in Idaho.'

1

See Affidavit of Debora K. Kristensen in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment ("Kristensen Aff."),
Ex. F at 13. See also NPDES: Permits Unit Plan, Calendar Years 2006-2008 by the United States Environmental
Protection Agency Region 10 at 3 ("EPA Region 10 issues NPDES permits to all facilities in Idaho . . ."), available
at http:l/vosemite.e~a.go~lriOIWATER.NSF/NPDES+Permits~PDES+Pe8O7/$FILE~PU%2Ofinai%2O~lanbodv.~df.
2
See Surface Water: 5 401 Certification Process ("DEQ is responsible for issuing 5 401 certifications in Idaho")
available at hM3:l/www.deq.state.id.uslwater/~emits formslpermittin~l401certification.cfm. See also LC. 5 224903(4) ("The director of the department of environmental quality shall consult with the director of the department

-
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In regulating the discharge of pollutants under the CWA, the EPA requires "point source"
discharges to obtain a NPDES permit. See 40 C.F.R.

$5 122.l(b), 412.

defines "point source" to include CAFOs. See 33 U.S.C.
defined as a "pollutant" under the CWA. See 33 U.S.C.

The CWA specifically

3 1362(14).) Agricultural waste is

5 1362(6). "Navigable waters" is

broadly defined to include all waters used in interstate or foreign commerce and all intrastate
lakes, rivers, streams, mudflats, wetlands or natural ponds the degradation of which could affect
interstate commerce or recreation. See 40 C.F.R.

5

122.2. Accordingly, CAFOs which may

discharge agricultural waste into waters of the United States are required to obtain an NPDES
permit. See 33 U.S.C.

B.

3 1342(1).

State Regulation of Dairies in Idaho.

The Sanitary Inspection of Dairy Products Act, Idaho Code 5 37-401 et seq. ("Dairy Act")
was enacted by the Idaho Legislature in 1943, establishing the Idaho State Department of
Agriculture ("ISDA") as the agency with authority to inspect dairy products. 1943 Idaho Laws
Ch. 85 (H.B. 136). In 1996, the Dairy Act was amended to provide the ISDA with the additional
authority to approve and inspect daiiy waste systems in order to "cany out the intent of the Idaho
Dairy Waste Initiative Memorandum of Understanding between the Division of Environmental
Quality, Environmental Protection Agency, Idaho Dairymen's Association and the Department of
Agriculture." 1996 Idaho Laws Ch. 81 (H.B. 635).4

of agriculture before certifying discharges from beef cattle animal feedimg operations as provided under 33 U.S. C.
section 1341").
The CWA defines a CAFO, inter alia, as an animal feeding operation ("AFO") that stables or confmes 200 or more
mature dairy cows, whether milked or dry and, if the facility has less than 700 such dairy cows, either discharges
pollutants into the waters of the United States through man-made devices or discharges poliutants directly into such
waters which originate outside of and pass over, across or through the facility or otherwise come into direct contact.
See 40 C.F.R. 5 122.23(b). Moreover, two or more AFOs under common ownership are considered a single facility
ifthey adjoin each other or use the same system for the disposal of wastes. See 40 C.F.R. $5 122.23(b)(2).
See Kristensen Aff., Ex. B (copies of the Idaho Dairy Pollution Prevention Initiative Memorandum of
Understanding ("Dairy MOU"), together with its subsequent renewals).
iMEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4

The Dairy MOU "sets forth a working arrangement between the agencies and the Idaho
dairymen to reduce duplicative inspection efforts, increase the frequency of inspections of dairy
waste management systems and to provide a sound inspection program, in order to prevent
pollution and protect Idaho's surface and groundwater from dairy waste contamination.''
Kristensen Aff. Ex. B at 1. To do so, the Dairy MOU transferred responsibility of dairy
supervision from DEQ to ISDA and, even though the EPA, and not the state, has NPDES permit
issuing authority in Idaho, the EPA agreed to delegate CWA compliance inspections to ISDA.

Id at 3. The Dairy MOU specifically designates ISDA as the agency that will "approve the
design, construction, and locating of aairy waste management systems for dairy farms." Id. at 3.
And, the Dairy MOU recognizes ISDA's important role in ensuring that dairy waste systems and
practices are in accordance with the provisions outlined in DEQ's Idaho Waste Management

Guidelinesfor Confined Feeding Operations ("Waste Guidelines"). Kristensen Aff., Exs. B
(2001 Dairy MOU at 1) and F (Waste Guidelines).' As a result, ISDA is the sole agency
responsible for regulating all aspects of dairy waste management systems in Idaho.
In 2000, the Dairy Act was amended to require all dairy farms to have an ISDA approved
Nutrient Management Plan ("NMF"'). NMPs provide ISDA with comprehensive authority by
which to regulate animal waste systems at CAFOs throughout the state:
The purpose of the proposed legislation is to amend Chapter 4,
Title 37, Idaho Code, to require all dairy farms in the state to
develop nutrient management plans and submit the plans to the
Department of Agriculture for approval, to provide a deadline by
which existing dairy f m s shall submit nutrient management
plants to the Department, to require all new dairy farms or dairy
f m s to have a nutrient management plan before issuance of a
milk permit, and to require dairy f m s to implement nutrient
management plans upon approval of the plans by the department.

The Waste Guidelines are incorporated into ISDA's Rules Governing Dairy Waste.

see IDAPA 02.04.14.004.08.

-
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2000 Idaho Laws Ch. 188 (S.B. 1437). Accordingly, the Dairy Act comprehensively regulates
waste management and NMPs on all dairies in Idaho:
(2) Acting in accord with rules of the department, the director or
agent of the department shall review plans and specifications for
construction of new. modified or expanded waste systems and
inspect any dairy farm to ascertain and certify sanitary conditions,
waste systems and milk quality.
(4) All dairy farms shall have a nutrient management plan
approved by the department. The nutrient management plan shall
cover the dairy farm site and other land owned and operated by the
dairy farm owner or operator.
Nutrient management plans submitted to the department by the
dairy farm shall include the names and addresses of each recipient
of that dairy farm's livestock waste, the number of acres to which
the livestock waste is applied and the amount of such livestock
waste received by each recipient. The information provided in this
subsection shall be available to the county in which the dairy farm,
or the land upon which the livestock waste is applied, is located. If
livestock waste is converted to compost before it leaves the dairy
farm, only the first recipient of the compost must be listed in the
nutrient management plan as a recipient of livestock waste from
the dairy farm. Existing dairy farms shall submit a nutrient
management plan to the department on or before July 1,2001.

(5) Any new dairy farms or dairy farms that change owners or
operators shall have an approved nutrient management plan on file
with the department prior to the issuance of the milk permit for that
dairy. The nutrient management plan shall be implemented upon
approval of the plan by the department.
I. C. § 37-401 (emphasis added). Dairies that fail to comply with any provision of the Dairy Act
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor andlor face civil penalties. I.C. 37-408.

C.

Regulation of Beef Cattle Operations in Idaho.
The Beef Cattle Environmental Control Act, Idaho Code 22-4901 et seq. ("Beef Cattle

Act") was enacted in 2000 with the following Statement of Purpose:
The purpose of this bill is to consolidate existing state and federal
environmental reauirements at the Idaho department of agriculture
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in order to increase the speed, efficiency and manner in which
these requirements are administered and enforced. While
increasing environmental compliance that is in the best interest of
the general public, this bill will also be in the best interest of
ranchers and feedlots across the state. The bill will simplify the
currently complicated requirements for existing beef operations in
a manner that is easy to understand and implement in a costeffective, practical manner. This bill clearly provides that the Idaho
state department of agriculture has authority within the confines of
the beef AFO but outside the confines of the beef AFO the
Division of Environmental Quality maintains authority for human
health and safety.
2000 Idaho Laws Ch. 63 (S.B. 1398) (emphasis added). Idaho Code Section 22-4902 further
describes the legislative intent for the Beef Cattle Act:

(1) The legislature recognizes the importance of protecting state
natural resources including, surface water and ground water. . . .
The beef cattle industry produces manure and process wastewater
which, when properly used, supplies valuable nutrients and organic
matter to soils and is protective of the environment, but may, when
improperly stored and managed, create adverse impacts on natural
resources, including waters of the state. This chapter is intended to
ensure that manure and process wastewater associated with beef
cattle operations are handled in a manner which protects the natural
resources of the state.
(2) Further, the legislature recognizes that the beef cattle industry is
potentially subject to various state and federal laws designed to
protect state natural resources and that the Idaho department of
agriculture is in the best position to administer and implement
these various laws . . . . The department shall have authority to
administer all laws to protect the quality of water within the
codnes of a beef cattle animal feeding operation.
Idaho Code 9 22-4902 (emphasis added).
To meet its stated purpose, the Beef Cattle Act requires ISDA approval of a NMP for
every beef cattle operation in the state of Idaho. I. C. 9 22-4906 ("Each beef cattle animal
feeding operation shall submit a nutrient management plan to the director for approval. An
approved nutrient management plan shall be implemented and considered a best management
practice."). The ISDA is also responsible for inspections and investigations concerning
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 7

compliance with NMPs. LC. 22-4902. The Beef Cattle Act specifies civil penalties for failure
to comply with its terms (see LC. 22-4909), but also creates statutory "safe harbors" for
producers who comply with its terms. LC. 22-4910.
D.

Nutrient Management Plans.

The Dairy Act and Beef Cattle Act require all dairy and beef cattle CAFOs to have a NMP
approved by the ISDA. LC. § 37-401(3) (Dairy Act); LC.§ 22-4906 (Beef Cattle ~ c t ) . ~

1.

What is a NMP?

A NMP is a plan for "[mlanaging the amount, source, placement, form and timing of the
application of nutrients and soil amendments." Kristensen Aff., Ex. D at 1 (Natural Resources
Conservation Service (WRCS'') Conservation Practice Standard, Nutrient Management Code 590
("NRCS Sta~~dard")).~
See also Kristensen Aff., Ex. E (a NMP "is a tool for managing nitrogen
andlor phosphorus through best management practices and procedures necessary to implement
applicable effluent limitations and standards. A key component of a NMP is the balancing of
manure/wastewater nutrients applied to the land with the nutrient needs of the crops grown.");
Affidavit of Matthew W. Thompson in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment
("Thompson Aff.") at 7 4.

2.

Who Prepares a NMP?

In Idaho, all NMPs must be prepared by a Certified Nutrient Management Planner and
approved by the ISDA. Affidavit of Marv Patten in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary
Judgment ("Patten Aff.") at 7 2; Thompson Aff. at 7 3. To become a Certified Nutrient
Management Planner, one must complete the Nutrient Management Certification Course taught
The ISDA also has authority to regulate animal waste management and approve NMPs for swine and poultry
facilities in Idaho. See IDAPA 58.01.09.
The NRCS Standard has been adopted by ISDA and incorporated into its Rules Governing Beef Cattle Animal
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through the ISDA in conjunction with the NRCS and the University of Idaho (the "Nutrient
Management ~ o u r s e " ) .Id.
~ at 1 3 . Prerequisites to taking the Nutrient Management Course
include: (1) completion of the NRCS course entitled "Introduction to Water Quality," and (2)
completion of the nutrient management modules ofthe NRCS course entitled Wutrient & Pest
Management Considerations in Conservation Planning." Id. at 7 3.
The Nutrient Management Course covers nutrient cycling through the environment and
cropland, soil survey and soil sampling techniques, irrigation management, manure management
and mortality management. Id. at 14. During the course, attendees are instructed on the use of
Idaho's OnePlan Software, aplanning tool for creating certified nutrient management plans in
Idaho, and are taken through an example NMP. Id at 14 and Ex. 1. See also Kristensen Aff.,

Ex. G.
After completion of the certification course, an individual is qualified to begin writing
NMPs. Patten Aff. at 15. In order to receive final certification, however, he or she must then
draft two plans that are approved by the ISDA. Id. See also IDAPA 02.04.14.004.01 (a Certified
Nutrient Management Planner is a "person who has completed nutrient management certification
in accordance with the Nutrient Management Standard and is approved by the department").

3.

Preparation of a NMP.

A Certified Nutrient Management Planner prepares NMPs by working in cooperation
with the dairy or beef cattle producer. Fatten Aff. at 7 6; Thompson Aff. at 15. Information
gathered during the interview andlor onsite facility assessment with the producer will supply the
planner with the data to complete an initial evaluation of the facility. Id. The planner will draw a

Feeding Operations, IDAPA 02.04.15.004.04, and its Rules Governing Dairy Waste, IDAPA 02.04.14.17.
See Kristensen A E , Ex. D at 1 ("Persons who approve plans for nutrient management shall be certified through the
joint Idaho Department of Agriculture, NRCS, and University of Idaho (U of I) certification program").

-
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site map and delineate information for the land application site plan. Id. Once the planner
calculates the initial data, he or she will discuss with the producer any compliance issues. Id.
Finally, a NMP is written. Id. Costs for drafting an ISDA approved NMP vary based on the
complexity of the plan, but can range anywhere from $1,500 to $3,000. Thompson Aff. at 7 5.
NMPs are written to achieve crop production goals while minimizing the environmental
impact of nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium) for a specific site.' Patten Aff. at 117.
These plans are not "one size fits all"; indeed, they me highly specific to the operation at issue in
that they take into consideration herd size, facility design, number of crop acres, soils, climate,
and crop productions to:
1) Assure proper containment of animal manure and process waste
water.
2) Assess resource concerns which exist on the property.
3) Budget nutrient sources to optimize crop water and nutrient
needs. Nutrient sources include commercial fertilizers, animal
manure, mineralization of previous crop residues, and irrigation
water.
4) Assess irrigation water management to minimize movement of
nutrients beyond the root zone or with runoff.

Id. See also Kristensen Aff., Ex. H at 1. To do so, a NMP is required to include the following
components:
1. Aerial site photograph or map and a soil map.
2. Current andlor planned plant productions sequence or crop
rotation.
3. Results of soil, plant, water and organic sample analyses.
4. Realistic yield goals for the crops in the rotation.
5. Quantification of all nutrient sources.
6. Recommended nutrient rates, timing and method of application.
7. Location of designated sensitive areas or resources and the
associated practices or methods planned to protect the area.

See Kristensen Aff., Ex. H at 1 ("The purpose of a nutrient management plan is to meet agricuitural production
goals and to certify that manure and nutrients are properly managed to minimize adverse impact to surface or
groundwater").
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8. Complete nutrient budget for nitrogen, phosphorus, and
potassium for the rotation or crop sequence.
Patten Aff. at 78."
A key concern for animal waste management systems is the concentration of certain
nutrients in the soil due to crop fertilizers and livestock waste. Id. at 7 9. The NRCS Standard
sets forth the technical standards for preventing nutrient pollution, including setting the
Phosphorus Threshold ("TH") concentrations at 40 ppm for surface water runoff. Patten Aff. at 7

When soil test P concentrations are above the TH, the planner, in
cooperation with the producer, will design a nutrient management
plan that will reduce the soil test P concentrations below the TH
and minimize potential off-site transport. This may require
adjustments in crop rotation, irrigation method and scheduling,
form, timing or placement of P applied, and changes in P
application rates less that crop P uptake.
Kristensen Aff., Ex. D at 5.
If a producer does not have enough acres to utilize nutrients produced from its dairy or
feedlot, the producer must purchase additional crop acreage or export the excess animal waste.
Patten Aff. at 7 10. If the waste is exported, the NMP must document the export location and its
total acreage and owner. Id. at 7 10. There are no restrictions on where waste can be exported
under a NMP. Thompson Aff. at 7 6. To remain in compliance with the NMP, a producer must
follow ongoing recordkeeping requirements to document all applied and exported waste. Patten
Aff. at 7 lo. Overall, the NMP provides a complex scientific and technology based approach to
managing animal waste. Id. at 7

'O

Kristensen Aff., Ex. D (NRCS Standard) at 9.

" Kristensen Aff., Ex. D at 4. Idaho has a TH standard that is more stringent than many of our neighboring states.
Paiten Aff. at 7 9.
'' For a sample NMP, see Kristensen Aff., Ex. G.
-
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4.

ISDA Approval of NMPs.

Once completed, a NMP is submitted to the ISDA for approval. Patten Aff. at 7 11.
ISDA has a State Nutrient Management Specialist review each NMP. Id. During the review
process, ISDA will communicate with the producer and the Certified Nutrient Management
Planner, consult with ISDA inspection staff concerning the plan's site and will often inc1ude.a
visit to the site. Id. Following the review process, a NMP will either be approved or denied. Id.
If a NMP is denied, ISDA will provide the certified planner and producer with guidelines for
revising the NMP. Id.

5.

ISDA Compliance Efforts.

ISDA's regulation of animal waste management systems does not end following its
approval of a NMP. ISDA enforces all NMPs plans through unannounced annual inspections.
Patten Aff. at 7 12. The Rules of the Department of Agriculture Governing Beef Cattle Animal
Feeding Operations require that "[elach beef cattle feeding operation shall be inspected annually
or at intervals sufficient to determine that the facility is being operated and managed to prevent
an unauthorized discharge. Inspections may include evaluating effectiveness of best
management practices, collecting samples, taking photographs, video taping facilities or
collecting other information as necessary. An official inspection report form shall be completed
at the time of the inspection and a copy provided to the operator." IDAPA 02.04.15.051.13
Similarly, the Rules of the Department of Agriculture Governing Dairy Waste require that
"[elach dairy fann shall be inspected by an inspector or fieldman at least annually or at intervals
sufficient to determine that dairy waste has been managed to prevent an unauthorized discharge

l3

See Kristensen Aff., Ex. I (copy of form used by ISDA to document livestock facility waste inspections)
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or contamination of surface and ground water. An official inspection report form as described in
Section 013 will be completed at the time of the inspection." IDAPA 02.04.14.012.'4

In 2006 and 2007, the ISDA conducted 1,174 statewide waste inspections of beef cattle
facilities, and it conducted 20 inspections on the 29 beef facilities located in Gooding County.
Patten Aff. at 1 13 and Ex. 2.

In 2006, Idaho had 684 dairy farms, and the ISDA conducted 1,913 dairy farm waste
inspections resulting in an average of 2.8 annual inspections per dairy.'' Patten Aff. at 113.
"During the ten-year history of the [Dairy] MOU, 1996 through 2006, ISDA conducted 26,445
dairy farm waste inspections. A total of 3,747 noncompliance violations and 973 discharge
violations were issued." Kristensen Aff., Ex. J at 2. Gooding County has 99 dairy producers,
and in 2006 and 2007, the ISDA conducted a total of 703 inspections on those producers. Patten
Aff. at 7 13 and Ex. 2.
If a site is not in compliance with its NMP, it can receive substantial fines. "In 2006,
ISDA cited 7 dairy farms resulting in civil penalties of $69,900 for violation of the Rules
Governing Dairy Waste." Kristensen Aff., Ex. J at 3. "When assessing a dairy waste penalty,
ISDA uses a matrix as a guide in determining the appropriate penalty for the violation." Id. See

also Patten Aff. at 7 14 and Ex. 3 (ISDA's dairy penalty matrix). When assessing a penalty for
beef cattle waste, ISDA also uses a matrix as a guide in determining the appropriate penalty for
the violation. Patten Aff. at 7 15 and Ex. 4 (ISDA's beef cattle penalty matrix).
111. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

On or about June 12,2007, the County, through its Board of County Commissioners,
adopted CAFO Ordinance 90 (the "Ordinance") to regulate the operation of existing and newly

l4

Id. (copy of form used by ISDA to document dairy farm facility waste inspections)
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constructed CAFOs in Gooding County, Idaho. Kristensen Aff., Ex. A. The Ordinance defines a
CAFO as: "An operation where the following conditions exist: a) Animals have been, are, or
will be stabled, conked,

fed or maintained for six (6) months of any calendar year, and b)

Crops, vegetation, forage growth or post-harvest residues are not sustained in the normal growing
season over at least a 25% portion of any of the corral or other confinement area, and c) Any.
combination of animal units, which totaling [sic] 70 animal units or morel6; or d) Any operation
with a milk shipping permit; or e) Any operation with a liquid waste management system." Id. at

5 1I.G.I.

The Ordinance further provides that "two or more CAFOs under common ownership

are considered to be a single CAFO if they adjoin each other or if they share a common area or
system for the management of waste." Id. at 5 II.G.2.
The Ordinance states that it was enacted to protect "the aquifers, watersheds, surface
water, ground water, springs and water courses located in Gooding County" from pollution
caused "by the locating of CAFOs on or near rivers, flood plains and canyon rims or in other
areas where aquifers are subject to surface use influences." Id. at ij I.B. In order to meet its
stated purpose, the Ordinance purports to regulate virtually all aspects of CAFO management,
including animal waste management, water quality and property rights. Id. at 5 VII.B, C & D.
With respect to animal waste management systems, the Ordinance requires that a CAFO
"follow and be in compliance with a current nutrient management plan which has been approved
by [ISDA]." Id. at 3 I.B.1. The Ordinance also institutes certain setbacks for locating waste

Kristensen Aff., Ex. J at 1-2.
The Ordinance assigns dairy and beef cattle an "animal equivalency factor" ("AEF") primarily based on the
weight of the animal. For instance, dairy "Bull/Holsteins 1,400 pounds" are assigned a 1.4 AEF, while "BulVHeifers
100-299 pounds" are assigned a 0.2 AEF. See Kristensen Aff., Ex. A at 9 ILC. Beef "SteerICows (over I , 000 lbs)"
are assigned a 1.0 AEF. Id. "Animal Units" are then calculated by multiplying the number of specific animals by
their corresponding AEF. Id
Is

l6

-
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management systems in the County, id. at 5 VIII.B.2, and provides that "a CAFO shall have the
lowest environmental risk rating by the CAFO Site Advisory Team."17 Id at 3 VIII.B.4.
With respect to water quality, the Ordinance requires that the CAFO be in compliance
with applicable state and federal laws. See Kristensen Aff., Ex. A at 5 VII.C.1 (CAFOs "be in
compliance with the Clean Water Act and any relevant federal or state regulation implementing
the Clean Water Act in Idaho.") See also Kristensen Aff., Ex. A at 5 VII.C.2 and 3. The
Ordinance also provides, "A new CAFO footprint shall not he located within one (1) mile of the
rim of either the Snake River Canyon or the Malad River Canyon," id. at 5 VII.D.6, and that "[a]
new CAFO footprint shall not be located within two thousand six hundred forty feet (2,640)
Zone 'A' flood plain as set out on the Federal Emergency Management Agency's 1985 Flood
Insurance Rate Map for Gooding County." Id. at 5 VII.D.7.
Finally, the Ordinance prohibits CAFOs from having more than "five (5) animal units per
tillable, irrigated acre owned by the CAFO applicant. The land base to support the animal units
is required to be in Gooding County with the exception of contiguous land in an adjacent
county." Id. at 5 vII.D. 1.I8

CAFO Site Advisory Team is defmed as "A team comprised of representatives from the Idaho State Department
of Agriculture (ISDA), Idaho Division of Environmental Quality (IDEQ), Idaho Department of Water Resources
(IDWR) and an ex officio designee of Goodmg County." Kristensen Aff., Ex. A at 5 ILI. Under LC. 5 67-6529D,
"[a] board of county commissioners considering the siting of a CAFO may request the director of the department of
agriculture to form a CAFO site advisory team lo provide a suitability determination for the site." This provision
was added "to codify an existing informal process between the counties and the state Department of Agriculture,
Department of Water Resources, and Department of Environmental Quality. Under this bill a county considering a
request to site a concentrated animal feeding operation (CAFO) can ask the state Department of Agriculture to form
a site advisory team to evaluate the proposed site using their technical expertise to determine if it is suitable for the
proposed facility. . . The site advisory report would be given to the county to use as they choose. An advisory team
would only be formed upon county commissioners request. This [Site Advisory Team Suitability Determination
Act, LC. 5 67-6529A et seq.] does not preempt local regulation of a CAFO." 2001 Idaho Laws Ch. 381 (H.B. 21 1)
(Statement of Purpose) (emphasis added).
ls CAFO owners may seek a variance under the Ordinance "to increase the animal density to a maximum of seven
(7) animal units per irrigated tillable acre." Id. at 5 VII1.D.
l7
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Animal waste is a valuable, commercial product that is used in various ways in interstate
commerce. See Affidavit of Anthony Brand in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary
Judgment ("Brand Aff.") at 77 6-1 1 (animal waste from Gooding County used for compost
bought and sold in Oregon); Affidavit of Gregory A. Ledbetter, D.V.M., M.P.V.M. in Support of
Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment ("Ledbetter Aff.") at 77 3-8 (animal waste from

-

Gooding County used in anaerobic digester to produce electricity) and 7 8 (animal waste from
Gooding County used for compost bought and sold throughout Idaho and neighboring states);
Thompson Aff. at fl7-8 (animal waste from Gooding County used for compost outside of
Gooding County).
On or about October 9,2007, Plaintiffs filed an action for declaratory and injunctive
relief challenging the validity of the Ordinance on three grounds: 1) that the Ordinance violates
Idaho Constitution, Art. 12, 5 2 in that it attempts to regulate CAFO animal waste management
systems, an area impliedly preempted by state law; 2) that the Ordinance violates U.S.
Constitution, Art. I, Ej 8, cl. 3 in that it prohibits Plaintiffs from lawfully disposing of their animal
waste outside the state of Idaho; and 3) that the Ordinance violates the due process clauses of the
Federal and State Constitutions and 42 U.S.C. Ej 1983 by adopting requirements that are arbitrary,
without a rational basis and contrary to best management practices ("BMPs") approved by the
State of Idaho. Accordingly, Plaintiffs asked that the Court issue an injunction enjoining the
County's enforcement of those unconstitutional portions of the Ordinance and requesting all of
their costs and attorneys fees incurred in pursuing this matter.
On or about November 5,2007, Defendant filed a Special Appearance. On or about
November 30,2008, Plaintiffs filed an Amended Complaint, pursuant to a stipulation with the
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County, to address pleading concerns raised by the County, although the claims remained the
same.
On or about December 17,2007, the County filed an Answer and Statement of
Affirmative Defenses. On the same day, the County also filed a Motion to Dismiss raising
several affirmative defenses and a claim of res judicata. The County did not, and has not, filed a
memorandum in support of its Motion to Dismiss or set the motion for hearing.
On or about April 14,2008, District Court Judge R. Barry Wood entered a Pre-Trial
Scheduling Order setting this matter for a four (4) day jury trial beginning on November 18,
2008.

IV. STANDARD OF REVIEW
"Summary judgment is proper 'if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law."' Gibson v. Ada County, 142
Idaho 746,752, 133 P.3d 1211, 1217 (2006) (citingsamuel v. Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz,
134 Idaho 84,87,996 P.2d 303,306 (2000)). See also IRCP Rule 56(c). A party opposing a
motion for summary judgment must set forth "specific facts" showing there is a "genuine issue"
about a "material fact." Tuttle v. Sudena Indus., Inc., 125 Idaho 145, 150, 868 P.2d 473,478
(1994); Garzee v. Barkley, 121 Idaho 771,774,828 P.2d 334,337 (Ct. App. 1992). Indeed, a
"nonmoving party must submit more than just conclusory assertions that an issue of material fact
exists to withstand summary judgment. A mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to
the facts is not sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact for the purposes of summary
judgment." Finholt v Cresto, 143 Idaho 894, 155 P.3d 695,697-98 (2007) (citing Jenkins v.

Boise Cascade Corp , 141 Idaho 233,238, 108 P.3d 380,385 (2005)).
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Here, the facts are-undisputedand only issues of law remain for the court; namely,
whether the Ordinance's regulation of animal waste.management systems at dairies and beef
cattle farms is preempted by state law, whether the Ordinance violates the dormant commerce
clause and due process clauses of the state and federal constitutions and whether Plaintiffs are
entitled to an award of their reasonable attorneys fees and costs incurred in this action.
V. ARGUMENT

A.

The State of Idaho Has Impliedly Preempted The Regulation of Animal Waste
Management Systems in Idaho Thereby Rendering the Ordinance Invalid.
The State of Idaho, through implementation of the Dairy Act and Beef Cattle Act, has

impliedly preempted the Ordinance to the extent it seeks to regulate the operation and
management of animal waste disposal systems at CAFOs. The Ordinance acknowledges the
state's authority concerning animal waste management, stating that "[ilf required by a State of
Idaho agency having jurisdiction, a CAFO shall follow and be in compliance with a current
nutrient management plan which has been approved by said agency." Kristensen Aff., Ex. A at 5
VI1.B. 1. Regardless of the terms of the state-approved NMP or the waste disposal processes used
at a specific CAFO, however, the Ordinance flatly prohibits CAFOs from have more than "five

(5) animal units per tillable irrigated acre owned by the CAFO applicant" (id. at 3 VII.D.1) and
from being in certain locations (e.g., within certain distance of the rim of the Snake River
Canyon), all in the name of protecting the natural resources of the county. Consequently, the
Ordinance imposes potentially conflicting and more stringent requirements for animal waste
management systems beyond that of a state-approved NMP. In so doing, it renders stateapproved NMPs meaningless and undermines the uniform statewide system of regulating animal
waste management systems so as to mitigate their potentially harmful environmental effects.

-
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Idaho recognizes three independent tests for determining whether state law impliedly
preempts a local government ordinance:
1) where state laws intend to fully occupy or preempt a particular area;
2) where state government has acted in such a pervasive manner to regulate a particular
area that it must be assumed that it intended to occupy the entire field; or
3) the nature of the subject matter calls for a uniform regulatory scheme.
Envirosafe Serv. of Idaho v. County of Owyhee, 112 Idaho 687,689 735 P.2d 998, 1000 (1987).
Meeting one of the three tests is sufficient to preclude local government regulation. Id at 690,

735 P.2d at 1001 ("Taken alone this clear legislative intent is more than sufficient to preempt the
field and preclude local government regulation of the subject matter."). Here, the State of Idaho,
through the Dairy Act, the Beef Cattle Act and other acts, rules and regulation^'^, has preempted
local government regulation of animal waste management systems under all three tests.

1.

State Law Preempts The Ordinance Because The Legislature Intended To
Fully Occupy The Field of Animal Waste Management.

Under Envirosafe's first preemption test, a local regulation will be found to be impliedly
preempted, and therefore invalid, where state laws intend to fully occupy or preempt that same
area. Envirosafe, 112 Idaho at 689,735 P.2d at 1000. For example, in Envirosafe, the Idaho
Supreme Court held that the Hazardous Waste Management Act, LC. § 39-4401 et seq.
("HWMA") impliedly preempted local regulation of hazardous waste disposal because the
HWMA contained language indicative of legislative intent to occupy the field of hazardous waste
disposal. Specifically, the Court found that the following portions of the HWMA "evince a
j 9 The State of Idaho comprehensively regulates a11 environmental aspects of a CAFO operation, not just their waste
management systems. For instance, the State regulates odors (LC. 5 25-3801 et seq. and IDAPA 02.04.16),
ammonia emissions (IDAPA 58.01.01.760-764), opening burning (IDAPA 58.01.01.600-617) and fugitive dust
(IDAPA 58.01.01.561) from CAFOs. See Kristensen Aft, Ex. K (DEQ flow chksnmmarizing comprehensive state
environmental laws regulating dairy and beef cattle CAFOs in the State of Idaho).
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strong legislative intent that regulation of the field of hazardous waste disposal" be accomplished
by a uniform statewide scheme. Id
"The legislature intends that the State of Idaho enact and cany out a hazardous waste
program that will enable the state to assume primacy over hazardous waste control .
. . "Id. (emphasis added).
The Board of Health and Welfare "adopt such rules and regulations as are necessary
and feasible for the management of post generation handling, collection,
transportation, treatment, storage and disposal of hazardous wastes within the state."
Id (emphasis added).
"The director . . . shall have the power and the duty . . . to provide for uniform state
regulations and for interstate agreements relating to hazardous waste management."
Id (emphasis added). .
The Court made such a finding despite the fact that the "HWMA contains no express language
indicating intent to preempt local regulation." Id at 690,735 P.2d at 1001 (emphasis added).
Other states similarly analyze legislative intent to determine whether state law preempts
local regulation. In Craig v. County of Chatham, for example, the North Carolina Supreme
Court found that state law preempted a county swine ordinance that imposed more stringent
requirements than the state's swine farm regulations for farm siting and animal waste
management. Craig v. County of Chatham, 356 N.C. 40,46,565 S.E.2d 172,176 (2002). The

Craig court reached this conclusion by examining the state law's legislative intent. Although the
North Carolina law did not specifically preempt local regulation, it did provide that "it is the
intention of the State to promote a cooperative and coordinated avvroach to animal waste
management among the agencies of the State." Craig, 356 N.C. at 48,565 S.E.2d at 178
(emphasis added). The Court found that "this unequivocal statement makes it clear that t&
pumose for creating these statues was to regulate animal waste management at the state level. If
each c o w were allowed to enact its own waste management guidelines, there could be no
statewide 'coordinated approach."' Craig, 356 N.C. at 48,565 S.E.2d at 178 (emphasis added).

-
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In addition, the North Carolina law sought to minimize "the regulatory burden" of waste
management for swine farms. Id. The Court found this goal "would not be attainable if counties
could impose additional burdens on swine farmers to comply with v w i n g regulations." Id.
(emphasis added). Finally, the Court emphasized the legislature intended state regulation of
waste management because "the agencies designated to implement the Animal Waste
Management Systems statutes are exclusively state agencies." Id (emphasis added).
Accordingly, the North Carolina Supreme Court held that state law preempted the county
ordinance.
Like the regulations in Envirosafe and Craig, the Beef Cattle Act and Dairy Act express a
clear legislative intent to preempt the local regulation of animal waste management.20
First, under the Beef Cattle Act, the Idaho legislature recognized "the importance of
protecting state natural resources" and specifically stated that the Beef Cattle Act "is intended to
ensure that manure and process wastewater associated with beef cattle operations are handled in a
manner" to protect these resources. I. C. § 22-4902 (emphasis added). The legislature also stated
that the:
purpose of [the Beef Cattle Act] is to consolidate exist in^ state and
federal environmental reauirements at the Idaho department of
agriculture in order to increase the speed, efficiency and manner in
which these requirements are administered and enforced. The
[Beef Cattle Act] will simplifv the currently complicated
requirements for existing beef operations in a manner that is easy
to understand and implement in a cost-effective, practical manner.
2000 Idaho Laws Ch. 63 (S.B. 1398) (emphasis added). Similar to the intent for a "cooperative
and coordinated" approach to animal waste management in Craig, the Idaho legislature intended
the Beef Cattle Act to coordinate and simplify complicated federal and state waste management

Zo

See also Kristensen Aff.Ex.B (Dairy MOU) and Ex.C (BeefCattle MOU).
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regulations. To that end, the Beef Cattle Act requires the submission of a NMP to the director of
ISDA. See LC. 5 22-4906.
Second, the Dairy Act also expresses a clear intent to preempt the local regulation of
animal waste management systems throughout the state. Similar to the Beef Cattle Act, the
Dairy Act requires the submission of a NMP to the director of ISDA to ensure that the state's
uniform system of animal waste management is followed. I. C. Ij 37-401. If each of Idaho's 44
counties is permitted to enact ordinances altering the requirements of state approved NMPs, this
would defeat the goal of simplifying and consolidating animal waste management regulations.

See,e.g.,Craig,356 N.C. at 48,565 S.E.22d at 178 ("If each county were allowed to enact its
own waste management guidelines, there could be no statewide 'coordinated approach"?.
Furthermore, as in Envirosafe and Craig,animal waste management in Idaho is
exclusively regulated by state and not local agencies. ISDA is given the sole authoriti to enforce
all environmental regulations at CAFOs under both the Dairy Act and the Beef Cattle Act. See,

e.g.,I. C. $22-4902 ("department [of agriculture] shall have authority to administer all laws to
protect the quality of water within the confines of a beef cattle animal feeding operation")
(emphasis added); I. C. § 37-405 ("[tlhe department of agriculture is hereby invested with
authority to make rules and orders as may be necessary or desirable for carrying out its various
functions and the intent and purpose of this act"). See also IDAPA 02.04.12.01 1 ("The
Department is authorized to approve the design, construction, operation, and location of dairy
waste systems"); 2000 Idaho Laws Ch. 188 (S.B. 1437) (the purpose of the Dairy Act is "to
require all dairy farms in the state to develop nutrient management plans and submit the plans to
the Department of Agriculture for approval"). By vesting all authoriti for ap~rovingNMPs and
regulating other aspects of waste management in the IDSA - particularly as it relates to
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protecting the natural resources of the state - the Idaho legislature demonstrated its intent to
preempt local government regulation of animal waste management.
2.

State Law Preempts The Ordinance Because The State Has Comprehensively
Regulated Waste Management And Provided No Window For Local
Government Regulation.

A local ordinance conflicts with state law not only where the legislature intended to
preempt the field, but also where the state law fully occupies the field in which local legislation
attempts to enter. See Envirosafe, 112 Idaho at 689,735 P.2d at 1000 ("The doctrine of implied
preemption typically applies in instances where, despite the lack of specific language preempting
regulation by local governmental enti'ties, the state has acted in the area in such a pervasive
manner that it must be assumed that it intended to occupy the entire field of regulation")
(emphasis added). In Envirosafe, the Court found such an intention because the HWMA is a
"comprehensive statutory scheme" where the legislature "acted in an all-encompassing fashion
towards regulating the field of hazardous waste disposal." Id.
Here, too, the state of Idaho has acted in an all-encompassing fashion to regulate animal
waste management systems in order to protect the natural resources of the state. At the heart of
the state's regulation in this area is the NPDES permitting system under the CWA. As
previously described, Idaho must certify to EPA that its NPDES-permitted projects comply with
state water quality standards (e.g., 5 401 Certification). These are the same standards (e.g.,
NRCS Standard) applied to NMPs by the ISDA and required by the Dairy Act and Beef Cattle
Act. See I. C. §§ 37-401,22-4906. Clearly, the EPA would not have granted § 401 Certification
authority to the State and the State would not have adopted the NRCS Standard if counties were
free to disregard such standards and change NMPs at their whim (e.g., potentially have 44
different standards for NMPs).

-
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NMPs in Idaho are required to include detailed documentation to demonstrate that an
operator is minimizing the environmental impacts of raising livestock on hislher specific site
while improving the efficiency of the operation. See generally Patten Aff. ISDA is responsible
for inspections and investigations concerning compliance with NMP. See I. C. $5 37-401,224902. Because the ISDA has complete and sole authority to approve an operator's NMP and
review ongoing compliance with the NMP, state legislation regulating animal waste management
is comprehensive - there is no need for further regulation of animal waste management systems
by local governments. Indeed, further regulation of animal waste management systems by local
government would, inherently, be inconsistent with the uniform statewide regulation of this
area."
a.

The LLUPA's Grant of Authority to Counties to Site a CAFO Does
Not Defeat the State's Implied Preemption of Animal Waste
Management.

The County may argue that even where the field of animal waste systems management
appears comprehensive, the court should reject Plaintiffs' argument that the state has preempted
the field because the Local Land Use Planning Act ("LLUPA"), Idaho Code § 67-6501 et seq.,
permits local regulation. But, this argument should be rejected, particularly in light of the Idaho
Supreme Court's recent decision in Ralph Naylor Farms, LLC v. Latah Co., 144 Idaho 806, 172
P.3d 1081 (2007) which affirmed that a county's duty to regulate land use under the LLUPA does
not grant them authority to regulate other areas comprehensively addressed by state law. Here,
the State of Idaho has comprehensively regulated waste management systems at CAFOs leaving
no role for the counties in this area.

For example, the Beef Cattle Act provides that a NMP is considered a BMP for a CAFO and must be followed
LC. $5 22-4905 & 4906. A county provision that is contrary to a state-approved N M P is, therefore, not a BMP
under Idaho law and, by definition, would require a CAFO to violate the Beef Cattle Act.
21
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3.

State Law Preempts the Ordinance Because the Regulation of Dairy and Beef
Cattle Farms Calls for a Uniform State Regulatory Scheme.

State law also preempts local regulation where "the nature of the subject matter regulated
calls for a uniform state regulatory scheme." Envirosafe, 112 Idaho at 689, 735 P.2d at 1000. In

Envirosafe, the Court emphasized "that the very subiect matter here involved, the field of
hazardous waste disposal, is fraught with such unique concerns and dangers to both the state and
the nation that its regulation demands a statewide, rather than local, approach." Id. at 691,735
P.3d at 1002 (emphasis added). See also Gora v. Ciiy of Ferndale, 210 Mich. App. 622,628,
533 N.W.2d 840,843 (Ct.App.Mich.. 1995) (city ordinance purporting to regulate massage
parlors impliedly preempted by state statutory scheme given that the "nature of the subject matter
regulated (e.g, the practice of a chosen occupation) involves an important civil liberty and calls
for a uniform regulatory scheme"); Halpern v. Sullivan Co., 171 A.D.2d 157, 160-161, 574
N.Y.S.2d 837,839 (N.Y.A.D.3 Dept., 1991) (county mobile home ordinance impliedly
preempted by state statute which, inter alia, mandates a uniform state regulation and enforcement
scheme); Township of Cascade v. Cascade Resource Recovery, Inc., 118 Mich. App. 580,590,
325 N.W.2d 500,504 (Ct.App. Mich. 1982) (local ordinance impliedly preempted by state
statutory scheme because "the safe management and disposal of hazardous wastes is clearly an
area which demands uniform, statewide treatment"); People v. Llewellyn, 401 Mich. 314, 326,
257 N.W.2d 902,906 (1977) (local anti-obscenity ordinance impliedly preempted by state
criminal obscenity statutory scheme "because the nature of the regulated subject matter demands
uniform, statewide treatment").
Given the fact that potentially harmful environmental impacts of CAFOs do not stop at
county borders, it is clear that dairy and beef cattle animal waste management is best regulated by
a comprehensive and uniform statewide approach that complies with federal environmental law
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and not by a patchwork of inconsistent and varied local requirements in each of Idaho's 44
counties. That is precisely why Idaho has granted ISDA sole authority to regulate this area. The
Beef Cattle Act describes the legislature's intent concerning animal waste management:
The legislature recognizes the importance of protecting state
natural resources including, surface water and ground water. . . .
The beef cattle industry produces manure and process wastewater
which, when properly used, supplies valuable nutrients and organic
matter to soils and is protective of the environment, but may, when
improperly stored and managed, create adverse impacts on natural
resources, including waters of the state. This chapter is intended to
ensure that manure and process wastewater associated with beef
cattle operations are handled in a manner which vrotects the natural
resources of the state. Further, the legislature recognizes that the beef cattle industry is
potentially subject to various state and federal laws designed to
protect state natural resources and m a r t m e n t of
apriculture is in the best position to administer and implement
these various laws . . . . The department shall have authoritv to
administer all laws to protect the quality of water within the
coniines of a beef cattle animal feeding operation.

I. C. 5 22-4902 (emphasis added). See also Kristensen Aff., Exs. B and C.
The legislature clearly recognizes the need to protect the natural resources of the state and
to comply with complex federal law and, therefore, has designated the ISDA as the state agency
to regulate animal waste management systems. Moreover, counties do not have the expertise or
resources to effectively manage a uniform, comprehensive regulatory scheme.'' Because dairy
and beef cattle animal waste management is a subject matter best regulated by the state, any
additional local regulation affecting waste management would undermine Idaho's current
uniform regulations and should be striken.

fact is made clear by LC. 9 67-6529D(2)'s offer to provide counties with the state's technical expertise to
determine the suitability of a specific site proposed to be a CAFO. See I.C. 67-6529B(2) ("The siting of confmed
animal feeding operations is a complex and technically difficult undertaking requiring assistance to counties and
other units of local government as they exercise their land use planning authority").
22 This

-
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B.

The Ordinance's Requirement that a CAFO's Animal Waste Be Disposed of
Within the County is an Unlawful Restraint on Interstate Commerce.

The Ordinance effectively prohibits CAFO owners from lawfUlly disposing their animal
waste outside the County (and State of Idaho):
The approved maximum density of animals shall not exceed five
(5) animals per tillable, irrigated acre owned by the CAFO
applicant. The land base to s u ~ ~ othe
r t animal units is required to
be in Gooding County with the exception of contiguous land in an
adjacent county.
Kristensen Aff., Ex. A at 5 VII.D.l (emphasis added).
Article I, section 8, clause 3 ofthe United States Constitution grants Congress authority,
"[tlo regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several states, and with the Indian
tribes." It is a well settled principal that the Commerce Clause is not only a source of
authorization for congressional action but is also a limitation on the power of states and local
govements to regulate interstate commerce. See Hughes v. Oklahoma, 441 U.S. 322, 326,99
S. Ct. 1727,1731 (1979); United Haulers Assoc., Inc. v. Oneida-Herkimer Solid Waste Mgt.

Auth., -US.

-,

127 S. Ct. 1786, 1792-1793 (2007). This limitation on state power is

referred to as the negative or dormant commerce clause.
The United States Supreme Court has developed a two tiered analysis to determine if
local laws violate the dormant commerce clause. The first step in this analysis is to decide
whether the local law facially discriminates against interstate commerce. If it does, the law is
deemedper se invalid unless the state can show, under strict scrutiny, that it has no other means
to advance a legitimate local interest. C&A Carbone, Inc. v. Town of Clarkstown, N X , 51 1 U.S.
383,390-392, 114 S.Ct. 1677, 1682-1683 (1994); Starlight Sugar, Inc. v. Soto, 909 F.Supp. 853,
858 (D. Puerto Rico, 1995),
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If the local law does not discriminate against interstate commerce courts use the
balancing test from Pike v. Bruce Church, Inc. wherein the United States Supreme Court stated:
Where the statute regulates even-handedly to effectuate a
legitimate local public interest, and its effects on interstate
commerce are only incidental, it will be upheld unless the burden
imposed on such commerce is clearly excessive in relation to the
putative local benefits. If a legitimate local purpose is found, then
the question becomes one of degree. And the extent of the burden
that will be tolerated will of course depend on the nature of the
local interest involved, and on whether it could be promoted as
well with a lesser impact on interstate activities.
397 U.S. 137, 142,90 S.Ct. 844,847 (1970) (internal citations omitted) (emphasis added).
Here. the Ordinance violates the dormant commerce clause because its effective
prohibition against CAFO owner lawfully disposing of their animal waster outside of the County
(and State of Idaho) is facially discriminatory andlor places an excessive burden on interstate
commerce.

1.

The Ordinance Facially Discriminates Against Interstate Commerce.

Local laws that "impose commercial barriers or discriminate against an article of
commerce by reason of its origin or destination out of state" discriminate against interstate
commerce. C&4 Carbone, Inc., 51 1 U.S. at 390, see also Hughes, 441 U.S. at 336-337, City of

Philadelphia v. New Jersey, 437 U.S. 617,624-627,98 S.Ct. 2531,2535-2537 (1978). "The
central rationale for the rule against discrimination is to prohibit state or municipal laws whose
object is local economic protectionism . . ." On The Green Apartments, LLC v. City ofTacoma,
241 F.3d 1235, 1238 (9" Cir. 2001) (citing C&A Carbone, Inc., 51 1 U.S. at 390).

In Hughes, the owner of a commercial minnow business in Texas was arrested for
transporting a load of minnows purchased from an Oklahoma minnow dealer to Texas. An
Oklahoma statute provided that, "no person may transport or ship minnows for sale outside the
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state which were seined or procured within the waters of this state. . . ."Hughes, 441 U.S. at
323.23 The defendant argued that the statute was ad unconstitutional violation of the Commerce
Clause. Id Applying the analytical framework outlined above, the Court held that the statute
facially discriminated against interstate commerce by "overtly block[ing] the flow of interstate
commerce at [the] State's borders." Hughes, 441 U.S. at 336-337 (first brackets added, second
brackets in original). Accordingly, the statute was declared unconstitutional.
Like the unconstitutional statute in Hughes, the Ordinance blocks the flow of interstate
commerce. CAFO operators are effectively prohibited under section § VII.D. 1 of the Ordinance
from disposing of CAFO animal waste on land outside of but not contiguous to Gooding County.
The only reason for this prohibition is that the animal waste originates from a CAFO located in
Goodinv County. Accordingly, this prohibition is facially discriminatory to interstate commerce.
Courts have long held that discrimination against interstate commerce raises a virtually

per se rule of invalidity. C&A Carbone, Inc., 5 11 U.S. at 392; City of Philadelphia, 437 U.S. at
624. Indeed, this rule is only overcome in a "narrow class of cases in which the municipality can
demonstrate, under rigorous scrutiny, that it has no other means to advance a legitimate local
interest." C&A Carbone, Inc., 5 11 U.S. at 392 (emphasis added), see also Hughes, 441 U.S. at
336-337. When assessing a challenged statute's purpose or the local interest it serves, courts are
not bound by the purpose or interest claimed by the legislative body that enacted the law. Courts
will identify the purpose or interest by determining "the practical impact of the law." Hughes,
441 U.S. at 336.

23 Long before the United States Supreme Court developed the rubric currently used to analyze whether statutes
violate the Dormant Commerce Clause, the Supreme Court of the Temtory of Idaho invalidated a similar statute
when it held that, "whenever, under the pretense of an exercise of its police power, the state enacts any statute which
operates to prevent the tiee exchange between the states of lawful articles of trade, it is void because in conflict with
[the Commerce Clause]." Territov v. Evans, 2 Idaho 634,23 P. 115 (Idaho Ten. 1890).

In this case, the Ordinance fails both aspects of a strict scrutiny test.
First, the County claims the local interest advanced by the Ordinance is protection of the
County's water resources from contamination. Kristensen Aff. Ex. A at 9 LB. However, the
Ordinance's practical impact increases the chances of CAFO animal waste contaminating the
County's water resources. Prohibiting CAFO operators from disposing of CAFO animal waste
of Gooding County means more waste must be kept in the County where it poses the
greatest threat to the County's water resources. Surely this result cannot further the County's
interest in protecting against water pollution.
Second, even if the Ordinance advances a legitimate local interest, there are less
discriminatory alternatives to prevent CAPO animal waste from contaminating Gooding
County's water resources. Most notably is the enforcement of existing federal and state
environmental regulations - including a CAFO's state-approved NMP - to protect the water and
natural resources of the state. These measures already take into account the specific design and
technologies used at CAFOs to determine how best to protect the natural resources of the state,
including the County's water resources, and they provide sufficient inspection and penalty
provisions to ensure compliance therewith. See supra 9 ILD.
Section VII.D.1 of the Ordinance fails the strict scrutiny test articulated by the United
States Supreme Court to identi& the narrow class of cases where such hcial discrimination
against interstate commerce will be tolerated and, therefore, should be held invalid.
2.

The Ordinance Violates the Dormant Commerce Clause Because of
the Excessive Burden it Places on Interstate Commerce.

In addition to being facially discriminatory, Section VII.D.1 of the Ordinance artificially
manipulates the supply of animal waste in markets outside of Gooding County (and the State of
Idaho) by prohibiting the export of such materials generated in Gooding County. See Brand Aff.

-
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at

fly 6-1 1; Thompson Aff. at fly 7-8; Ledbetter Aff. at 17 7-8. Out-of-county entities seeking a

source of animal waste to process into fertilizer are denied access to all Gooding County CAFO
animal waste. This artificially suppresses supply which in turn raises the cost of animal waste
used for things such as compost or to produce electricity through an anaerobic digester. Id.
Assuming, arguendo, this Court finds that the Ordinance is not facially discriminatory, it
must still analyze the Ordinance under the Pike balancing test, which evaluates the "extent of the
burden that will be tolerated" in relation to the local interest involved and "whether it [the local
interest] could be promoted as well with a lesser impact on interstate activities." 397 U.S. at 142.
Preventing contamination of the County's water resources is the stated purpose for the
Ordinance. Kristensen Aff. Ex. A at 9 I.B. However, that purpose is not served by requiring that
the potentially contaminating substance (e.g., animal waste) be stockpiled in geographic
proximity to the water resources sought to be protected (e.g., in Gooding County). Since the
Ordinance does not protect the County's water resources there are no local putative benefits to
outweigh the burdens on interstate commerce created by the Ordinance.
The Ordinance's burden on interstate commerce is magnified when alternative means for
protecting water resources are considered. As discussed above, the County has other means to
protect its water resources which do not burden interstate commerce. Most notable, federal and
state sovernments have already enacted a comvrehensive set of laws to protect the water quality
of the state. Thus, ensuring a CAFO operator's compliance with existing state (NMPs) and
federal environmental laws better ensures that the County's water resources are and will be
protected from animal waste produced at CAFOS.'~ Accordingly, 5 VILD. 1 of the Ordinance

the
24 The Ordinance's requirement that a Goodmg County producer must dispose of all of his animal waste
county is in direct conflict with state law and approved NMPs, which allow producers to lawfully export their waste
without restriction as to its final destination. See Thompson Aff. at 7 6.
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imposes excessive burdens on interstate commerce in violation of the Commerce Clause and
must be invalidated.
C.

The Ordinance Violates CAFO Owners and Operators Substantive Due
Process Rights and Should Be Struck Down.

The United States and Idaho Constitutions protect against government deprivation of an
individual's life, liberty, or property without due process of law. U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1;
Idaho Const. art. 1 5 13. Since the due process rights secured by both constitutions are
"substantially the same" reliance on both state and federal precedent to analyze due process
rights is appropriate. Matter ofMcNeely, 119 Idaho 182, 188,804 P.2d 91 1,917 (Idaho App.

The United States Supreme Court has described the relationship between procedural and
substantive due process as follows:
[T]he touchstone of due process is protection of the individual
against arbitrary action of government, whether the fault lies in a
denial of fundamental procedural fairness, or in the exercise of
power without any reasonable justification in the service of a
legitimate governmental objective.

County ofSacramento v. Lewis, 523 U.S. 833, 845-846 (1998).
Substantive due process requires a rational basis for government action that deprives one
of life, liberty, or property. "[Tlhe reason for the deprivation may not be so inadequate that the
judiciary will characterize it as 'arbitrary'." Pace v. Hymas, 111 Idaho 581,586,726 P.2d 693,
698 (Idaho 1986). It is a limit on both legislative and administrative action. However, the
"criteria to identify what is fatally arbitrary differ depending on whether it is legislation or a
specific act of a government officer that is at issue." Lewis, 523 U.S. at 846. When a legislative
enactment that does not affect fundamental rights is challenged:
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Substantive due process, as guaranteed by both the United States
and Idaho Constitutions, embodies the requirement that a statute
bear a reasonable relationship to a permissible legislative
objective.

McNeely, 804 P.2d at 918. To prevail upon a substantive due process claim a plaintiff must
show that the government action was arbitrary, capricious, or without a rational basis. Pace, 726

The Ordinance violates Plaintiffs' substantive due process rights, in violation of 42
U.S.C.

3 1983, by arbitrarily depriving them of recognized property interests.

Specifically, the

Ordinance limits the number of animals that a CAFO owner or operator may keep per "tillable,
irrigated acrenof land. Kristensen Aff., Ex. A at 5 VII.D.l (emphasis added). It also provides
that animal waste may only be applied to land owned bv CAFO owners and ooerators. Id. And,
the Ordinance requires application of CAFO animal waste to land that is either in Gooding
County or contimous to Gooding Countv in an adiacent county. Id. These provisions are not
reasonably related to Gooding County's stated objectives for enacting the Ordinance and are
wholly arbitrary.
1.

The Ordinance's Land Application Regulations Are Arbitrary and
Were Established Without a Rational Basis.

The County enacted the Ordinance to "promote and protect the health, safety, and the
general welfare of the public." Kristensen Aff., Ex. A at 3 I.C. The specific danger to the public
health safety and welfare the County intended to address is, "a danger of pollution to the aquifers,
watersheds, surface water, groundwater, springs and water courses located in Gooding County . .

. ." Id. at 3 I.B. The County noted that, ". . . over application of animal waste has increased
potential to contaminate both agricultural soil and water resources." Id. at 2. The County found
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that, ". . . there is insufficient irrigated tillable land available in Gooding County to handle the
animal waste produced by existing CAFO's." Id
To combat these perceived problems, the County mandated that animal waste from
CAFO's could only be applied to land owned by CAFO operators located in or contiguous to
Gooding County by enacting the following provision:
The approved maximum density of animals shall not exceed five
(5) animal units per tillable, irrigated acre owned by the CAFO
applicant. The land base to support the animal units is reauired to
be in Gooding Countv with the exception of contiguous land in an
adjacent countv. Aquaculture shall remain at ten (10) animal units
per acre.
Id. at § V1I.D. 1 (emphasis added).
This provision will exacerbate the risk of water resource contamination rather than
protect the public from such risks. The Board specifically found that there is not enough
irrigated tillable land in Gooding County to handle the amount of animal waste being produced
by existing CAFO's. Id at 2. But, section VII.D.1 of the Ordinance prohibits CAFO operators
from sending their animal waste out of Gooding County. And, the Ordinance decreases the
number of acres available for land application by requiring the application site to be owned by
CAFO operators and limited to "tillable, imgated" land as compared to all the land owned by the
CAFO operator. The net result is fewer acres available to CAFO operators for application of
more animal waste than is appropriate for these fewer acres.25
This provision does not bear a reasonable relationship to the Board's objective in
enacting the Ordinance. Keeping all animal waste generated by Gooding County CAFO's &
25

This provision of the Ordmance is in direct conflict with ISDA's regulations, pursuant to its NMP process, of
allowing producers to export their animal waste off-site with no restrictions on the ultimate location (e.g., out of
county or out of state). See Patten Aff. at 1110; Thompson Aff. at 16. Moreover, the Ordinance improperly
assumes that all Goodmg County CAFO operators only land apply their animal wastes and do not follow some other,
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Couni~-and mandating its direct land application to an insufficient number of acres is not a
rational method of preventing contamination of water resources. It is difficult to imagine any
legitimate interest, held by the County, served by such requirements. Without a reasonable
relationship between either its stated purpose, or any other legitimate government interest, the
Ordinance violates the Federal and Idaho Constitutions' substantive due process requirements.

2.

The Ordinance's Animal Unit Density Caps Were Set Arbitrarily and
Without a Rational Basis.

The Ordinance requires a Siting Permit to operate a new CAFO, increase the number of
animal units of an existing CAFO, enlarge or change the footprint of an existing CAFO, or to
enlarge the capacity or change the location of an existing CAFO's waste management system.
"

Kristensen Aff., Ex. A at § IV.Under typical application procedures, a Siting Permit will not be
approved for an applicant with an animal density greater than five animal units per tillable,
irrigated acre.
The approved maximum density of all animals shall not exceed
five (5) animal units per tillable irrigated acre owned by the CAFO
applicant. The land base to support the animal units is required to
be in Gooding County with the exception of contiguous land in an
adjacent county. Aquaculture shall remain at ten (10) animal units
per acre.

Id. at 9 VI1.D. I. Failure to comply with permitted animal density limits may result in a civil
enforcement action by the county which could include fines of up to $100.00 per day per animal
unit over the limit. Id, at § XIV.D.3.

more efficient, method to manage their animal waste (e.g.,anaerobic digests, compost, exporting, etc.).
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Even though the Ordinance makes animal density a criterion for approval of a Siting
Permit, the Ordinance neither requires the County to determine an applicant's appropriate animal
density nor gives the County any standards for making such a determinati~n.'~
To obtain a Siting Permit both new and existing CAFO's must "provide a letter
confirming approval of a Nutrient Management Plan . . ." Id. at § VII.B.6. An existing CAFO
must also show it is complying with its NMP to obtain a Siting Permit to expand its operations.

Id. at 5 VII.B.6. Part of the NMP analysis is a determination of an appropriate animal density for
a given applicant's CAFO operation.
The Ordinance relies upon the data and analysis (e.g.,accepts the state's conclusions) that
go into a NMP's animal density determination so long as that density is five animal units per acre
or less. When a NMP determines that an appropriate animal density limit is greater than five
animal units per acre, however, the Ordinance essentially ignores (ie., rejects the state's
conclusions) the scientific analysis that goes into that determination. The Ordinance does not
state that the NMP analysis is any less reliable when animal densities of more than five animal
units per acre are permitted, nor does it state the existence of increased risk of harm to water
resources when more than five animal units per acre are allowed. There is nothing in the
Ordinance that suggests five animal units per acre is a significant threshold, much less an
appropriate limit for all CAFOs in all situation^.^^

26 The Ordinance's Variance provision allows the County to determine whether a seven animal unit per acre limit is
more appropriate than the usual five animal units per acre limit. The County is required to consider whether the
applicant "employs proven scientific technologies or methods to enhance or improve air soil and water quality . . . ."
Id at 3 VIILD.
27
Moreover, under the Beef Cattle Act, a producer who acts in compliance with his NMP is considered to be
following a BMP. LC. 3 22-4906 ("An approved nutrient management plan shall be implemented and considered a
best management practice"). The Ordinance's requirement that Goodig County producers act in a manner different
kom their approved NMPs (e.g., less than the approved number of animal units at a CAFO) requires Goodmg
County producers to act in violation of a BMP and subject to state enforcement action. See, e.g., LC. $22-4910.
The Ordinance is, therefore, in direct conflict with state law.
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Setting a one-size-fits all animal density maximum is inherently arbitrary because it fails
to recognize the potential efficacy of CAFO operators utilizing waste management programs
other than direct land application of the animal waste and, importantly, that all aspects of CAFO
waste management are addressed in the NMP that is thoroughly reviewed and approved by the
State of Idaho. Ledbetter Aff. at fl 9; Thompson Aff. at 7 9. Existing technology now makes. it
possible to efficiently process animal waste in a much more effective manner than is
contemplated by the Ordinance (e.g.,direct land application) such that a CAFO can lawfully and
effectively deal with all, or nearly all, of its waste without direct land application of any of the

e.
Ledbetter Aff. at fl 10. To that end, the Ordinance is also arbitrary in that it does not
consider the total acreage a CAFO operator owns, and instead limits the inquiry to "tillable,
imgated acre[s]." Thompson Aff. at fl 9.
The County has passed an ordinance that will deprive CAFO operators of their property
interests in that portion of their herds that represent animal densities greater than five animal
units per acre. The County does not have a rational reason for its limit on animal density. This
limit is an arbitrary deprivation which violates both the federal and Idaho Constitution's
substantive due process requirements. As such, these provisions of the Ordinance must be
invalidated.

D.

Plaintiffs are Entitled to an Award of Their Reasonable Attorneys' Fees and
Costs Incurred in This Action.

Plaintiffs are entitled to an award of their costs in this action pursuant to Idaho Code 5 101210 ("[iln any proceeding under this act [Declaratory Relief Act] the court may make such award
of costs as may seem equitable and just"). Plaintiffs have filed this action to challenge the unlawful
acts of the County - which action will benefit all the citizens of Gooding County, not just Plaintiffs.
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Plaintiffs are also entitled to an award of their reasonable attorneys' fees incurred in this
action pursuant to Idaho Code 3 12-121 ("In any civil action, the judge may award reasonable
attorney's fees to the prevailing party or parties, provided that this section shall not alter, repeal or
amend any statute which otherwise provides for the award of attorney's fees. The term 'party' or
'parties' is defined to include any person, partnership, corporation, association, private
organization, the state of Idaho or political subdivision thereof."). The Idaho Supreme Court has
held that:
the purpose of that statute is two-fold: (1) to serve as a deterrent to
groundless or arbitrary agency action; and (2) to provide a remedy
for persons who have borne unfair and unjustified fmancial burdens
defending against groundless charges or attempting to correct
mistakes agencies should never had made.

Bogner v. State Dept. of Revenue and Taxation, State Tax Comm 'n, 107 Idaho 854,859,
693 P.2d 1056, 1061 (1984). Here, the County adopted an Ordinance purporting to regulate an
area of law exclusively covered by state law and, in several ways, directly in conflict with state
law. Plaintiffs attempted to points these facts out to the County prior to the adoption of the
Ordinance, but their objections went unheeded and the County enacted the unlawful Ordinance
anyway. Under these circumstances, it is "unfair and unjustified" that Plaintiffs be forced to bear
the financial burden of remedying the County's unlawful actions by bringing the instant action.
Alternatively, Plaintiffs are entitled to an award of their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs
incurred in this action under the private attorney general doctrine. Under the private attorney
general doctrine, a private party may be entitled to recover its attorneys' fees and costs incurred
when bringing certain cases of societal importance. Specifically,
[tlhe private attorney general doctrine allows an award of attorneys
fees based on three factors: (1) the strength or societal importance
of the public policy indicated by the litigation; (2) the necessity for
private enforcement and the magnitude of the resultant burden on
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the plaintiff; and (3) the number of people standing to benefit from
the decision.

Sirnpson v. Cenarrusa, 130 Idaho 609, 614, 944 ~ . 2 d1372, 1377 (1997). See also Hellar v.
Cenarrusa, 106 Idaho 571,577-78,682 P.2d 524,530-31 (1984).
In Simpson v. Cenarrusa, ten members of the Idaho Legislature sought a writ of
prohibition against the Secretary of State barring implementation of legislation concerning term
limits and a declaratory ruling that such legislation was unconstitutional. After striking portions
of the legislation and upholding others, the Idaho Supreme Court denied the legislators' request
for attorneys' fees under the private attorney general doctrine, finding, "the petitioners have
failed to show that it was necessary to bring a private action. There is no evidence that the state
attorney general was given the opportunity to bring this suit and refused." Id

An opposite result on fees was reached in Hellar v. Cenarrusa, 106 Idaho 571,682 P.2d
524 (1984). In Hellar, individuals brought a constitutional challenge to the state's legislative
reapportionment plan. The plaintiffs prevailed on their claims at trial and were awarded fees
under the private attorney general doctrine. On appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court began its
analysis of the issue noting, "[ilt is appropriate that the people of Idaho pay for the services
rendered in their behalf if there is a proper legal basis for their doing so." Id., 106 Idaho at 577,
682 P.2d at 530. The court then discussed each of the three requirements for an award of fees
under the private attorney general doctrine and cited the trial court's conclusion that,
It would be hard to imagine a case which would be more
appropriate for an award of attorney's fees under the Private
Attorney General Theory than the instant case considering its
magnitude and the number of Idaho citizens affected thereby.

Id., 106 Idaho at 578,682 P.2d at 531. In upholding the trial court's award of fees, the Supreme
Court rejected defendants' contentions that the award was improper because it was not supported
by a contract or statute granting attorneys' fees (i.e., the "American rule"). Id., 106 Idaho at 578,

-
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682 P.2d at 53 1. The Supreme Court did, however, reduce the award of fees by the amount of
"enhancement" given by the trial court, finding that such "enhancement" was excessive and
"plaintiffs' attorney will be adequately and properly compensated without the enhancement
award." Id., 106 Idaho at 578, 682 P.2d at 532.
Here, the Plaintiffs have brought a challenge to the County's enactment of the Ordinance
in violation of Idaho Law. Such action is for the benefit of all of the County's citizens, not just
Plaintiffs' members. As such, it is similar to the societal interests recognized in Hellar v.

Cenarrusa, 106 Idaho at 578,682 P.2d at 531. Moreover, private action was necessary because
the County's attorney was the person who approved the County's unlawful actions. And, given
the County's defense in this action, it is clear that the County (or state) would not, independently,
challenge the County's unlawful Interim Ordinance. Finally, the financial burden upon the
Plaintiffs, both non-profit, professional organizations, has been substantial. Plaintiffs are funded
through annual fees of its members and fundraising efforts. Accordingly, each ofthe three
elements required for an award of attorneys' fees under the private attorney general doctrine is
satisfied, and the Plaintiffs should be awarded its reasonable fees incurred in pursuing this action.
Finally, Plaintiffs are entitled to an award of their reasonable attorneys fees incurred in
this action pursuant lo 42 U.S.C.

5 1988 to vindicate their due process rights. A plaintiffrnay

recover its attorneys' fees under 42 U.S.C. § 1988 if it is the "prevailing party" in an action to
enforce 42 U.S.C. 5 1983. Stivers v. Pierce, 71 F.3d 732, 751 (9" Cir. 1995) (citing Hewitt v.

Helms, 482 U.S. 755,760 (1987)). A plaintiff is the prevailing party if it has "succeed[ed] on
any significant issue in litigation which achieverdl some of the benefit . . . sought in bringing
suit." Goehringv. Brophy, 94 F.3d 1294, 1304 (9" Cir. 1996), cert. denied, 520 U.S. 1156
(1997) (citing Hensley v. Eckerhart, 461 U.S. 424, 433 (1983)). The relief afforded the plaintiff
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does not need to be "judicially decreed" to justify an award of attorneys' fees under 42 U.S.C. §
1988; rather, voluntary action, such as a change in conduct by the defendant that addresses the
plaintiffs grievance, is sufficient. Stivers, 71 F.3d at 751 (citing Farrar v. Hobby, 506 U.S. 103,
111-12 (1992); Hewitt, 482 U.S. at 760-61).
Despite the non-mandatory language in 42 U.S.C. § 1988 that "the court, in its discretion,

may allow the prevailing party. . . a reasonable attorney's fees as part of the costs," the United
States Supreme Court has long emphasized that "the court's discretion to deny a fee award to a
prevailing plaintiff is narrow. Absent 'special circumstances' fees should be awarded." New

York Gaslight Club, Inc. v. Carey, 447 U.S. 54,68 (1980) (emphasis added). See also Aware
Woman Clinic, Inc. v. City of Cocoa Beach, Fl., 629 F.2d 1146, 1149 (5" Cir. 1980) (same);
Hensley v. Eckerhart, 461 U.S. at 429 ("a prevailing party 'should ordinarily recover an
attorney's fee unless special circumstances would render such an award unjust"') (citing S.Rep.
No. 94-101 1, p. 4 (1976), reprinted in U.S. Code Cong. & Admin.News (1976), p. 5912). But,
neither the "good faith" of the defendant in enacting an offending piece of legislation (see

American Booksellers Ass'n, Inc. v. Virginia, 802 F.2d 691,697 (4" Cir. 1986)), nor the means
of the plaintiff (see New York Gaslight Club, 447 U.S. at 69-71), nor the financial impact which
would fall on individual taxpayers who did not participate in the offending act (see Aware

Woman Clinic, Inc. v. City of Cocoa Beach, Fl., 629 F.2d at 1148) are sufficient "special
circumstances" to deny an award of fees to a prevailing plaintiff under 42 U.S.C.

5

1988.

Section 1988 is remedial and, therefore, should be "broadly interpreted." Runyon v. Fasi,
762 F. Supp. at 285. "The basis for allowing such broad interpretation is to facilitate private
enforcement and to allow the attorney to explore and develop every aspect of the case." Id.
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(citing Williams v. City of Fairburn, Ga, 702 F.2d 973, 976 (1 lthCir. 1983)). As the legislative
history of section 1988 points out:
civil rights laws depend heavily upon private enforcement, and fee
awards have proved an essential remedy if private citizens are to
have a meaningful opportunity to vindicate the important
Congressional policies which these laws contain.

Aware Woman Clinic, Inc., 629 F.2d at 1150 (citing S.Rep. No. 94-101 1, 94thCong., 2d Sess. 2,
reprinted in U.S.Code Cong. & Admin.News (1976), pp. 5908,5910). Here, an award of
Plaintiffs' reasonable attorneys fees in appropriate given the effort they have gone to ensure the
vindication of their constitutional rights.
VI. CONCLUSION
For each of the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court grant their
motion for summary judgment and award Plaintiffs their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs
incurred in bringing this action.
DATED this

l'+

day of July, 2008.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
/%ay
1hereby certify that on the -

of July, 2008, a true and correct copy of the foregoing

was served upon the following individual(s) by the means indicated:
Calvin R. Campbell
John L. Horgan
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney's Office
624 Main Street
P.O. Box 86
Gooding, ID 83330
Facsimile (208) 934-4494
State of Idaho
Ofice of Attorney General
700 West State Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

a

U.S. mail, postage prepaid
express mail
hand delivery
facsimile

[0

U.S. mail, postage prepaid
express mail
hand delivery
facsimile
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KENNETH R. McCLURE (ISB #2616)
DEBORA K. KRISTENSEN (ISB #5337)
J. WILL VARIN (ISB #698 1)
GIVENS P W L E Y LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FWTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
INC., an Idaho non-profit corporation; THE
IDAHO CATTLE ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho non-profit corporation,

I

;
I
I

Plaintiffs,

CASE NO. CV-2007-65 1

AFFIDAVIT OF ANTHONY
BRAND IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
SY
JUDGMENT

,
I

VS.

GOODING COUNTY, a body politic and
corporate of the State of Idaho,
Defendant.

I
f
t
t

I

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada
)
ANTHONY BRAND, being fist duly sworn, deposes and says:

1.

I am over 18 years old and otherwise competent to testify in this matter and make

this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge.
2.

I am the business manager of Healthy Earth Enterprises, LLC d/b/a Magic Valley

Compost ("Magic Valley Compost") and as the manager have personal knowledge of all aspects
of Magic Valley Compost's business and operations. Magic Valley Compost is a commercial
AFFIDAVIT OF ANTHONY BRAND IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT - 1

venture that works with dairies to manage their dairy waste and convert this waste to compost
that can then either be marketed to other users or used by the dairy for its own purposes. The
composting process takes advantage of naturally occurring bacteria that break down the daky
waste into a valuable soil amendment full of nutrients and organic material that nourishes the soil
and fosters plant growth.
The composting process effectively deals with various nutrients and potential

3.

environment contaminants such as nitrogen and phosphorus that are present in large
concentrations in raw, untreated dairy waste. The composting processes renders a final product
that not only provides plants with critical nutrients, but also serves to create a better growing
medium for plants that retain water and make it readily available for plant use.
Magic Valley Compost is one of the largest composting businesses in the country

4.

and works with dairies throughout the Magic Valley region and south-central Idaho. Magic
Valley Compost contracts with various dairies, including many dairies in Gooding County, to
compost their daky waste on-site at the dairy. Magic Valley Compost compiles a dairy's waste
into windrows on the dairy's property and then monitors and facilitates the composting process.

This process includes occasionally aerating or turning the windrows to foster proper composting
of the raw dairy waste and organic material and making sure that the dairy waste is decomposing
at the proper rate.

5.

Once the dairy waste is composted, Magic Valley Compost will either help the

dairy market the compost or the dairy may sell the compost itself or utilize the compost on its
own property as a soil amendment. The dairies pay Magic Valley Compost for its cornposting
services and provide land for the composting process. If a dairy decides to have Magic Valley
Compost market its compost, however, Magic Valley Compost reimburses the dairy a portion of

AFFIDAVIT OF ANTHONY BRAND M SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
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the sales price. In this manner, a dairy can either break even or actually profit on this portion of
its dairy waste management.
6.

All compost has some economic value--either as a soil amendment on the dairy's

own property or as a commodity that is bought and sold in the open market. The current market
rate for bulk compost is approximately $1I/ ton. The market for compost is rapidly growing and
many farmers throughout Idaho and other states are realizing the value in utilizing compost on
their fields. Magic Valley Compost currently ships compost throughout southern and eastern
Idaho.
7.

Because of compost's environmentally and plant friendly nature as well as the

increasing cost of commercial fertilizer, the market for compost is currently experiencing
unprecedented growth. In fact, Magic Valley Compost is currently seeking additional sources of

dairy waste to meet the burgeoning compost demand. By all indications, the compost market
will only continue to expand in the foreseeable futwe and Magic Valley Compost's market and
market share will only continue to expand.

8.

Although Magic Valley Compost is not currently shipping compost to

surrounding states, in the past, it has sold compost to farmers as far away as Eureka, Nevada.
Magic Valley Compost has also recently received inquiries from potential compost customers
located in Nevada and Montana.

9.

Magic Valley Compost also produces premium compost with higher organic and

nutrient content that is marketed through home and garden centers for consumer and contract
landscaping use. Producing premium compost is a more involved process and requires more
processing of dairy waste, including separating the organic solids &om the waste.
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10.

Because of this more involved process, Magic Valley Compost produces all

premium compost st one site. This site is located in Gooding County. Therefore, all Magic
Valley Compost premium compost is currently produced in Gooding County from dairy waste
generated in Gooding County.
11.

This premium compost is marketed through various retail home and garden

centers, including retailers with outlets located in eastern Oregon.

Therefore, I can say

unequivocally that compost produced in Gooding County from dairy waste generated in Gooding
County is bought and sold in interstate commerce.

FURTHER, YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAU

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this

911

day of July 2008.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the $fky

of July.2008, a true and correct copy of the foregoing

was served upon the following individual(s) by the means indicated:
Calvin H. Campbell
John L. Horgan
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney's Ofice
624 Main Street
P.O. Box 86
Gooding, ID 83330
Facsimile (208) 934-4494
Clive Strong
State of Idaho
Office of Attorney General
700 West State Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

B

U.S. mail, postage prepaid
express mail
hand delivery
facsimile

C] U.S. mail, postage prepaid
express mail
hand delivery
facsimile

Debora K. Kristensen'
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KENNETH R. McCLURE (ISB #2616)
DEBORA K. KRISTENSEN (ISB #5337)
J. WILL VARIN (ISB #6981)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TEIE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
INC., an Idaho non-profit corporation; THE
IDAHO CATTLE ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho non-profit corporation,

CASE NO. CV-2007-651

;

Plaintiffs,

AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW W.
THOMPSON IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

I

VS.

I

GOODING COUNTY, a body politic and
corporate of the State of Idaho,
Defendant.

,,
,
I
I

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Twin Falls )
MATTHEW W. THOMPSON, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

I am over 18 years old and otherwise competent to testify in this matter and make

this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge.
2.

I am the President and Managing Partner of Ag Technical Engineering and

Environmental Associates, LLC ("Ag Tec"), which is headquartered in Twin Falls, Idaho. I am
also a civil engineer licensed to practice in the state of Idaho, and I am a Certified Nutrient

AFFIDAVIT OF MATTFJEW W. THOMPSON IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
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Management Planner.

Ag Tec offers environmental and technical consulting services to

agricultural operations throughout southern Idaho, including many CAFO operations in and
around Gooding County, Idaho.
3.

One of the services Ag Tec offers its CAFO customers is assistance in planning,

drafting and submitting their Nutrient Management Plans ("NMP") to the State of Idaho. At
least as of 2000, Idaho law required all dairy and large beef cattle farms to have an Idaho State
Department of Agriculture ("ISDA") approved NMP. All NMPs must be prepared by a Certified
Nutrient Management Planner and approved by the ISDA. The NMPs process provides the
ISDA with comprehensive authority by which to regulate animal waste systems at CAFOs
throughout Idaho.
4.

Simply stated, a NMP is a plan for managing the amount, source, placement, form

and timing of the application of nutrients and soil amendments, including manure and other dairy
or beef cattle waste products.

A key component of a NMP is the balancing of

manurelwastewater nutrients applied to the land with the nutrient needs of the crops grown.
5.

A Certified Nutrient Management Planner prepares NMPs by working in

cooperation with the dairy or beef cattle producer. Information gathered during the interview
and onsite facility assessment with the producer supplies the planner with the data to complete an
initial evaluation of the facility. The planner will draw a site map and delineate information for
the land application site plan. Once the planner calculates the initial data, he or she discusses
with the producer any compliance or management issues that need addressed. Finally, a NMP is
written. Costs for drafting an ISDA approved NMP vary based on the complexity of the plan,
but can range anywhere from $1,500-$3,000.
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6.

As a Certified Nutrient Management Planner, I am required to be familiar with all

aspects of the NMP requirements. I am not aware of any requirement restricting the exportation
of animal waste or otherwise requiring that animal waste be land applied only in the county of its
origin or in a county adjacent to the waste's originating county.
7.

Through my work at Ag Tec, I am personally familiar with the economics of

CAFO waste management. Due to the rising cost of commercially produced fertilizer, it is
becoming more common for farmers, who do not necessarily own dairy or beef cattle, to seek
and use animal waste as a soil amendment. Fanners are now willing to pay the shipping cost of
transporting CAFO waste from a CAFO to their ground for land application on their fields.

8.

The market for animal waste generated in Gooding County is not limited to

Gooding County, and I am personally aware of farmers from as far away as the Minilcassia area
who are seeking and obtaining manure from CAFO operators in Gooding County. As drafted,
the current Gooding County CAFO ordinance could prevent an operator in Cassia County from
obtaining manure for land application on his fields from Gooding County because Cassia County
is not geographically adjacent to Gooding County.

9.

The current Gooding County CAFO Ordinance also limits the approved

maximum density of animals to five (5) animal units per tillable, irrigated acre owned by the
CAFO applicant. This limitation is arbitrary and fails to recognize the advent of modern
technology, such as dairy waste digesters, that greatly reduce the amount of direct manure land
application that is necessary on many CAFO's. Further, Gooding County's CAFO Ordinance
does not consider the total acreage a CAFO operator owns, and instead limits the inquiry to
"tillable, irrigated acre[s]." This restriction is furher evidence of the arbitrary nature of the
CAFO animal unit density restriction.
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FURTHER, YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Matthew W. Thompso~l

&

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this/&day

of July 2008.

&
d&&',
7?7,Sk&d
Notary Public

,z&,

Residing at:
My Commission Expires:

J G b &
/"d/<

e///
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the

my

of July 2008, a true and correct copy of the foregoing

was served upon the following individual(s) by the means indicated:
Calvin H. Campbell
John L. Horgan
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney's Office
624 Main Street
P.O. Box 86
Gooding, ID 83330
Facsimile (208) 934-4494

[] U.S. mail, postage prepaid

Clive Strong
State of Idaho
Office of Attorney General
700 West State Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

C] U.S. mail, postage prepaid

E

express mail
hand delivery
C]facsimile

[;SF;
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KENNETH R. McCLURE (ISB #2616)
DEBORA K. KRISTENSEN (ISB #5337)
J. WlLL VARIN (ISB #6981)
GIWNS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
INC., an Idaho non-profit corporation; THE
IDAHO CATTLE ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho non-profit corporation,
Plaintiffs,

:
;

i
I
t
t

vs.

CASE NO. CV-2007-65 1

AFFIDAVIT OF GREGORY A.
LEDBETTER, D.V.M, M.P.V.M IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

I

GOODING COUNTY, a body politic and
corporate of the State of Idaho,
Defendant.

'

t

I
I

I

STATE OF IDAHO )
County of Jerome

) ss.
)

GREGORY A. LEDBETTER, D.V.M., M.P.V.M., being first duly sworn, deposes and
says:
1.

I am over 18 years old and otherwise competent to testify in this matter and make

this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge.
2.

I am the former administratorlstate veterinarian for the Idaho State Department of

Agriculture's Division of Animal Industries.

I currently own a 1,600 head dairy on the
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JeromeIGooding County line. I have lived and worked on this dairy since the late 1980's and
have been otherwise involved in some way in the dairybeef cattle industry in some fashion since

I graduated from veterinary school in 1977.
3.

As a veterinarian, dairy owner and milk producer, I am personally familiar with

all aspects of dairy farming, including dairy waste management and Nutrient Management Plans
("NMP") as required by the State of Idaho.

I am also familiar with anaerobic digester

technology, which converts dairy waste into biogas which can be used to produce electric power.

I have participated in a feasibility study focusing on the use of anaerobic digester technology in
Idaho's dairies, including those in Gooding County, Idaho. I am familiar with the technology
and its application and potential application in dairies in and around Gooding County, Idaho.

4.

In an anaerobic digester, anaerobic bacteria consume the dairy waste and release

methane gas that is captured, burned, and converted to electricity. This electricity, in turn, can
then be used to power the dairy and/or can be sold on the open market to local utilities.
Therefore, the raw "fuel" that is used to generate electricity in the process is the dairy waste.

5.

After the bacteria have "digested" the dairy waste and released its energy

potential, the organic solids left over from the process can be used or sold as clean, safe cattle
bedding, garden mulch, or a soil amendment for agriculture-thereby

providing fivther cost

savings and economic benefit to dairy operators.
6.

The anaerobic digester process has the potential to revolutionize dairy waste

management by converting dairy waste to renewable energy and marketable organic solids.
Currently, anaerobic digester technology is relatively new and can be quite costly to instail. But,
the technology is beginning to become more and more cost effective as it improves and its
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positive economic impact upon the dairy industry as a whole, and individual dairy operators,
including those in Gooding County, is realized.

7.

As explained above, the fuel for the anaerobic digester process is dairy waste.

This waste, therefore, has economic value as anaerobic digester fuel. Prohibiting the disposal of
dairy waste on land outside of and not contiguous to Gooding County, as the new Gooding
CAFO Ordinance purports to do, impacts the market for the raw fuel for anaerobic digesters and
inhibits the growth of a potentially lucrative and environmentally friendly energy source.

8.

Even if dairy waste is not used as anaerobic digester fuel, it has economic value as

natural fertilizer or the raw material for compost. In the cornposting process, additional organic
material is added to the dairy waste, it is placed in large windrows that are periodically turned to
aerate them, and the material decomposes into compost. This compost is rich in organic material
and valuable nutrients and it is used to enrich soils and enhance plant growth. The compost is
bought and sold throughout Idaho and even neighboring states.

The market for compost

produced from dairy waste generated in Gooding County is by no means limited to Gooding
County. I personally have worked with cornposters that have converted dairy waste produced in
Gooding County a valuable commercial product that was sold on the open market or otherwise
used in the economy. I compost manure and bedding from one of my facilities located in
Gooding County that I cunently market outside the county.

9.

The new Gooding County CAFO Ordinance limits maximum approved animal

density to five (5) animal units per tillable acre owned by the CAFO applicant. This maximum
density fails to recognize the potential and efficacy of CAFO operators utilizing waste
management programs, such as those discussed above, other than direct land application of the
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dairy waste. It also fails to recogoh that all aqmts of CAFO waste management are addressed

in the NMP that is 2horotgMy reviewed and approved by the State of Idaho,
10.

Through existing tecbnotogy, it is possible to efficiently process daify waste in a

much more effective manner than is contemplated by the CAFO Ordinance.

With the

technology that is c m n t l y available, inc11dhgthose processes d i s c W above, it is possible
that a dairy can 1 a M y and &tiwly

deal with all, or nearly all, of its waste without direct

Iand application of any of the waste. Goodkg County's CAFO Ordinance simply Ms to
recognize the modern reality of dairy waste mmgmetyc, inc1-

the advent of cwefiJ1y

generated and reviewed NMPs, and based upon my education, imhhg, and experience as a dairy
owner and operator, the five (5) animal unit per tillable a m owned

maximum

density is

arbitiary, capricious, and is not based upon any rational basis.

FURTHER,YOUR MFKW SArnTH

SUBSCXO$EI) AND SWORN b e f ~ mme this

\$ay of July 2008.

I

THERESA A. WRIGHT
NOTARY PUBLiC

n!E
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I hereby certify that on the -day of July 2008, a true and correct copy of the foregoing
was served upon the following individual(s) by the means indicated:
Calvin H. Campbell
John L. Horgan
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney's Office
624 Main Street
P.O. Box 86
Gooding, ID 83330
Facsimile (208) 934-4494

B

U.S. mail, postage prepaid
express mail
hand delivery
facsimile

U.S. mail, postage prepaid
express mail
hand delivery
facsimile

Clive Strong
State of Idaho
Office of Attorney General
700 West State Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
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KENNETH R. McCLURE (ISB #26 16)
DEBORA K. KRISTENSEN (ISB #5337)
J. WILL VARIN (ISB #6981)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODLNG
IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
INC., an Idaho non-profit corporation; THE
IDAHO CATTLE ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho non-profit corporation,

I

I

I
I

Plaintiffs,

I

,

vs.

CASE NO. CV-2007-65 1

IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S
ASSOCIATION AND THE IDAHO
CATTLE ASSOCIATION'S
ELEMENT SHEET IN SUPPORT
OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT

1

GOODING COUNTY, a body politic and
corporate of the State of Idaho,

I
I

I
I

Defendant.

Plaintiffs Idatio Dairymen's Association, Inc. ("IDA"), and Idaho Cattle Association, Inc.
("ICA") (collectively "Plaintiffs"), by and through their attorneys of record, pursuant to the
Court's April 14,2008 Scheduling Order submit this Element Sheet in Support of Plaintiffs'
Motion for Summary Judgment.

I.

A.

CLAIMS

Implied Preemption
The State of Idaho, through the Sanitary Inspection of Dairy Products Act, Idaho Code $

37-401 et seq. ("Dairy Act"), the Beef Cattle Environmental Control Act, Idaho Code 5 22-4901
IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION AND THE IDAHO CATTLE ASSOCIATION'S ELEMENT
SHEET IN SUPPORT OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT 1

-

et seq. ("Beef Cattle Act") and the Idaho State Department of Agriculture's ("ISDA") Nutrient
Management Plan ("NMP') process, impliedly preempt Gooding County's CAFO Ordinance to
the extent the Ordinance seeks to regulate the operation and management of animal waste
disposal systems at confined animal feeding operations ("CAFOs").

1.

Elements

Idaho recognizes three independent tests for determining whether state law impliedly
preempts a local government ordinance:
1) Where state laws intend to fully occupy or preempt a particular area;
2) Where state government has acted in such a pervasive manner to regulate a particular
area that it must be assumed that it intended to occupy the entire field; or
3) The nature of the subject matter calls for a uniform regulatory scheme.

Envirosafe Serv. of Idaho v. County of Owyhee, 112 Idaho 687, 689 735 P.2d 998, 1000 (1987).
Meeting any one of the three tests is sufficient to preclude local government regulation. Id. at
690,735 P.2dat 1001.
2.

Factual Support

This is a legal claim based upon an analysis of state environmental laws governing the
management of animal waste systems at dairies and beef cattle operations, including the Dairy
Act, Beef Cattle Act and associated requirements for NMPs, and the inherent conflict of Gooding
County's CAFO Ordinance's (Kristensen Aff. Ex. A) attempts to regulate the same area.
Plaintiffs rely on all materials submitted in support of their motion for summary judgment.

B.

Violation of the Dormant Commerce Clause
The Ordinance violates the dormant commerce clause of the Idaho and United States

Constitutions, and therefore constitutes a violation of 42 U.S.C.

5

1983, because it prohibits the

disposal andfor transfer of animal waste generated in Gooding County, outside the state of Idaho.
IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION AND THE IDAHO CATTLE ASSOCIATION'S ELEMENT
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Article I, section 8, clause 3 of the United States Constitution grants Congress authority,
"[tlo regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several states, and with the Indian
tribes." The Commerce Clause is not only a source of authorization for Congressional action but
is also a limitation on the power of states and local governments to regulate interstate commerce.
See Hughes v. Oklahoma, 441 U.S. 322, 326, 99 S. Ct. 1727, 1731 (1979); United Haulers
Assoc., Inc. v. Oneida-Herkimer Solid Waste Mgt. Auth.,

1.

-U.S.

-

127 S. Ct. 1786, 1792-

Elements

The United States Supreme Court has developed a two tiered analysis to determine if
local laws violate the dormant commerce clause:

1)

Does the local law facially discriminate against interstate commerce?

2)

If so, the law is deemedper se invalid unless the state can show, under strict
scrutiny, that it has no other means to advance a legitimate local interest.

C&A Carbone, Inc. v. Town of Clarbtown, N Z , 51 1 U.S. 383,390-392, 114 S.Ct. 1677,16821683 (1994); Starlight Sugar, Inc. v. Soto, 909 F.Supp. 853,858 (D. Puerto Rico, 1995).

If the local law at issue only incidentally effects interstate commerce, the court must
balance the burden imposed on such commerce against the putative local benefits:
Where the statute regulates even-handedly to effectuate a
legitimate local public interest, and its effects on interstate
commerce are only incidental, it will be upheld unless the burden
imvosed on such commerce is clearlv excessive in relation to the
putative local benefits. If a legitimate local purpose is found, then
the question becomes one of degree. And the extent of the burden
that will be tolerated will of course depend on the nature of the
local interest involved, and on whether it could be promoted as
well with a lesser impact on interstate activities.
Pike v. Bruce Church, Znc., 397 U.S. 137, 142, 90 S.Ct. 844, 847 (1970) (internal citations
omitted) (emphasis added).
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2.

Factual Support

1)

Animal waste is a valuable commercial product used in various ways in interstate

commerce. (Affidavit of Anthony Brand in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for S m a r y
Judgment ("Brand Aff.") at 77 6-1 1 (animal waste from Gooding County used for compost
bought and sold in Oregon); Affidavit of Gregory A. Ledbetter, D.V.M., M.P.V.M. in Support of
Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment ("Ledbetter Aff.") at 71 3-8 (animal waste from
Goodig County used in anaerobic digester to produce electricity) and 1 8 (animal waste from
Gooding County used for compost bought and sold throughout Idaho and neighboring states);
Affidavit of Matthew W. Thompson in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment
("Thompson Aff.") at 17 7-8 (animal waste from Gooding County used for compost outside of
Gooding County)).

2)

CAFO operators are prohibited under section

5 VII.D.1 of the Ordinance from

disposing of CAFO animal waste on land outside of but not contiguous to Gooding County.
(Kristensen Aff., Ex. A at § VII.D.1)

3)

Prohibiting CAFO operators from disposing of CAFO animal waste

outside of

Gooding County means more waste must be kept in the Countv where it poses the greatest threat
to the County's water resources.

4)

There are less discriminatory alternatives to prevent CAFO animal waste from

contaminating Gooding County's water resources. Most notably is the enforcement of existing
federal and state environmental regulations, particularly through the state's NMP process.

5)

State law (under the NMP process) currently allows producers in Gooding County

to export their animal waste outside Gooding County. (Thompson Aff. at fi 6).
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C.

Violation of Substantive Due Process
The Ordinance violates the Plaintiffs' substantive due process rights and, therefore,

constitutes a violation of 42 U.S.C. $ 1983, because it imposes arbitrary and capricious
requirements on CAFO operators.
The United States and Idaho Constitutions protect against government deprivation of an
individual's life, liberty, or property without due process of law. U.S. Const. amend. XIV, $ 1;
Idaho Const. art. 1 5 13.
1.

Elements

When a legislative enactment-thatdoes not affect fundamental rights is challenged:
Substantive due process, as guaranteed by both the United States
and Idaho Constitutions, embodies the requirement that a statute
bear a reasonable relationship to a permissible legislative
objective.
Matter of McNeely, 119 Idaho 182, 190, 804 P.2d 91 1,918 (Idaho App. 1990). To prevail upon
a substantive due process claim a plaintiff must show that the government action was arbitrary,
capricious, or without a rational basis. Pace v. Hymas, 111 Idaho 581, 586, 726 P.2d 693, 698
(Idaho 1986).
2.

Factual Support

The following prohibitions contained in the Ordinance are arbitrary, capricious, or
without rational basis:
1)

The Ordinance limits the number of animals that a CAFO owner or operator may

keep per irrigated tillable acre of land, regardless of the specific operation of the CAFO andor
the terms of the CAFO's state approved NMP. (Kristensen Aff., Ex. A at 9 VII.D.l.)
2)

The Ordinance provides that animal waste may only be applied to land owned by

CAFO owners and operators. (Id.)
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3)

The Ordinance requires application of CAFO animal waste to land that is either in

Gooding County or contiguous to Gooding County in an adjacent county. ( I d )
4)

These requirements conflict with state law and NMP requirements.

5)

Setting a one-size-fits all animal density maximum is inherently arbitrary because

it fails to recognize the potential eEcacy of CAFO operators utilizing waste management

-

programs other than direct land application of the animal waste and, importantly, that all aspects
of CAFO waste management are addressed in the NMP that is thoroughly reviewed and
approved by the State of Idaho. Ledbetter Aff. at 7 9; Thompson Aff. at 7 9. Existing
technology now makes it possible to efficiently process animal waste in a much more effective
manner than is contemplated by the Ordinance (e.g., direct land application) such that a CAFO
can lawfully and effectively deal with all, or nearly all, of its waste without direct land
application of any of the waste. Ledbetter Aff. at 7 10. To that end, the Ordinance is also
arbitrary in that it does not consider the total acreage a CAFO operator owns, and instead limits
the inquiry to "tillable, irrigated acre[s]." Thompson Aff. at 7 9.

D.

Attorneys Fees and Costs.

Plaintiffs are entitled to an award of their reasonable attorneys fees and costs incurred in
bringing this action pursuant to LC.

$9 10-1210 (Declaratory Relief Act) and 12-121, the private

attorney general doctrine recognized in Simpson v. Cenarrusa, 130 Idaho 609,614,944 P.2d
1372, 1377 (1997) and Hellar v. Cenarrusa, 106 Idaho 571, 577-78,682 P.2d 524, 530-31
(1984), and 42 U.S.C. § 1988 for vindication of their constitutional rights.
11.

CONCLUSION

Gooding County's CAFO Ordinance is defective in all of the foregoing respects and
Plaintiffs respectfully request the Court grant its Motion for S m a r y Judgment and declare
those portions of the Ordinance null and void.
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DATED this -day of July 2008.
'GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the /%ay

of July 2008, a true and correct copy of the foregoing

was served upon the following individual(s) by the means indicated:
Calvin H. Campbell
John L. Horgan
Goodiig County Prosecuting Attorney's Office
624 Main Street
P.O. Box 86
Gooding, ID 83330
Facsimile (208) 934-4494

C] U.S. mail, postage prepaid

Ba

express mail
hand delivery
facsimile

C] U.S. mail, postage prepaid

Clive Strong
State of Idaho
Office of Attorney General
700 West State Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

a hand
express mail
delivery
facsimile
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